


Your DG MV™ hosts some pretty 
powerful applications. And your PCs give you 
convenience you just can't find anywhere else. 
The problem has been that you couldn't get 
them to work together. Really work together. 

Until now, that is. Because now the 
revolutionary CQCS™ 
4GL features true PC 
concurrency. Complete 
with DG pcr:M Trendview ™ 
and CEO™ integration. CQGS gives you a relational 

view of your database. 

Full source code compatibility. And identical 
implementation on both MVs and PCs. 

What's more, CQCS is right at home 
on the entire DG 32-bit 
MY/Family, the DG 
PC Family and all 
ffiM@ PC compatibles. 

Each PC has 
access to both INFOS™ 
and its own database. 
And meanwhile, your 

You don't need any program· 
mmg knowledge to use the 
CQGS Report Writer. Auto· 

matlcally generated plots and 
graphs come with the package. 

CQCS is a trademark of Cybenek Software Incorporated. In the United States call 800451·1544 or 303· 745·3900. In Europe call Cybenek at + 44·992·44111L 
MV, DG, INFOS, ICOBOL. PCI , Trendview and CEO are trademarks of Data General Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation 



screens are supporting PC ergonomics. 
advanced windowing. And full color. 
But the real CQCS story is productivity. 

fL'''''''U'''~ it runs programs like lightning. Much 
than COBOL can. With no increase in 

.... "' ...... '" overhead. 
CQCS is fully 

'IJ"~'V'''' with 
applications 

in any 3GL. 
~"""""""''''" ICOBOL:M 

CQCS uses surprisingly little 
machine overhead. So 

your MV is free to support 
more DG and PC termmals. 

It's exceptionally easy to use. And once 
you're installed, you get solid phone and 
on-line support from DG experts. 

So call Cybertek and let us show you 
what the preferred 
DG 4GL can do for Prodllctiviry with perfonnance . 

you. Not to mention 
your PCs. Because 
everything works 
better when we're 
all working together. 

Circle 17 on reader service card. 

The pre/erred 4GL/or DG I 
from Cybertek. _I 
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THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE 

Can we 
help you? 
by Donald W. Clark 
NADGUG president 

I want to direct my word thi month 
e p cially to people who are ither new to 

ADGUG or who haven't yet become 
memb r. If you've b en a part of 

ADCUG for a year or so, you might 
want to kip ahead a few paragraph, 
because you'll already understand the 
point I'm trying to make. 

Tho e of u who have been working to 
make ADGUG grow talk a lot about 
thing like two-way communication be
twe n us and them, that i , between u er 
and Data General. In fact, we hope that 
our effort at communication will help 
blur that"u Ithem" distinction, b cause 
w all hare the goal of making life ea ier, 
more pro perou , and more productive 
for the community of people who u DC 
equipment. 

To be hone t, though, that's a pretty 
rarefied goal. It ounds great, and you'd 
be hard-pres ed to come up with a good 
rea on for thinking it' a bad idea. On the 
other hand, it' probably not enough to 
get you involved in the group. We' re a k
ing people to make a mall dollar commit
ment, but a big commitment of time and 
effort, in order to make ADGUG grow. 
Mo t p ople want a better an wer to a 
ba ic que tion before they make that kind 
of commitm nt: "What' in it for me?" 

That's a fair question, and I think 
ADGUG has a very good an wer. The 

taff has been working on a Ii t of good 
rea ons to support ADGUG, and they're 
up to 31. ot all of them will peak to you 
directly, but there are bound to be a few 
that will hit you where you live. For ex
ample, if you have a number of people in 
need of training, how doe a big di count 
on DC cour e work sound? How about 
the library of donated program ? 

Tho e are ju t a few of the rea on . If 
you want the whole list, ju t call or write 
th ADCUG taff, and they' ll make sure 
you get a copy. 

A ADCUGha grownduringthela t 
few year, that Ii tofbenefits for member 
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has expanded. In time, we hope to have a 
much longer Ii t that will appeal to the 
special need of a lot more users. Thi i 
one of tho e beneficial cycle where the 
more member we have, the more we can 
do for them-and th more users will take 
that tep of b coming a member. 

For right now, we' re trying to gauge 
how we can direct our effort to do the 
mo t good. To thi end, we're looking for 
input from member . Which of th ser
vice we provide now are mo t valuable 
to you? Which don' tyou care about? What 
new ervice should ADCUG add in 
order to attract new m mbers? 

If you have a pet interest that you think 
ADGUG should addres , please tell us 

about it. You can call me directly or send a 
letter to the staff or leave a me age on one 
of the bulletin board . Believe it or not, 
me age like that really do have an im
pact, and many of the services we now 
provide got their tart with a few mem
bers who had an idea. 

Of course, there' alway a ri k in tell
ing us what you want, because you might 
be invited to help implement a olution. 
But that's fun, too. 

• 
Another area we're looking for input 

on is the annual u er concern survey. 
Thi got tarted several years ago when 

ADGUG officer met with DC officers 
about the things that were bothering u -
er . Ed de Ca tro put it in pretty blunt 
term : if we could come up with some 
objective mea ure to back up our ideas, 
DC would pay attention to what we aid. 
Otherwi e, we were ju t complaining. 

Since then, we've gone to a lot of effort 
to back up our concerns with some hard 
data. And DC ha been quite re pon ive 
to the concerns we raised. In a month or 
two, we' ll be sending out the question
naire again,and once again, we'll a k you 
to return them promptly with your best 
judgments on what DC need to do to 
make life better at your installation. 

It's a simple que tionnaire, but th re-
ults are very important. Watch for that 

que tionnaire, and don' t let thi opportu
nity for making your concern known get 
away from you. 

• 
Happy holidays! 
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-. DataGeneral 
SOURCE DATA GENEUL SPECIALS 

MY4000 DC With Additionat 1/0 Slot, 2MB. 70MB. Disk Floppy. Cartridge Tape Backup .............. .......... .. ............. $8.500 
MV1ooo0 System 2MB. BBU .. ........................................................ .. .... ................................................................. $34.000 
Eclipse S280 System with BMC. 2MB ..................... ............ ............ ............................. .............. ............ .................. $9.500 

DISK 
606750 MB .................................................... $500 
6060 96 MB .................................................... $750 
6061190MB ............................................... $1 .200 
6160 73 MB Winchester Disk SublSys .....•• $3.500 
6122 2n MB ............................................... $1 .900 
6161 147 MB Winchester Disk SublSys ..... $5.500 
Zebra Adaptor sets ......................................... $250 
6234 50 MB Winchester Disk SublSys ....... $1 .800 
6236 354 MB Winchester Disk SublSys ... $12.500 
6239592 MB WincheS1er Disk SublSys ... $16.500 
Controller 5-13602 •........................................ $350 
Controller 5-5799 ........................................... $250 
DCH VF 5-6538 ......•..•.................................... $100 
6214602 MB Winchester SublSys 

wlDG lener .......................................... $6.500 
TAPE 

6026. 800/1600 SIS·Brown ......................... $3.000 
6026A. 800/1600 Add-on·Brown ................. $2.000 
6021 . 800 SIS-Brown .................................. $1 .000 
6021 . 800 SIS·Blue ........................................ $900 
6125. Streamer, SIS .................................... $1 .200 
6125. Streamer. (Hard) ............................... $2.000 
6123 Streamer ............................................ $2.000 
6299, 8001160016250 SIS ......................... $18.500 

SYSTEMS 
Configured to your specifICations 
Nova 800. 1200 
Nova 2. 3. 4 
MicroNova MP100. 200 
Edipse S200. S230. S250. S130 
Edipse C330. C350. CI50. 1.1600 
Edipse S2801 
MV6000. 8000. 800011. 10000. 4000. 7800 

PRINTERS 
6321 La Printer .............................................. $900 

TERMINALS 
Beehive B 1 00 .................................................. $75 
DEC VT100 .................................................... $175 
DEC VT132 .................................................... $175 
Emulog 200 As Is ............................................ $50 
Hazeltine 1500 ............................................... $175 
Hazeltine 1520 ............................................... $175 
Hazel1ine 1420 ............................................... $100 
LS ADM lA ..................................................... $25 
LS ADM 3 As Is ............................................... $75 
LS ADM 3A As Is ............................................ $75 
LA ADM 31 ..................................................... $100 
LS ADM 31 As Is ............................................. $25 
LS ADM 31 Parts ............................................. Call 
Media III 4260 ................................................. $50 
Media 1114161 ................................................. $50 
Televideo 970 ................................................. $200 
Visual 110 ...................................................... $100 
Wyse 50 CRT ................................................. $400 

MONITORS-BLACK & WHITE 
Hitachi VM 129 12" ........................................... $25 
Sanyo MV 4209 9" .......................................... $25 
Sanyo MV 421514" ........................................ $25 
Sanyo OM 5012 12" ........................................ $25 

4434 Graphics Slave Printer .......................... $350 
4518 La Printer w/Sheet Feeder ................... $800 
6194 TP2 Printer ............................................ $900 
6140 TPI Printer ............................................ $200 
4363 300 LPM Band Printer W·DCH .......... $2.800 
4354 354CPS Printer .................................. $1 .200 
4364 600 LPM Band Printer W·DCH .......... $3.800 

C-350 
Spare Board Set ............................................. $900 
8656 256 KB Memory .................................... $1 00 
Chassis wlPower Supplies ............................. $500 

TERMINALS 
0100 ............................................................... $150 
0200 .........•..•...•.•....•....................................... $250 
0210 ............•.................................................. 5450 
0211 ............................................................... $600 
0220 ............................................................... $900 
0280 Color ..................................................... $500 
0214 ............................................................... $600 
0215 .............................................................•. $700 
0410 ............................................................... $500 
0411 ............................................................... $950 
0460 ............................................................... $700 
0461 ............................................................ $1,200 
0400 to 0450 Upgrade .................................... $50 
0470 ............................................................ $1 .500 
5821 NT Penta Monitor .................................. $800 
5242 Penta Monitor ..................................... $1 .500 
6012 ................................................................ $50 
6262 Desktop Color Monitor .......................... $700 

CABINETS 
1605. Meter High ......................................... $1,200 
1605-A. MeIer High .................................... $1 .000 
1344. 5 ft. Brown ............................................ $900 
1144. 5 ft. Blue •....•......................................... $500 

NON·DG INVENTORY SALE! 
PRINTERS 

Computer Int'115OO La .................................. $100 
CITOH 1025 La ............................................. $200 
Data South OSl80 ......................................... 5450 
Data Product B300 ...................................... $1 .700 
Data Product 8310 ........•...•....•.•...•..•...•....... $1 .900 
Data Product 2230 ......................................... $300 
Data Produc1 2260 ......... ................................ $500 
Data Product M200 ..................................... $1 .100 
DEC lA36 ...................................................... $100 
DEC lA34 ...................................................... $100 
DEC LA35 ....................................................... $50 
GE terminate 200 ........................................... $200 
Diablo 630 La ................................................ $500 
Diablo 1650 ......................•....•.••..•..•...•........... $300 
HP laser 2686-A ......................................... $1 .200 
NEC 5525 ....................................................... $550 
NECnl0 ....................................................... $650 
NEC n25 ....................................................... $650 
STAR SOlO .................................................... $300 
Talley MI32 .................................................... $100 
TI820 ............................................................. $400 
TI743 .............................................................. $75 
Wang 6581W w/Sheet Feeder ••.•..•....•........... $500 

PLOlTER 
Cak:omp 5105 ................................................ $500 

1012. Brown ................................................... $500 
1012. Blue ...................................................... $100 
1148. Blue ...................................................... $300 
1348. Brown ................................................... $500 

COMMUNICATIONS 
4255 ALM8 ..................................................... $200 

ALM 8/4 .................................................. $100 
4257 AlM16 w/CL IF ..................................... $500 

ALM 1618 ................................................ $200 
4340 AMI 8 ..................................................... $450 
4254 DCU200 ................................................ $300 
4345 CSl2 ...................................................... $500 
4380 ISC2 .................................................. $1 .500 

SlM2 ..................................................... $175 
ATI16 CLIF ............................................ $25 

4369 lACS .................................................. $2.500 
4370 IAC16 ................................................. 54.000 

DESKTOP 
Madel 10. w/l0 256K. KB 15MB 

WincheS1er. Floppy ........................... $2.000 
Madel 10 SP. w/l0 256K. KB 15MB 

Winchester. Floppy ............................ $2.400 
Model 20. w/1512 KB WincheS1er. Floppy . $2.500 
Model 30. w1512 KB 15MB 

WincheS1er. Floppy ............................ $2.500 
4463-ZT USAM4 ............................................ $650 
Upgrade Model 10 Mono to Color .................. $500 
Model 2704 Dasher One ............................. $1 .300 
6271 . 15MB Disk ............................................ $500 
6301 . 38MB Disk SIS .................................. $1 .500 
6336. 71 MB Disk SIS .................................. $2.000 
8713R Mod. 10. 512KB Memory .................... $500 
8736R Mod. 20. 512KB Memory .................... $500 
4435 Plotter (HP 74 70-A) ............................... $900 
4436-AR Optical Mouse Pad .......................... $200 
4437·AAR Digitizer Pad w/ACMapl.or. Sty1us$900 

Cak:omp936 .................................................. $500 
HP 7221 ·A ...................................................... $500 
HP 7221 ·B ...................................................... $500 
HP 7470-A ...................................................... $900 
HouSlOn Ints. OMP 29 .................................... $750 

MAGTAPE 
CuS10m System 295 Controller ...................... $650 
Per1ec/Cogar 7.5 CTU .................................... $100 
Tanberg 1050 ................................................. $400 
Wangco 10 ..................................................... $200 

DISK DRIVE 
Ampex C330 ............................................... $3.500 
CDC 9730 80MB ........................................ $1 .500 
CDC 9762 (1200 Hrs) .................................... $700 
CDC 9448 ...................................................... $500 
CDC BK53CA ................................................. $200 
Diablo 44 ........................................................ $200 
Oynex 6222 .................................................... $200 
Ball B050 ....................................................... $200 
Perkin Elmer 300 MB Disk SIS ................... $6.500 
Fujitsu 2284160 MB WincheS1er ................ $1 .100 

SYSTEMS 
Wang OIS 115-1 System w/ lOMB 

Drive 553&3 CRT ................................. $500 

MUCH MORE DATA GENERAL IN STOCK ••• CALL FOR QUOTES! 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 

E DUGO CO PUTE c. 
373 W. Palmer Ave., Unit C Glendale, CA 91204 

TELEX: 662758 FAX 818-246-4919 

Circle 72 on reader service card. 

818·246·4915 



SYSTEM 
MANAGERS 
Q. Do you know if you have un

authorized users trying to access 
your system? 

Q. Do you know which u ers have 
special user privileges? 

Q. What infonnation did you use to 
justij) your last system upgrade? 

Q. What percentage of your system 
resources is being u eel by each of 
your departments? 

Q. How do you optimize the allocation 
of users across multiple CPUs? 

Q. How do you track the resources used 
by one user for multiple projects? 

Q. Do you know which peripheral 
devices are used mo t often? 

Q. Which programs are accessed most 
often? Which resources do they 
consume? 

Q. Are youJrustrated with using DC's 
REPORT to analyze your Syslog 
data? 

A. The Resource 
Accounting System 

~AS 
RESOURCE ACCOVNTlNGSYSTEM 

RAS is a new software utility for your 
resource management or charge-back 
accounting needs. RAS provides concise 
reporting of your computer utilization 
based upon users, groups, projects, 
devices or programs. Each entity can be 
tracked by CPU usage, connect time, disk 
space, 1/0 usage, or pages printed. In 
addition, you can assign different rates for 
each resource, user, project or device as 
well as for prime and non-prime time 
usage. 

(801) 484·3333 

DMS S stems Inc. 
ADVANCED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

1111 8nckyard Road SaHake City. Utah 84106 

Circle 29 on reader service card . 

LETTERS 

CEOwrite concerns 
cross the Atlantic 

It is with ever-increasing surprise and 
anxiety we read Bobbie Pressman's Focus 
articles on DG's new CEOwrite pricing 
policy. Holland features an active DG user 
group, with [an) affiliated CEO SIG, rep
resenting more than 15 major companies 
using CEO. It was around May of this year 
that DG Holland made indications that 
CEOwrite/VS would not be a free add-on 
to CEO, nor a free replacement to CEO 
WP. Some users had already received the 
English version of rev 3 and to their sur
prise found CEOwrite/VS missing from 
the tape. 

All this happened after extensive sales 
activity to promote rev 3 and adverb e it 
blazing new features, including the long
awaited compound document support. 
Also, such features as multiple fonts, 
multiple language dictionary support, and 
hyphenation were advertised for rev 3, 
without any indication that this would 
require some extra guilders. 

As a result of these experiences, I am 
sure you will not be surprised that we 
welcomed your criticism to DC's pricing 
policy. As far as we understood from 
Bobbie Pressman's article, we think DC's 
reaction to the user community uproar 
has been most inadequate. Of course, the 
management of DG Holland, as any other 
subSidiary, has very little flexibility to 
move independently from Westboro, 
which makes the users' position outside 
of the USA even less powerful than in the 
USA. Therefore, we welcome the oppor
tunity to explain our arguments for the 

ADGUG forum. 
In our opinion, the SPSA we pay every 

month includes not only bug fixes, but 
also most definitely the right to receive 
enhancements to the product in response 
to user requests. During the last year, 
several requests for enhancements to the 
word processor were indicated as avail
able in rev 3. As far as I am aware, there 
was never an explicit statement made in 
Holland about a free CEOwrite/ VS; 
however, indications about future en
hancements most certainly never men
tioned a new product, let alone a separate 
pricing, until May of this year. This 
amounts to a downright devaluation of 
the user 's right-to-use of a supported 
product, initiated solely by DG. 
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Though we can see that the market is 
driving toward "versioning" of software 
(marketing jargon for separate pricing), 
we feel it is most unfair to the existing user 
base that an acceptable upgrade policy 
isn' t included from the beginning. In our 
view, such an acceptable policy can only 
include a free exchange of CEOwrite/VS 
for CEO WP. If such an offer is not made, 
we feel that most users will move to 
Wordperfect / VS, which may not be a bad 
choice after all. 

As much the same problem seems to 
have arisen with AOS/VS II, first pre
sented to the user community asAOS/VS 
rev 8, we see the CEOwrite/VS case as a 
key issue to DG's feeling toward its cur
rent u er base. 

Wytze Oostenbrug, president 
Data General etherland Users Group 

Off the top 
In Jim Siegman's "Discoveries" column 

in the October (1988) issue of Focus, Jim 
responded to an inquiry from Dan Lapp 
regarding the use of a ovell network in 
conjunction with his MY. While it is true, 
as Jim mentioned, that revision 3.31 of 
PC/VS supports ovell's etware, Jim 
further suggested that Data General's DG / 
PC"I may support etware in the future, 
because (as Jim put it) "PC"I is built on top 
of PC/VS." 

Jim is mistaken. PC/VS and DG/PC"I 
are entirely separate and incompatible 
products. It is true that Rational Data 
Systems was involved with the develop
ment of Data General's PC"I; in fact, our 

etlink product even offers PC/ VS-like 
functionality and works "on top of" DG/ 
PC*1. However, DG/ PC*I uses OSI's IP 
and TP4 protocols, which are not compat
ible with the XNS protocols used by PC/ 
VS, etware, and most other PC LA 
products on the market today. For this 
reason, DG/ PC"I cannot, in its present 
form, communicate with Novell's Net
ware. 

Rational Data Systems views Netware 
compatibility as PC/ VS's most important 
feature. We are proud of the current level 
of compatibility and are working hard to 
increase the ability of our customers to 
operate RDS and Novell products in a 
homogeneous environment. 

Doug R. Kaye, partner 
Rational Data Systems 

December 1988 
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WordPerlect* 
Announces 
Integration 
Willi CEO 

WordPerfect supports the CEO 
filing system, calculator, 

and interrupt key. 

Same powerful features 
users have come to expect 

from WordPerfect 4.2. 

WordPerfect files transfer from 
one machine to another 

without a conversion program. 

WordPerfect Corporation 
announces a new enhance
ment for Data General users: 

WordPerfect" with CEO integration. 

If you use CEO (revision 3.0), you can 
also have the powerful advantages of 
WordPerfect word processing soft
ware. WordPerfect can be accessed 
directly from within CEO, and will 
support the CEO filing system, cal
culator, and intenupt key. There is no 
need to leave WordPerfect to use 
these CEO features. 

Documents can be saved and retrieved 
from the appropriate CEO drawer and 
folder. The CEO calculator is easily 
accessible as well, by using only a few 
quick keystrokes. 

If a mail message is received while you 
are typing a document in WordPerfect, 
you will be notified at the WordPerfect 
status line. You can then use the CEO 
intenupt key to temporarily suspend 

WordPerfect while you access your 
message through CEO. When you 
return to WordPerfect, the cursor will 
be right where you left it. 

The WordPerfect/CEO combination 
will provide you with the same host of 
powerful features users have come to 
expect from WordPerfect 4.2. For 
example, you'll have the Thesaurus 
and 115,OOO-word Speller at your 
fingertips. Columns appear side-by
side on the screen as they will look 
when printed. Footnotes and End
notes are automatically formatted and 
numbered for you. Macros let you 
record and automate keystroke 
combinations, and the Merge option 
allows you to combine data from two 
or more different sources into a single 
document. 

With WordPerfect on your AOSNS 
machine, you have the added 
of opening as many as ten 

documents, and seeing two 
simultaneously on-screen. 

If you've considered buying 
WordPerfect 5.0 for the 
IBM PC, rest assured 
that WordPerfect doc
uments created on Data 
General machines can be 
retrieved into 5.0 
format on the PC. 
Likewise, files 
created with 5.0 for 
the PC can be 
saved in 4.2 
format and 
then 
re
trieved 

IIbnIPerfect ~ • rqlSterai tr>demaR 0/ lIbnIPeriect corporalllll1 AD 
OOIerbr.tndandproductnamtSaretr.tdemaRsorrqlSteraitr.tdemaRs Circle 74 on reader service card. 
0/ thetr 1tSfIe<IJ'~ companoes 

Because all WordPerfect file structures 
are identical, you can transfer them 
from one machine to another in a 
straight binary format - no conversion 
program is necessary. WordPerfect is 
available on many machines, including 
DG, VAX, UNIX, IBM 370, IBM PC, 
Apple, Macintosh, Atari, and Amiga. 
For those who work in an environment 
that combines several computer 
systems, the convenience of WordPerfect 
connectivity is invaluable. 

For more information on programs or 
marketing, contact the Data General 
Products Division at WordPerfect 
Corporation. 

WordPerfect 
CORPORATION 
1555 . Technology Way· Urem, UT 84057 
Telephone: (SOl) 222-4100 . Telex: 820618 
FAX: (SOl) 
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RENT FOR 

$85oo /mo. 
(A verage for 3 years) 

Theil purchase for 

$500.00 
Complete with cables 

andTCB 
Six months minimum rental 

BASE 2 
24912 Jeronimo Lane 

EI Toro, CA 92630 
(714) 586-6530 

Circle 2 on reader service card. 

Why blast your CPU ... 

1UrboTran Includes: 
• Checlcsum & CRC Ifodes 
• Integl1lflon with CEO 
• PC SUpport Utilities 
• AOS & AOSIVS Systems 
• lfany Other Extras! 

$225 
30 Day Risk Free Offer 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 
20010 Centur\' BIni., Suite IO-l 
Cermantown, \lar\,l.llld 20S7-l 

(301) 540-5562 
FAX# 301 /5-l0-8105 

Circle 19 on reader service ca rd . 

ROUNDUP ______________________ __ 

News from 
NADGUG and 
its affi liates 

by Cathlene Gentry 
RIG/SIG coordinator 

The Austin, Texas, start-up group had 
its first organizational meeting on Octo
ber 4. The meeting, held at the Collonade 
Office Park, was hosted by the people at 
Snowbird Systems, who provided refresh
ments for members to snack on while 
getting to know each other. Gregg Leidel 
of Hillhouse Associates acted as MC and 
asked the 20-plus others in attendance to 
introduce themselves and tell what type 
of systems they used, what their compa
nies did, and what their interest in a local 
users group was. He then introduced me 
as the NADGUG RIG/SIG coordinator. I 
spoke about the benefits of local user 
groups, and what NADGUG could offer 
the group if it became a recognized RIG. 

Don Bowen from the Austin Data Gen
eral office gave a short talk on the new 
products that DG had introduced the day 
before: the Eclipse MY /40000 and the MY / 
40000 HA computer systems, the Mes
sage-based Reliable Channel subsystem, 
and AOS /VS II. He also offered his office's 
support for the group. 

For more information, contact Gregg 
Leidel at Hillhouse Associates, 8834 Capi
tal of Texas Highway N., Suite 300, P.O. 
Box 201359, Austin, Texas 78720; 512/343-
5555. 

• 
The RIG/SIG Committee met in Phoe

nix October 26 to 28 in order to discuss 
plans and strategies for the upcoming year. 
They also met with the organizers of the 
Phoenix regional interest start-up group 
to give their support to help the group get 
off the ground as smoothly as possible. A 
more detailed account will be given in 
next month's issue of Focus. 

• 
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The Metropolitan New York RIG has 
scheduled its next quarterly meeting to 
be held at Data General' s Saddle Brook, 
New Jer ey, offices (Park 80 West, Plaza 
One), on Tuesday, December 20, from 10:00 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. A presentation on 
Cybertek's CQCS 4GL programming lan
guage will be featured . 

If you plan to attend, please contact 
Stephen Kern at 201/327-6300 ext. 368. 

• 
Germany now has its own Data Gen

eral Users Group. As of May 6, the Data 
General Anwendervereinigung DGAV 
was founded . The group's president is Dr. 
Wolfgang A. Slaby, Akad. Direktor. Dr. 
Slaby says the aims of the group are to 
promote information exchange among the 
members on the use and application of 
DG hardware/software or third-party 
products running on DG equipment. The 
group will also represent the interests of 
its members with respect to hardware and 
software requirements. The group will 
support interest groups for special hard
ware, software, or applications. 

The DGAV held its first annual meeting 
on November 24 and 25 at the Holiday 
Inn, Main-Taunus-Zentrum Sulzbach. 

• 
Data General users from western Wash

ington and southwest British Columbia, 
are joining forces in starting a user group 
in their area. A preliminary planning 
meeting was held on October 25 at the 
Data General office in Bellevue, with a 
general meeting scheduled for November 
to elect officers and establish a regular 
meeting schedule. Any interested users in 
the area are welcome to join. Please con
tact Don Hardwick of Data General at 
206/453-3200, or Leryl Cash at 503/ 631-
2605. 

• 
The Northern Ohio Data General Busi

ness and Scientific (NO DG BS) users group 
recently held an organizational meeting 
in which 45 people attended. The group is 
attempting to form a committee to handle 
its leadership functions. This committee 
will take the place of elected officers, and 
allow members to share the responsibili
ties of leadership. The group will meet 
again on January 18 at the new DG office 
in Cleveland. A tour of the facilities tops 
the agenda. Anyone interested is encour
aged to attend. For more information, 
contact TIm Boyer at Denman TIre Corpo
ration, P.O. Box 951, Warren, Ohio 44482; 
216/898-2711 . l::,. 
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The best decision for 
improving computer 
response time. 

Main memory. 
From the De kTop thru the MY erie we manufacture 
your fir t line of defen e again t poor sy tern re pon e. 
Expand with SCIP memory and ave lot and power 
too. Our board are al 0 ea y to et up with board edge 
witche for the tarting addre and for memory board 

enable/di able. 

Ram Cache Disks. 
\\ hen you have topped out of main memory or if you 
ju t need to get the lead our of your di I{ acce s, then 
elect one of our Ram Cache Di k to boo t your 1/0. 

Put 2 IB to MB on line with a 1 micro econd average 
acces time (emulate the Paging Di k and ova Di k) 

Why SCI P MeOlories? 
Because the are the best -value. 

SYSTEM CONTROLLERS & INTERFACE PROOUCTS 

Quality IDependability. 
Reliable performance is our de ign objective and our 
engineering team take pride in the exceptional quality 
of manufacturing, te t and cu tomer re pon e. So with 
little ri k we backup our memorie by extending to you 
a lifetime warranty. 

Compatibility Plus. 
CIP memorie are not only 100% compatible to their 

Data General counterparts but offer more memory per 
board free up power for expansion and have ea y etup 
information silk creened on their cover . Evaluation 
unit are available 0 you can ee for your elf. 

Technology . 
Innovative de ign , intricate tooling and di tingui hing 
feature make our memorie more than ju t clone .... 
Our M\ 410 board allow an 1\ 10000 a full 32 MB on 
only two board yet they consume V2 the power. ... Our 
M\ 6 0 memory extend the 1V800011 thru it MB 
"limit" to a full 16 IB of AOS/vS memory. 

SCI P 
449 SO. BEVERLY DR . #201 - BEVERLY HILLS - CALIFORNIA 90212 (213) 282 8700 

Circle 59 on reader ervice card. 



A complete 
listing of the 
NADGUG 
software library 

All NADGUG members interested in 
receiving the NADGUG software collec
tion should send a 1,200-foot tape to: 
Randy Berndt 
American Urological Association 
6750 West Loop South, #900 
Bellaire, Texa 77401 
or call 713/665-7500. (MV /2000 and MV / 
1400usersshould end one tapecartridg .) 
Software contributions should be sent to 
the same addre s. Be sure to include your 
member hip number. 

People with AOS/VS rev 6 should send 
a 2,400-foot tape and specifically request a 
DUMP_II in tead of the u ual compre ed 
version. The decompre sion program is 
rev 7-specific. 

Plea e include a elf-add res ed enve
lope with ufficient return po tage. In 
compliance with po tal regulations, do 
not date the postage, becau e the tape will 
not be returned to you on that date. If you 
send it at the end of the month, plea e 
have'the po tage read for the following 
month. 

Automatic logoff 
This Pascal program automatically logs 

off user from the ystem after a deter
mined period of time. U e 246 block . 
Big Brother 

Automatic log-off program written in 

Fortran 77. Donated by the U.s. Forest 
Service. Use 181 block. 
B.J.'s BBS contributions 

Thi addition to the library con i ts of 
about 20 items, including variou pro
gram ,documentation ,and macros. Some 
of the more intere ting item include the 
:SYSMGR benchmark uite, a continuou 
incremental backup, a clean-up file main
tenance program, a program to find tring 
in file, and a type-backward program. 
U e 5,749 blocks. 
CRTEDIT 

Thi i theoldROOS creeneditorported 
over to VS. U es 51 blocks. 
DBCHECK 

Thi program check the open status of 
an I FOS file and examine th check
pointing tatu of a file. U e 230 block . 
DUMPLOAD 

DUMPLOAD is a Macintosh program to 
dump and load AOS/VS-compatible 
dumps on a Macinto h. Uses 140 block . 
FILEMNGR 

You can move, copy, delete, view, and 
perform everal other options. This i di -
tributed a hareware. If you try it and 

TOTAL DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS SUPPORT 

8 

From the Desktop Generation to the MV 120000 

• Custom Programming 
• Consulting, Field & Systems 

Engineering 
• Hardware Sales- New & Used 
• MV/7800 Upgrades 
• 4GL Languages 
• Mortgage Banking System 
• Accounting-RDOS or AOS 

thru AOS/VS 
• System Timesharing 
• Emergency Backup-Hot Site 
• Media Conversions 

AUTHORIZED t.DataGeneral OEM 

CEA PETRO MANAGER 
A totally integrated degree day delivery, ac

counting, and inventory control system designed 
especially for heating oil dealers. Our unique fore

casting technique prevents run outs & cuts delivery 
costs. Th is system handles all aspects of petro sales and 
runs on PC's through the largest Mini's. 

For more information call Mike Collins, V.P. of Sales at 

301-247-5244 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 

ASSOCIATES, INC. 

3922 Vero Road, Baltimore, MD 21227 

Offices in: Baltimore, MD • Cambridge, MD • Washington, DC • Pittsburgh, PA • Denver, CO • Moorestown, NJ 

SUPPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 
Circle 11 on reader ervice card. 
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DIRECT 
FROlVI OUR 

FACTORY 
TO YOUR 

BUS SSe 

MEE!IlIJG cuStOMEIS' DEDS AlIJD EXPEC!A!IOllJS. 
At Data General we uphold the tradition of providing more powerful 
and cost efficient computers. And our customers have come to expect 
advancements from us in other areas including operating systems and 
utilities, data management systems, development tools, communications, 
office automation systems and applications. 

WE BELIEVE IlIJ BEIlIJG DIIEC!. 
It stands to reason, since we are the original equipment manufacturer, that 
we are the experts when it comes to refurbishing our Data General equip
ment. Our quality refurbished products- from CPUs to peripherals- are 
installed by both large and small customers. We offer you more benefits 
with each refurbished sale than any other source in the marketplace. 

WE'LL DIIEC! YOU !O !BE 11GB! EQUIPMElIJ! rOI 
YOUI lIJEEDS. 
With the help of a Data General sales representative or your Value-Added 
Reseller (VAR), you may choose from our large product selection ranging 
from laptop portables up to the large ECLIPSE computers as well as packaged 
systems, magnetic peripherals, terminals, and communications and termi
nal interfaces. 

DIIEC!LY SPEAKIlIJG, WE TAKE "lElVIBISBIlIJG" 
AS A SEIIOUS BUSIDSS. 
You can feel assured that there are no risk factors involved when you 
purchase our refurbished products. Take advantage of these benefits ... 

• We offer low, competitive prices! 
• Our products are refurbished with the latest ECOs relative 

to software enhancements! 
• The warranty is identical to the warranty for our new products! 
• We guarantee that each refurbished product has Data General field 

service certification before it is shipped to you! 
• Data General field engineering and maintenance services are available! 
• We offer Data General leasing options! 

DIIEC! FIOM OUI FAC!OIY !O YOUI BUSINESS. 
We have a dedicated marketing staff in our Continuing Products Division 
(CPD) ready to assist your DGC sales representative or VAR with confIgU
ration and pricing information. 

Whether you are looking for a packaged system or a stand alone one, CPD 
marketing will locate the product or, depending upon your company's DP 
needs, may suggest a better product alternative. So if you are as serious 
about quality refurbished equipment as we are, then call your local Data 
General sales office or VAR immediately. They will work wi~h CPD marketing 
to bring you the best solution ... direct from our factory 1:0 your business I 

TELEPBOllJE YOn DATA GENEIAL SALES IEPIESElIJTATIVE 
01 VAl !ODAYI 
Or write for our free reference catalog on refurbished equipment. Data 
General Corporation, ATTENTION: Advertising Manager, 2400 Computer 
Drive. M.S. l-D, Westboro, MA 01580. 

4. Data General 
Continuing Products Division 

(508) 870-1 400 
© copyright Data General Corporation. 1988. 
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SOFTWARE LIBRARY -----------------------------------------------------------

continue to use it, you are requested to 
pay a registration fee. From Kim Geiger. 
Uses 459 blocks. 
FfNCVT 

This is a Fortran 5 to Fortran 77 transla
tor. Uses 287 blocks. 
Games 

Games is a collection from various places. 
Enjoy. Uses 19,293 blocks. 

L ike an Olympic 
hurdler, B32 combines 
blinding speed and 
amazing agility. 

B32 was benchmark 
tested a full 50% faster than 
DG Business BASIC Rev 5.0! 
On a CPU intensive track, 
B32 was proven to be over 
100% faster than Rev 5.0. 

B32's additional features 
mean more Agility: 
• Program size up to 512K 
• 32767 line numbers and 

30,000 variables 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS INCORPORATED 

4U1'HOftlUO ~.£>ataf.eneral SVSrtMOCS .... ,I8UlOR 

Call: (212) 227-1922 

Glossary 
Glossary is a program from John Grant 

that builds a Ii t of word u ed in a docu
ment and shows where they are used. 
Uses 416 blocks. 
IMSLUTIL 

This is a collection of CLl macros, co
BOL routines, and assembly routines call
able from COBOL. By IMSL of Houston. 

• WordPerfect and CEO 
integration 

• Screen Save/Restore 
facility 

B32's performance 
delays costly hardware 
upgrades. 

Unprecedented speed, 
performance features, and 
superior technical support 
put your system on the Gold 
Medal podium. Call MAXON 
today for your free, full 
function B32 Demonstration 
Tape. 

575 Madison Avenue 
Suite 1006 
New York. New York 
10022 

85 Scarsdale Road 
Toronto, Ontario. Canada 
M3B2R2 
Fax: (416) 445·6228 

Circle 46 on TeadeT seTvice card. 
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Uses 6,154 blocks. 
JAG_UTIL 

JAG _ UTILconsists of several programs: 
Filecount, U er pac ,Scan, and Laminat . 
John Grant has reserved some rights on 
his stuff, so check the documentation for 
specifics. Use 1,501 blocks. 
Kermit 

Kermit is a file-transfer protocol devel
oped at Columbia University. U e 9,328 
blocks. 
Logout 

Another auto-log y tem. U 246 
block. 
Look 

Look is used to view text files. It allow 
you to move forward and backward in a 
file. This program was donated by Data 
General. Uses 438 blocks. 
Macbook 

This is a collection of macro from the 
Colorado users group. Uses 342 blocks. 
MENUDIR 

This is an initial user menu that can 
chain to other applications. It features a 
password-control system. From the Fed 
SIG. Use 492 block . 
Mise Kerm 

An expanded ver ion of AOS Kerm, 
this now include other ver ions of Ker
mit including DG/One Kermit. Uses 6,298 
blocks. 
QHeip 

QHeip is a tree-structured help faCility. 
Uses 2,277 blocks. 
SKLSCRN 

This is theCOBOLstandard entry creen 
featured in George Burns's article that 
appeared in the April 1988 i ue of Focus. 
Uses 385 blocks. 
Softrans 

This is a file-transfer protocol written in 
Fortran 77. It's used to communicate with 
propriety PC communications packages. 
SWITCHES 

SWITCHES is the GET.SWITCHES rou
tine from John Grant's column in Focus. 
Uses 1,297 blocks. 
TEX2.2S 

TEX (Terminal Emulator with Xmodem) 
is a terminal-emulation program written 
by David Down. He has recently revised 
the TEX software to include a command 
language. TEX i being di tributed as 
hareware. At the end of 30 days, either 

remove it from your system or send the 
author a $45 fee. Uses 495 blocks. 
VT100KER 

VT100KER is the VT100 emulator from 
John Grant. Uses 1,135 blocks. 
Xfer 

Xfer is a tape-conversion utility. 6. 
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WHAT'S THE 
DIFFERENCE 

BETWEEN 
THEIR 

EQUIPMENT 
AND OURS? 

~. Data General® ~. Data General® 
Sold by DG-CPD Sold by MICROTEK 

3:lIHd 
(and 3rd party products) 

Microtek sells and leases Data General systems at substantially 
lower prices and is an authorized dealer for: 

MEMORY DATA RAM 

DISK/TAPE DRIVES CDC 

PRINTERS 

PROTOCOL CONVERTER 

TERMINALS 

FUJITSU 
DELPHI DATA 

GENICOM 
OTC 

METHOD SYSTEMS 

LIBERTY 
PERFECT 

DATARAM 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR 

COMPUTER DEALERS AND , nlll 
LESSORS ASSOCIATION __ • 

8370 DOW CIRCLE, CLEVELAND, OH 44136 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-828-0303 

IN OHIO: 216-234-8040 FAX: 216-234-0784 

Circle 49 on reader service card. 



Focus ON: DATA GENERAL 

Means of support 
The marketi ng 
manager of DG's 
Software Business 
Unit explains 
controversial new 
policies 

DG formed its Software Business Unit about 
a year ago, and charged it with increasing the 
company's focus on software as a business
especially software maintenance and support 
services. Recently announced changes in the 
way DG sells and supports its software prod
ucts reflect that new focus. 

The SBU is responsible for software quality 
assurance for the corporation, as well as the 
delivery of support services through the At
lanta telephone center. Recently it established 
a separate group to do maintenance of "ver
sioned" products. According to Frank Ken
ney, marketing manager for the SBU, "This is 
really a big change for Data General. Histori
cally, the maintenance for the various prod
ucts was done by the original developing or
ganization. We were always competing with 
new development for maintenance resources." 

The common thread in this interview is the 
SBU's effort to develop a "business frame
work." In order to assure the quality of soft
ware support services as well as the qual itt) of 
the initial releases, Kenney argues that a 
number of fundamental changes were neces
sary. How those changes will affect users is the 
subject of this interview. 

Focus: Long before DG announced the 
details of its new software policies, users 
had heard enough to get confused, or in 
many ca e , up et. From your point of 
view, whatare the policy changes all about? 
Kenney: With the responsibility for main
tenance of software products now iso
lated into the SBU, we hope we'll be able 
to improve our maintenance ability and 
offer people a choice-and not force them 
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to go to newer versions of their software in 
a six-month time frame. 

Software maintenance services are the 
most significant aspect of what we're 
trying to do now. A major aspect of that 
change is to remove the 32-bit operating 
systems from the Software Subscription 
Service. SSS for AOS/VS started in 1981 
with version 1.1, and the price at that time 
was around $1,000. In May of 1983, we 
had a price increase to $1,440, and in July 
of 1986, our price increased to $1,600. Over 
that time, we've had about 50 updates to 
the product. You paid the flat fee, you got 
the 50-plus updates during that time, and 
you could apply them to any number of 
systems at no additional charge. Frankly 
speaking, that method of operation is not 
realistic in today's business environment. 

Focus: But moving customers from SSS to 
Support Plus is going to co t them a lot of 
money, isn't it? 
Kenney: We've tried to give people time 
to make their choice. The substitute prod
uct for the SSS for the 32-bit operating 
systems is Support Plus. What we've said 
is that SSS customers can continue under 
the old guidelines, paying a fla t $1,600 fee, 
with renewals until April 1 of 1989. So if 
someone renews at the end of March 1989 
for a year, they will still have a $1,600 flat 
fee and still get updates to VS until April 
of 1990. 

We also tried to reduce the financial 
impact of the transition. The existing SSS 
subscriber can convert to Support Plus at 
no charge for the remainder of the SSS 
agreement. Then at the end of that agree
ment, that person can get the Support Plus 
service at a discount that varies by the 
class of machine. 

Focus: What users are really concerned 
about is the "versioning" of software 
products. 
Kenney: In the case of versions, there are 
really just two products covered so far, 
AOS/ VS II and XTS II . In order to provide 

these new versions, practically speaking, 
we have to charge for them. They really 
are new products. This is very similar to 
the industry-standard practice with re
spect to software. We continue to support 
the old version, and licensees of the old 
version can upgrade to the new version 
for 30 percent of the new version price. 

Historically, we forced people to con
vert all their systems to a new ver ion 
within a six-month time frame if they 
wanted to continue getting support from 
Data General. That was not well received 
by many people, because they didn' t nec
essarily want the features or function of 
the new version. And the cost of going to 
the new version can be significant-it's 
more than whatever the license price is 
because hardware upgrades may be nec
essary, and the customer's conversion 
time has a cost, too. 

The customer now ha a more valid 
choice. Now we're saying here's a new 
version: you analyze it on its own merit 
and decide whether you want it or not. 
And you can do it on your own time 
frame. The most significant part is that 
we' ll support the older version, going back 
to the fact that we now have the mainte
nance responsibility. 

Focus: Once again, isn' t this going to be 
expensive for customers? 
Kenney: To provide some financial relief 
for existing users, if you're already li
censed on the previous version, there's a 
70 percent di count to go to the new one. 
In this case, we sa id we will provide addi
tional discounts over and above the 70 
percent based upon the customer' dollar 
volume agreement. For systems that are 
on the low end, we will give two time 
whatever the dollar volume discount is 
off of the remaining 30 percent. If it's an E
class machine, the additional discount i 
1.5 times the dollar volume discount. The 
intent there is to provide additional di -
counts for the individuals who have larger 
number of smaller machines. 
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Focus: Will the SBU help to define the 
capabilitie for new products, as well a 
do maintenance on the old ones? 
Kenney: No, the SBU is not responsible 
for new product development. Our re
sponsibility is the maintenance of older 
versions. New product development re
sponsibility is as it was in the past. 

Focus: Some aspects of the new software 
policies were announced one way, but 
have been changed a bit ince then. I'd like 
to make sure that we get the correct infor
mation on these, so I'll take them one at a 
time. First, can you tell us about the un
bundling of software licenses from hard
ware purcha e ? 
Kenney: For several years we've been 
offering the operating system as a sepa
rate product with its own price, but sys
tem purchases have always included the 
as. We will continue that for all system 
packages except the new MV /40000 and 
MY / 40000 HA. We had some initial dis
cussions about unbundling the entire 
product line, but we also had the objective 
of being able to do it without a price 
increase, so we decided against that. 

This isn' t really so much a support issue 
as it is a packaging issue. We started with 
the MY /40000 because we wanted to see 
what the benefits are for both our custom
ers and ourselves. The overwhelming 
majority of our customers also purchase 
our operating systems. 

Focus: Going back to the "versioning" pol
icy, what software products are covered? 
Kenney: Today, it affects AOS/ VS II and 
XTS II. The decision of what constitutes a 
version of something in the future is really 
a technical question of whether the 
changed content is significant enough to 
call it a version, and whether it's compat
ible with the environment it's going into. 

Focus: That's a question a lot of people 
I've talked to have been wondering about. 
Who decides whether changes to a soft
ware product are simple revisions, or sig
nificant enhancements that would consti
tute a new version for which DC will 
charge an upgrade fee? 
Kenney: Well, to answer your question 
in general, it's Data General. Within that, 
it's really the Software Development 
and Product Marketing organizations 
working together to answer that ques
tion. It's not our intention to version ev
erything that was previously distributed 
as an update. If something has been in 
development for a year-and that may 
translate to 20 man-years of effort-then 
Data General as a corporation has to a k 
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itself whether that's a new version or 
not. 

Frankly, I was surprised when I went 
back to look at all the updates that had 
been delivered for VS. I can't believe that 
anybody really wanted to implement those 
50 updates. 

for quality assurance. That is, they were 
fixing a problem that had just been uncov
ered in the previous rev. There were more 
revisions at a greater frequency in the 
early days when quality assurance was 
more of a problem. 

Focus: If I understand the history of tho e 
updates correctly, a lot ofthem were largely 

Kenney: I suspect you're correct. I think 
the frequency now is two or maybe three 
times a year. Of course, the updates will 
still continue on the new versions. Our 

Our products 
are made from the 
finest ingredients 

The main ingredient in our product is used 
Data General equipment that we usually buy 
directly from end users. We're fussy about what 
we buy, and we're meticulous in testing, refur
bishing, and packaging. We maintain the larg
est DG inventory in the West - some 16,000 
items at last count. Many of these are available 
for same-day shipment from our facility at Los 
Angeles International Airport. In fact, we can 
often accept orders up to 7 p.m. EST for same 
day shipment. We've been doing this for 11 
years now, and as far as we know, we do not 
have a single unhappy customer. In fact, if you 
know of anyone who is dissatisfied with our 
quality, service, or warranty, we'd like to hear 
from them so we can rectify the problem. And 
we'll send you both a $100 dinner certificate
think of us as you taste the ingredients of good 
food. 

CATALINA 
COMPUTERS. INC. 

1001 W. Arbor Vitae St., Inglewood, CA 90301 

(213) 215 - 0641 
FAX # 2131649·1065 

ircle 4 on reader service card. 
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commitment to support ver ion II by 
means of updates, bug fixes, and every
thing else is still there. We're not saying 
that everything that appeared before as an 
update i now going to appear as a rev i-
ion. That's not the case at all. 

Focus: You mentioned earlier that DG 
considers versioning to be an industry
standard practice. That may be, but it 

certainly isn't a standard expectation for 
the current customer base. Could you give 
us some background about what other 
companies are doing about this? 
Kenney: In the case of IBM, of course, they 
charge for separate ver ions. Everybody 
really charges for separate versions, but 
they do it under different methodologie . 
DEC would charge for a new version, but 
they'd do it under a service option. Hew-

Circle 28 on reader ervice card . 
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lett-Packard would also charge for a new 
ver ion. 

Focus: The fir t hint we got of the ver ion
ing policy is something you haven' t 
mentioned at all. It came last spring when 
we learned there would be a eparate 
charge for the upgrade to CEOwrite from 
CEO Word Processing. That created a lot 
of heat among u ers who had been paying 
oftware upport fees for CEO Word Pro

cessing, and thought they were entitled to 
the upgrade for no additional charge. 
During the summer, we began hearing 
that DC would treat the new DUMP _III/ 
LOAD_III and AOS/VS II the same way. 
What was the background for DC's deci
sion? Why did you decide to change a 
policy that seemed to be working well? 
Kenney: I don't recall the earlier deci
sions-I wasn' t here at the time-but to 
present Data General's side of the story, 
versions as they're now packaged were 
included under the update service pro
vided under 555. Over the years, that had 
resulted in changes in functionality, as 
well as bug fixes. For $1,600 a year, there 
were more than 50 updates to AOS/VS. 
That business practice, by any reasonable 
mea ure, is not sufficient to maintain the 
product, let alone improve the functional
ity. Bya purely financial measure, itproba
bly doesn't even pay for the media that 
was sent out over that time frame. There 
has to be a sufficient revenue stream to 
provide new functionality, to provide 
support services, and to maintain older 
versions. 

Focus: How would you respond to users 
who say that DG needs to be working on 
offering new functionality anyway, in 
order to remain competitive with prod
ucts that are available from other compa
nies? That's just a necessary part of prod
uct development, they say, and mainte
nance is something altogether different. 
This point of view says that maintenance 
charges should cover the expenses of 
support and distributing updates, but 
shouldn't provide revenues for develop
ment. 
Kenney: What cu tomers have been pay
ing in 555 fee wasn' t sufficient even to 
support the maintenance. In the case of 
new versions, the customer doesn't have 
to go to the new versions now. They don't 
have to pay for it if they don't want it. 
They may have gotten it as part of 555 
before, but practically speaking, the co t 
of implementation may have been signifi
cant. 

Focus: I get the feeling that there has been 
(continued on page 80) 
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ou 'd probably thin 
it was miraculous 
if somebody offered 
you a disk backup 
system like this: o Stores over 2 gigabytes on a 

S 10 cartridge. o "Push the button and go home" 
simplicity. o A spectacularly affordable price. 

MegaTape has a long history 
of amazing backup feats. But our 
new 8mm system, GT-88, will be a 
real revelation-even to the most 
jaded computer or workstation user. 

Start with uncanny compati
bility. That's because the GT-88 is 

completely transparent to your 
CPU. That means you won't have to 
spend from now to eternity strug
gling with modified hardware or 
patched software; your standard 
backup utilities will work unchanged. 

In use, you 'll find the GT-88 
can create spare time out of thin air. 

© 1988 MegaTape Corporation. 

It equals or beats stand
ard 6250 bpi tape drives 
in speed- and you 'll 
never have to hang 
around to change reels 
or cartridges. 

Of course, buy
ing any new 

technology 
involves 

an element of faith. 
So it's worth remembering that 
MegaTape has been in the backup 

business-and only the 
backup business-for 
nearly a decade. Thousands 
of our cartridge systems are 
handling daily backup at 
sites allover the world. 
Our support organization 
is in place, ready to 

respond in your hour 
of need. 

So if you 'd 
like to work a 
few miracles 
around your site, 
call MegaTape 
today and find 
out how afford-

able the GT -88 
can be. 

And that's not 
a suggestion- it's a 

commandment. 
MEGATAPE CORPORATION 
1041 Hamilton Road 
Duarte, CA 910\0-0317 
(818) 357-9921 • Telex: 510 600 7131 
Telefax: (818) 357-2369 

~~gaTape 
1i-IE GREAT LEAP 

FORWARD IN BACKUP. 
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Out of Sorts with 
Present? 
Fooling DG's 4GL Sort command 
by Dennis J. Berman 
Special to Focus 

It's late Thursday night in Philadelphia. My trusty radar detec
tor and cruise control guide me effortlessly southward down 1-
95-back toward Baltimore. Another successful ADGUG con
ference has been penned to the history books and corporate 
expense ledgers. My thoughts now turn toward the many en
counters I had with the others fortunate enough to attend. Some 
were fulfilling conversations, some were not. 

I found myself defending the honor and merits of Pre ent, Data 
General's ad hoc reporting facility, almost as much as I ended up 
defending Vanna White. (For those of you who have read my last 
few articles, I finally met Vanna in Los Angeles. I think we should 
make her an honorary member of ADGUG.) 

Some users apparently think of Present as the "horse and buggy 
of today' s 4GLs" -short on features and lacking in power. This is 
far from the truth. Others argue against the merits of 4GLs alto
gether. The latter viewpoint will be the topic of a future article. As 
to Present's flexibility and strength, I have shown you in the past 
how to do things like work with multiple files (Focus, November 
1987) and use complex conditional logic (Focus, September 1988). 
This month, I will share yet another helpful feature-how to 
make Present sort the way you want it to. 

The Sort function in Present is straightforward. Simply list one 
or more items (fields, parameters, tables, etc.) you want it to sort, 
and by default, it will do a major-to-minor ascending sort. You 
can change the sorting of any or all of the items by indicating 
DESCENDING. Just by itself, Sort is a mighty powerful function. 
Add the Present Table function and you can really go places. The 
Table command is used to translate a listofitems into correspond
ing values. For example, you could send values 01 through 12 
through Table, and it will spit out January through December for 
you. The following is an example of how you can keep from being 
"out of sorts." 

I have this little lNFOS data base called BASEBALL.DB that 
contains the current (September 1988, EOM) major-league base
ball team standings. See Figure 1 for its record layouts. I wrote a 
simple Present macro (see Figure 2) that sorts the data by division 
to come up with the report you see in Figure 3. As much as I enjoy 
seeing the Baltimore Orioles on the top of any standings report, 
this is not exactly how I need it to look. I am used to seeing the 

ational League first, then theAmerican League. Also, I like West 
to always follow East. And I do not like the way the report is 
handling the bad data (for you Kevin Costner fans). A simple 
descending division sort wouldn' t fix this mess. It would produce 
a division sort of NW- E-AW-AE. What I need is E- W-AE
AW. Also, to be a true standings report, I would have to compute 
each team's winning percentage and do a descending minor sort 
on it. The macro to do all this is in Figure 4. It produces the report 
in FigureS. 
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Figure 1: Record layouts lor BASEBALl.DB 
data base 

•• COBOL COPYFILE "BASEBALl.RC" 

01 BASEBALL-STANDINGS-RECORD. 
05 BB-KEY. 

10 BB-TEAM 
10 BB-DIVISION 

05 BB-WINS 
05 BB-LOSSES 
05 FILLER 

PIC X(15). 
PIC X(02). 
PIC 9(03). 
PIC 9(03). 
PIC X(07). 

.. PRESENT DESCRIPTION FILE "BASEBALl.DF" 

ISAM FILE. 
BASEBALL_STAN DINGS_RECORD KEY BB_KEY. 

01 BASEBALL_STAN DINGS_RECORD. 
05 BB_KEY. 

10 BB3EAM CHARACTER(15) 
HEADER CENTER "TEAM". 

10 BB_DIVISION CHARACTER(02) 
HEADER CENTER "DIVISION", 

05 BB_WINS UNPACK DECIMAL UNSIGNED(03) 
HEADER CENTER "WINS", 

05 BB_LOSSES UNPACK DECIMAL UNSIGNED(03) 
HEADER CENTER "LOSSES", 

05 FILLER CHARACTER(07). 

Figure 2: BASEBALLNOSORT.PR.MAC Present macro 

INPUT INDEX BASEBALL 
PAGESIZE 065 COLUMNS 
TITLE 1 "(RPT BASEBALL_NOSORn" DATE CENTER PAGE RIGHT 
TITLE 3 "MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS" CENTER 
TITLE 4 "(AS OF 30 SEPTEMBER 1988)" CENTER 
TITLE 5 "- SORTED BY DIVISION - " CENTER 
TABLE @DlVISION "NE" "NATIONAL lEAGUE EAST" 

"NW" "NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST" 
"AE" "AMERICAN lEAGUE EAST' 
"AW" "AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST" 
OTHER "<UNDEFINED lEAGUE>" 

SORT BB_DIVISION 
REPORT 

BB_TEAM 
BB_DIVISIDN 
@DIVISION(BB_DIVISION) 
BB_WINS 
BB_LOSSES 

BREAK AFTER BB DIVISION REPEAT 
HEADER @DIVISION(BB_DlVISION) CENTER "DESCRIPTION" 
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YOUR TRIP INTO THE FUTURE 
BEGINS WITH A CALL TO 

WESTWOOD SYSTEMS GROUP 

Now is the time to plan for the coming 
years. Software that will serve you for the 

present and the future. 

UNIX 

Available Modules 

COBOL ICOBOL 

General Ledger * 
Accounts Payable * 
Accounts Receivable * 
Payroll * 
Order Processing * 

Master Scheduling ** 
Material Requirements Planning ** 
Job CostiJlg ** 
Standard Product Routing ** 
Shop Floor Control ** 

Purchase Order and Receiving * 
Inventory * 

Labor Performance ** 
Standard Product Costing ** 
Capacity Requirements ** Sales History * 

Bill of Material Processor ** Fixed Assets and Depreciation ** 

• Available in UNIX. COBOL and ICOBOL immediately •• Available UNIX immediately. ICOBOL and COBOL 1 st aT 89 

Westwood 
Systems 

Group 
Inc. 
~ 
~ 
~ 

161 MORSE STREET • NORWOOD, MA 02062 • (617) 769-6335 • FAX (617) 769-7720 

Circle 73 on reader service card. 
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The trick was to make a table (called ®SORT_ORDER) that 
assigns an ascending value to the field keys in the order that I want 
them to sort. The Other key catches any invalid fields and sticks 
them at the end of the report. I then use this table in my major sort. 

Figure 3: Report output from BASEBAlLNOSORT.PR.MAC 

(RPT BASEBALL_NOSORT) 9/30/88 

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS 
(AS OF 30 SEPTEMBER 1988) 

SORTED BY DIVISION 

Another nice feature (although not fully developed) is Present's 
batch processing facility. There is nothing worse than walking 
around our shop looking for an available CRT only to find that 
they all are tied up doing a dozen different on-line report macro 
queries against data bases the size of the ew York City telephone 
directory. Refer to your release notices on how to batch your 
Present jobs. If there is enough interest, I can show you how 
Present can do a double-pass, key-priming read of a single data 
base. This is nice to know if you have a file structure that requires 
you to use part of one record to find out the contents of another 
record. 

TEAM DIVISION DESCRIPTION WINS LOSSES 

If you are doing anything imaginative or ingenious with Pre
sent these days, please drop me a line. I will include it in a future 
article. Please send enough information so that I can re-create iton 
my end. 

• 
And now for my usual grab bag of comments to wrap up this 

article. For the Conference 88 attendees, if you need to associate 
my name with a face (for whatever reasons), I was the guy in sus
penders who volunteered the $100 bill for the magician to set on 
fire at the banquet. You may ask why I was such a good sport. Well, 
I had borrowed the money from a vendor! I was glad to have 

BALTIMORE 
BOSTON 
CLEVELAND 
DETROIT 
MILWAUKEE 
NEW YORK 
TORONTO 

CALIFORNIA 
CHICAGO 
KANSAS CITY 
MINNESOTA 
OAKLAND 
SEATILE 
TEXAS 

MAXON 

AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
AE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 

AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
AW AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 

ACCOUNTING SOFlWARE 

GENERAL LEDGER 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
ACCOUNTSRECENABLE 

54 
89 
75 
85 
86 
85 
84 

75 
69 
83 
88 

102 
67 
68 

Responsible purchasers of accounting software 
demand proof of performance-up front. 

Focus 

Informed buyers make 
better buys. 
Experience MAXON Accounting 
Software. 

MAXON Is an Authorized Data General 
Systems Distributor. 

Data Generalis a major force In the 
computer Industry and has installed 
over 226,000 computer systems 
worldwide since its founding in 1968. 

They call MAXON for a demonstration. 
Ask MAXON to demonstrate Maxon Accounting 

Software- award winners for three consecutive years. 
Ask MAXON to show how Maxon software is 

designed, optimized, and continues to be enhanced 
for the Data General environment. 

Ask MAXON about Maxon's high functionality and 
unparalleled performance. 

Ask about installation. 
Ask about training. 
Ask about support. 
Seeing is believing. 

e ~IfA~n~f 
~ .. .".,...,. 

CONPfJTER SYSTEMS INCOIU'OIIATEO 

l MOIIllLO •• l>ata~ ~'~'L"'OI:)t ... ' ()It 

Call : MAXO COMPUTER SYSTEM INCORPORATED 
575 Madison Avenue. uite 1006 85 Scarsdale Road 

( 212 ) 227-1922 ew York. ew York Toronto. Ontario. Canada 
10022 M3B 2R2 

Circle 45 on reader ervice card. 

104 
70 
84 
74 
73 
73 
75 

84 
89 
75 
71 
57 
91 
90 
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Pop-up 
Windows 

• Electronic Mail • Pop-up Notepad 
• Pop-up Calculator • Redraw Screen 
• Print Screen • Swap to CLI 

• Faster Screen Display 

Many other functions included or create your 
own. Works with existing programs. Versions for 
AOS/VS COBOL or ICOBOL. 

SCREEN DEMON 
$750 

Demo available $25 

Threshold, Inc. I I 
165 E. Magnolia Ave. (205) 821-0075 
Auburn, AL 36831 

ircIe 67 on reader ervice card. 

ETHERNET TCP/IP NETWORKING 

FOR ALL DG SYSTEMS 

• Industry standard TCP/IP LAN connections for AOSjVS, 
AOS and RDOS systems. 

• Connects DG systems to non-OG systems such as VAX, 
IBM-PC, SUN and APOLLO. 

• High speed file transfer using the standard FTP protocol. 

• Virtual terminal remote logon using the standard 
TELNET protocol with VT100 terminal emula~on. 

• Supports ECLIPSEjMV, ECLIPSE, NOVA and DESKTOP 
systems. 

CLAFLIN & CLAYTON, INC. 
117 Maynard Street, Northboro, MA 01532 

(508) 393-7979 
FAX 508/393·3169 

ircI(! 5 on reader crvicc card. 

TEAM DIVISION DESCRIPTION WINS LOSSES 

DURHAM BULLS MN <UNDEFINED LEAGUE> 158 

CHICAGO NE NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 75 84 
MONTREAL NE NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 80 79 
NEW YORK NE NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 97 60 
PHILADELPHIA NE NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 63 95 
PITISBURGH NE NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 84 73 
ST. LOUIS NE NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST 76 83 

ATLANTA NW NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST 53 104 
CINCINNATI NW NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST 85 73 
HOUSTON NW NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST 82 77 
LOS ANGELES NW NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST 92 66 
SAN DIEGO NW NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST 80 78 
SAN FRANCISCO NW NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST 82 77 

fi nally met the guys from Le Software Man and Datalynx who 
d istribute that great development tool, The_Ultimate. In answer 
to the que tion "Does Dennis receive any compensa tion for all 
that majestic pre he has given their product?" I mu t confe , I 
managed to walk away from the exhibit booth wi th one of their 
felt-tipped pen ! 

Here's wishing you and your the happiest of holidays-and 
that all of your end-of-year date-change-handling problems be 
small one! 

Figure 4: BASEBALl_SORT.PR.MAC Present macro 

INPUT INDEX BASEBALL 
PAGESIZE 060 COLUMNS 
TITLE 1 "(RPT BASEBALL_SORT)" DATE CENTER PAGE RIGHT 
TITLE 3 "MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS" CENTER 
TITLE 4 "(AS OF 30 SEPTEMBER 1988)" CENTER 
TITLE 5 "- SPECIAL DIVISIONAL SORT -" CENTER 
TABLE @DlVISION "NE" "NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST" 

"NW" "NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST" 
"AE" 'AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST" 
"AW" "AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST" 
OTHER "<UNDEFINED LEAGUb" 

TABLE @SORT_ORDER "NE" "1" "NW" "2" "AE" "3" "AW" "4" OTHER "X" 
COMPUTE PERCENT = BB_WINS I (BB_WINS + BB_LOSSES) 
SORT @SORT_ORDER(BB_DIVISION) ASCENDING PERCENT DESCENDING 
REPORT 

BB_TEAM 
BB_WINS 
BB_LOSSES 
PERCENT PIC Z.999 

BREAK AFTER BB_DlVISION 
1 "r BB_DIVISION COLUMN+O ")" COLUMN+O @DIVISION(BB_DIVISION) 
2 
HEADER PERCENT CENTER "PCT" 

Dell II is J. Berlllall is the lIlallager of applicntiolls for CroWII Central 
Petrolell lll Corp., 1 N. Charles St. , Baltilllore, MD 21202; 301/539-
7400. 
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Figure 5: Report output from BASEBAll_NOSORT.PR.MAC 

(RPT BASEBALL_SORT) 9/30/88 

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS TEAM WINS LOSSES PCT 
(AS OF 30 SEPTEMBER 1988) 
SPECIAL DIVISIONAL SORT BOSTON 89 70 .560 

MILWAUKEE 86 73 .541 
NEW YORK 85 73 .538 

TEAM WINS LOSSES PCT DETROIT 85 74 .535 
TORONTO 84 75 .528 

NEW YORK 97 60 .618 CLEVELAND 75 84 .472 
PITTSBURGH 84 73 .535 BALTIMORE 54 104 .342 
MONTREAL 80 79 .503 (AE) AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST 
ST. LOUIS 76 83 .478 
CHICAGO 75 84 .472 OAKLAND 102 57 .642 
PHILADELPHIA 63 95 .399 MINNESOTA 88 71 .553 
(NE) NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST KANSAS CITY 83 75 .525 

CALIFORNIA 75 84 .472 
LOS ANGELES 92 66 .582 CHICAGO 69 89 .437 
CINCINNATI 85 73 .538 TEXAS 68 90 .430 
HOUSTON 82 77 .516 SEATTLE 67 91 .424 
SAN FRANCISCO 82 77 .516 (AWl AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST 
SAN DIEGO 80 78 .506 
ATlANTA 53 104 .338 DURHAM BULLS 158 .994 
(NW) NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST (MN) <UNDEFINED LEAGUE> Ll 

r----

PopTerm PC/VS Solutions 
Memory-Resident The High-Performance for Every 

Hot-Key LAN-Based PC Integration 
Terminal Emulator PC Integration Problem 

0410 and Alternative 
40 other CRTs 

Now Novell-Compatible! Call for your free copy of the 
RDS Report on PC Integration 

I 
New! 

PC/Mail PC/Remote ~ CEO-Compatible LAN Functionality 
~[Q)~ PC-Based Using just a Modem 

Electronic Mail or Direct Asynch Rational Data Systems 

Connection 150 South Los Robles Avenue 
Suite 410 

Pasadena, Californ ia 91101 
Phone: 818/568-9991 

FAX: 818/568-9990 

I 
Circle 55 on reader service card. 
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Focus ON: PO~ER USERS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Power 
Users and 
Office 
Cyberphobes 
A field guide to the 
subspecies homo 
sapiens technologicus 

by Michael E. Marotta 
Special to Focus 

You know that you havea PowerU erin 
your office when all of the covers to the 
micro are held on by just one screw. Power 
Users are the only ones who actually u e 
their de kminders to schedule appoint
ments. 

You can recognize Power Users from the 
library of magnetic media they gather. 
Reels and cartridges of tape are tacked 
near their de ks. They have all kinds of 
diskettes: single- and double-density; 
single- and double-sided; 8-inch,5Y4-inch, 
and 3Y2-inch. The e diskettes are hauled 
around in plastic boxes and briefca es, or 
occupy one or more de k drawers. The 
labels may bear colorful cryptograms, 
although di kettes often have no label , 
The Power U er know their media. 

The Power U er' library may be heavy 
on languages or operating ystem patches, 
but there will always be a random am
pIing of computerdom from which the 
Power U er can get a utility to do almost 
anything. 

Mo t of them started out on machine 
like the TRS-80, Apple II (no alphas), 
Commodore Pet,or Atari 800. The e Power 
U er measure all computer software 
against BASIC. They always have home
brew ideas for improving the office com
puter y tern , 

Power Users subscribe to at lea t three 
computer magazine, and they always fiJI 
out the reader response cards. Thi brings 
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the Power User a lot of fa cinating junk 
mail. Anything that has even the slighte t 
potential is filed away with several 
hundred brochure just like it. The stuff 
that can't be filed (or pas ed on to the bo ) 
provides groovy computer art with which 
to decorate the walls. 

A Power U er's computer has a Dvorak 
keyboard. 

Power Users can be humble or obnox
ious. Usually, they are both at the arne 
time. For in tance, "Gee, I'm really orry. 
I had no idea that would happen. I read 
about it in Friendly Computing magazine. 
The article said that you could enhance 
the BIOS bit-adder by ending a modified 
interrupt to the high byte of the in truc
tion pointer. Have you ever tried that?" 

The Power User calls Purchasing once a 
week to find out if they have ordered 
03/2 yet. 

Clearly, Power U ers have their strength 
and weaknesses. Overall, your office is 
probably better off for having PowerU er . 
They can be the target of moderate (or 
even immoderate) jeers, Even so, Power 
U ers are good counterweights for their 
oppo ites, the Office Cyberphobe . 

The Office Cyberphobe calls for a sy -
terns analyst when the printer jam. 

The computer or terminal used by Cy
berphobe i alway off unle s they ar 
doing assigned work. 

These people believe that a DG/One 
running accounting oftware is a "book
keeping machine." They ee other u er in 
the office as having "word proce ing 
machines," "graphics machines," and so 
on. They always confuse computer with 
terminals. 

The Office Cyberphobe tays ignorant, 
because after all, "the computer revolu
tion is still a few years away." On the other 
hand, the Cyberphobe has almost lucid 

moment when you will hear, "Gee,some
day these machines will be everywhere." 

The Office Cyberphobe confuses u pper
case letter 0 with zero and lowercase I 
with 1. This is a good hibboleth for de
tecting the Closet Cyberphobe. The e are 
the apparently well-adjusted people who 
insist that they live at "Three-oh-eight 
Shadyside Lane." They claim to have 
phone number like ''Three five one-oh 
two nine oh." They al 0 have ASCII 79 
(4Fh)intheirzipcode and ocial ecurity 
number . 

The per on who call up data on the 
creen and copie it by hand to paper i an 

Office Cyberphobe. 
The concept of an integrated telecom

munication network is 10 ton tiaese people. 
They placedirect-dial, long-distance call , 
then a k the operator for "time and 
charge ." They will hold up a project for 
two weeks until omeone convinces them 
that a Macinto h can hare data with an 
MV / 10000. 

Having succes fully created a hardcopy 
graph from spreadsheet data, the Office 
Cyberphobe hauls out scis or and tape to 
include the graph in a report. 

Pull-down menu with icon are of no 
help to the e people, ince they confu e 
LOAD with SAVE, no matter what the 
picture look like. 

A amu ing a the Office Cyberphobe 
are, they erve a real purpo e. They are the 
only way to halt the unbridled enthu i
a m of the Power U er . Both the Power 
U er and the Office Cyberphobe mi the 
fact that computer are tool subject to 
and upportive of human judgment. 

Michael E. Marolfa is a systellls nlwlyst with 
a decade of experiellce on Data Gel/ernl and 
other equipmellt. He specializes in creating 
user malluals. 
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Data General Personal Computer Integration 
gives this major law firm tile best of both 

PC and mini-computer worlds. 

Paul , Hastings, Janofsky, and Walker is among the 
largest and fastest growing law firms in the United States. 

With their rapid growth came a proliferation of IBM
compatible PC's and stand-alone workstations. 

The problem? To integrate those PC's into an effi
cient communications network, and link them to the 
firm's larger Data General system. 

The solution? Data GenerallPersonal Computer 
Integration (DGlPC· I). 

Not only did DGlPC· 1 provide for PC integration, but, 
by connecting those PC's to a network of MVlFamily sys
tems, each office now has access to centralized filing. So 
now information can go anywhere in the organization .... 
instantly. 

According to Keith Lent, PHJ& Ws Chief Financial 
Officer: 

"DGlPC·1 has been an excellent way to increase pro
ductivity, decrease costs and time delays, and better 
manage our firm's information. Having it saves the cost of 
sending packages by overnight mail , reduces the amount 
of paper generated and enables information to be more 
accurate. It seems as though DGlPC· 1 was created with us 
in mind:' 

To find out how Data General can make a difference 
for you, send the coupon below. Or call : l-BOO-DATAGEN. 
In Canada, call 416-823-7820. 

4. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive. Dept. ADVIPCI. Westboro. MA 01580 
Please send me more information on DG/PC'I 

~~----------------------------
~m~~ ________________________ __ 

Addr ... ___________ l'hon. ________ _ 

Ci ly' _________ S .. ,. ____ Z,p ____ __ 

CALL 1-800-DATAGEN 



THE WORKSTATION by Doug Kaye 

A LAN tutorial 
A close look at local area networks sheds 
light on communications buzzwords. 
Part III 

I tarted this tutorial three month ago 
with a de cription of the seven-layer OS! 
model for communications, and then 
moved on to describe five of the be t
known LA wiring sy tems: StarLA , 
Arcnet, Token Ring, Ethernet, and Lat
ti net. All of these systems address the 
OSI model' physical and data link layer . 

Between the LA hardware (control
ler and wiring) and the LA applica
tions (file service, etc.) resides the LA 
communication oftware, which meet the 
requirements of the OSI network, trans
port, and ession layers. 

To mo t u ers, the details of these layer 
are unimportant, but the buzzwords 
abound, 0 you need to know enough not 
to b overwhelmed. 

XNS 
To upport Ethernet, Xerox develop d 

it Xerox etwork System (X S) family 
of protocol . Today, the X S protocol are 
the imple t and most efficient of all LA 
protocol . During the past few year, mo t 
LA vendors have implemented X S 
protocols on their hardware before imple
menting any other. 

The X S protocols are li ted here: 
• Network layer: Internet Datagram 

Protocol (IOP)-IOP implement basic 
routing and relaying of packet among 
multiple network. The resulting topol
ogy i called an internet. lOP also sup
ports a ba icdatagram facility. ovell calls 
thi the IPX protocol, and it is the platform 
upon which all of etware is ba ed. 

• Transport layer: Sequenced Packet 
Protocol (SPP)-SPP (or SPX, a ovell 
refers to it) i the full-function transport 
layer of X S. It provide reliable, full
duplex communication between pro
cesses on separate computers. SPP is used 
by Term Server, ITC controllers, 3Com 
Communications Servers, and Popterm 
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for terminal interconnection. PC/VS uses 
a simplified X S transport mechanism, 
cal1ed the Packet Exchange Protocol (PEP). 

TCP/IP 
The Department of Defense has a wide 

area network cal1ed ARPAnet, which con
nects multiple defense, research, and aca
demic sites under the Defen e Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA). 

The protocol used to implement this 
network are complex and numerous, but 
are often referred to by the Transport 
Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Proto
col (lP): TCP lIP. 

The advantage of TCP lIP compared to 
X S i it wider use in defen e and aca
demic environments. Many Unix-based 
ystem include TCP liP as part of the 

operating y tem kernel, although X Sis 
now starting to appear a well. 

Furthermore, becau e of TCP lIP's aca
demic (public-domain) nature, there are 
trong efforts under way to ensure that 

one vendor's TCP liP can communicate 
with that of others. 

The disadvantage of TCP liP is that 
(being intended for wide area applica
tions) it i Ie efficient in LA applica
tions than X S (which is designed solely 
for LA s). Most vendors estimate that 
TCP lIP is inherently 30 percent slower 
than X S when u ing the same hardware 
for identical application . 

• Network layer: Internet Protocol-IP 
i roughly equivalent to X S' lOp, and i 
the foundation of al1 0001 ARPAnet net
works. Actual u er datagram communi
cation are ba ed upon UDP (User Data
gram Protocol), which is an extension of 
IP. 

• Transport layer: Transmission Control 
Protocol-TCP is the equivalent of X S's 
SPP: a ful1-duplex, reliable interprocess 
communications platform. 

TCP lIP is not of primary importance to 
users of DG/PC*I, PC/VS, or etware. 

ISO 
In addition to developing the Open 

System Interconnect (OSI) model, the In
ternational Standards Organization (ISO) 
i also hard at work designing its own 
protocols for each of the seven OSI layers. 
To put this in perspective, remember that 
X S was designed by a smal1 group wi thin 
a single corporation, and TCP lIP evolved 
from a collection of universities. ISO, on 
the other hand, is an international organi
zation with one voting member per coun
try. Add to that ISO's goal of a single, large 
suite of protocols suitable for al1 data
communications environments, not just 
local area networks, and you can see why 
these are the most complex of al1 LA 
protocol. 

- Network layer: Internet Protocol OP)
Unfortunately, ISO' network layer has 
the ame name as ARPAnet's. Although 
functionally similar, ISO's IP is substan
tial1y more complex. 

-Transport layer: TP4-In fact, there 
are five ISO transport-layer protocols, 
named TPQ through TP4. During connec
tion e tablishment, the two entities nego
tiate the class of tran port service to be 
u ed. However, the rules are complex; for 
example, a class 4 transport entity must be 
able to fall back to the simpler class 2 
service if requested by the other end dur
ing the e negotiation. 

Clearly, when ISO protocols become 
common ( ay, around 1995), we will al1 be 
glad to have them. By that time, imple
mentation wil1 have been reduced toa few 
pecialized integrated circuits. In the 

meantime, extensive memory and CPU 
re ourcesarerequired to implement the e 
protocols. The resul ts are often buggy, and 
one vendor' ISO implementation may 
have difficulty communicating with 
another's. 

If you are using DG/PC*I, you are using 
IP and TP4. At this time, no other PC
integration software for Data General 
system (in fact, no other DG oftware of 
any kind) makes use of the e protocols. 
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SERVICE IS A TRADITION 

... NOT A LEGEND. 
service, sales, leasing & recovery 

facilities for all t.DataGeneral users. 
Call PA Y terns today to receive traditional ervice for all your Data General needs. 

We have convenient locations, Coa t to Coa t. The Main Office of our 
We t Coa t facilitie is located at 2323 Fourth treet, Berkeley, CA, 415-848-9835 

and our Main Office on the Ea t Coa t i located at 761 Coate Ave., Holbrook, NY 516-467-2500. 

Ea t Coast Main Office 
516-467-2500 

FAX: 516-467-5609 
TELEX: 510-222-0882 

West Coast Main Office 
415-848-9835 

FAX: 415-845-1665 

Each Office eparately Owned and Operated. 

Circle 52 on reader service card. 



File and print servers 
ow that we've studied the many ways 

in which PCs and minicomputers can be 
connected to one another, I want to show 
you what you can do once the connection 
are made. 

different ways to acce s file on a server: 
true file service, virtual disk service, and 
file-transfer service. 

True file service 

The most obvious use for a local area 
network is to share data. When a mini
computer or dedicated PC is used to store 
files, it's called a file server. There are three 

This is the file service most LA u ers 
think of. A local PC's drive letter (say " :" 
for example) is redirected to a pecific 
subdirectory on the file server. Therefore, 
MS-DOS filenames prefaced with that 

WORRIED ABOUT SECURITY? 

GUARDIAN : $700REGARDLESSOFCPU! 

(c) DataLynx, Inc. GUARDIAN PROFILE EDITOR User name: DL. Huslng 

I-Password: 
2-Profile expire: 12-Jul-89 3-Password life: 90 
4-lnitial Program: ClI.PR 
5-lnitial IPC file: 
6-lnitial directory: 
7 -Default user priOrity: 2 8-Max. Queue priority: 0 
9-Unlimited son processes: N 10-Max. son processes:1 
11-0isk Quota (blocks): 500 

BATCH NON-BATCH 
12-Log. addr. space: ·1 lS·Log. addr. space: -1 
13-Min. working set: -1 19-Min. working set: ·1 
14-Max. working set: -1 20-Max. working set: ·1 
15-0ef. user local.: 0 21-0ef. user local.: 0 
16-Use other local.: N 22-Use other local.: N 
17-Other locality: 23-Other locality: 

Time of last logon: lS-Jul-S8 08:39 
Last password change: lS-Jul-88 06:40 
Last profile change: 15-Jul-8813:01 

42-Comments: 

Edit which field? 
"Help line" ... 

1. AUTOMATIC PASSWORD CONTROL 

24-Encrypl password: 
25-Superuser: 
26-Superprocess: 
27-Use IPC: 
28-Use console: 
29-Use batch: 
30-Use virtual cons.: 
31·Use modem: 
32-Change password: 
33-Change priority: 
34-Change type: 
35-Change username: 
36-Access devices: 
37 -Create w/o block: 
3S-System Mgr priv.: 

39-Access local device remotely: 
40-Change address space type: 
41-Change working set limit: 

GUARDIAN sets a time limit on a user's password life and checks it at each log-on. The 
user is notified of the need to change passwords during the seven days prior to the 
profile being disabled. 

2. EASY-TO-REMEMBER PASSWORD PHRASES 
Knowing users have trouble with random characters. GUARDIAN can create 250,000 
password phrases composed of two "5-7" letter English words. with space a valid 
character, e.g. COWBOY LOVER. 

3. SET 47 USER PRIVILEGES WITH JUST ONE SCREEN & WINDOW 

Y 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 

GUARDIAN replaces PREDITOR with a single profile editor screen. 47 user privileges can 
be set using any existing profile as a template; default values; or by changing any single 
menu item. 

4. CONTROLLING ACCESS BY TIME OR GROUPS 
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GUARDIAN'S profile editor window can limit a user's access to specific hours, and can 
assign a user to one of ten groups each of which can be granted or denied access. 

DataLynx 
6659 Convoy Ct 

San Diego CA 92111 
(619)560-8112 

Le Software Man 
Box 545 

London N78DF UK 
01-609-4494 

Circle 23 on reader service card. 

letter actually refer to files on the server. 
For example, if : i redirected to 
:UDD:GLADYS, the following MS-DOS 
file pecification: 

N:\OOCS\LETIER.WP 

actually refers to the following file on the 
server: 

:UDD:GLADYS:DOCS:LETIER:WP 

True file service is intuitive and pro
vides the everyday services that most users 
need. Server-based fi les may be accessed 
as though they reside on the local Pc. 
Using theextensionsofMS-DOS3.10 (and 
later), fi les may also be shared among 
multiple users, provided that the applica
tions are truly multiuser and support the 
operating system's file- and record-lock
ing mechanisms. 

True file service allows files to be trans
ferred to the host system using the stan
dard MS-DOS COPY command and other 
standard programs. 

Virtual disk service 
Whereas true file service redirects re

quests at the file level, virtual disk service 
waits until a request has reached the 
physical device level. As with true file 
service, a drive deSignator letter is associ
ated with a redirected virtual drive. When 
an MS-DOS file request for that drive is 
received, it's sent to the server. A virtual 
disk is an AOS/VS file with an internal 
structure that is a bit-for-bit image of an 
MS-DOS disk. Read and write requests for 
particular sectors are translated into re
quests to read and write the appropriate 
blocks of the virtual disk file. 

The advantages of virtual disk service 
compared to true file service are perfor
mance and overhead; a virtual disk server 
is faster than a true file server, especially 
when processing random records and files 
as in data base applications. 

The disadvantage of a disk server is the 
lack of one-to-one correspondence of PC 
files to server files. Files stored on virtual 
disks are not individual AOS/VS files. 

File structure incompatibilities 
While virtual disk service is a better 

performer, and true file service offers flexi
bility, it's not quite that simple. Consider, 
for example, how you would go about 
TYPEing a simple AOS/VS text file on 
your PC using a true file server. The fol
lowing command ought to do it: 

C>type n:list 

Let's assume that when TYPEd from an 
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AOS/VS console the file looked like this: 

True file service 
Virtual disk service 
File-transfer service 

However, because AOS/VS and MS-DOS 
store text files differently, it will look like 
this when typed on a PC: 

True file service 
Virtual disk service 

File-tr 
ansfer service 

Because the file server can't separate text 
files from other types, there is no way to 
solve this problem without the use of an 
extra step to convert one file format to the 
other. 

To point out another problem with true 
file service, consider the following AOS/ 
VS filename: 

nOCUMENTATION 

Because this filename has more characters 
than the maximum allowed for MS-DOS 
filenames, it cannot be accessed from a 
Pc. Likewise, the following MS-DOS file
name: 

NEW-IDEA.TXT 

is not a legal AOS/VS filename. There
fore, the file will not be accessible via this 
name on the server. 

File-transfer service 
To solve these limitations of true file 

service, you must turn to file-transfer 
service, which allows users to store and 
retrieve entire files. File-transfer servers 
do not allow read or write access to indi
vidual records or blocks within a file. 

As primitive as this may seem, this is an 
important service for three reasons. First, 
the format of the file may be changed 
during file transfer. In the example above, 
the newline characters used to separate 
lines in AOS/VS text files can be replaced 
with pairs of carriage returns and new
lines during the transfer operation. Like-

Doug Kaye is a partner in Rational Data 
Systems. He can be reached at 5725 Paradise 
Dr., Corte Madera, CA 94925; 415/924-0840. 
This article is an excerpt from the "Rational 
Data Systems Report on PC Integration." For 
a free copy, contact Rational Data Systems at 
150 S. Los Robles, Pasadena, CA 91101; 818/ 
568-9991. Copyright © 1988 Rational Data 
Systems. 
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Remote print service wise, a transferred file may be renamed 
from the source machine to the destina
tion. Finally, because file transfers are 
inherently simpler, tran fer speed may 
be greater, as compared to true file service 
or virtual disk service. 

PC/Remote provides file-transfer ser
vice in the asynchronous environment, 
while PC/VS and etlink support file 
service for local area networks. 

After file sharing, peripheral sharing is 
the next most common feature of PC inte
gration. Remote print services allow PC 
users to use the printers attached to a 
minicomputer as though those printers 
were local devices. Print servers typically 
include sophisticated multiuser spoolers 
that improve shared access to these de
vices. 11 

DG/hot site 
From Data Assurance Corporation 

Data General has qualified Data Assurance as a provider of DG/hot site services, 
based on DAC having met criteria established by DG. Why? Because DAC is the only 
nationally recognized disaster recovery services company with 

• More subscribers than all of our competitors combined - which 
means we can offer the lowest fees in the industry. 

• More DG equipment dedicated exclusively to disaster recovery 
than any other company ... DAC's MVl20000 Mod 2's and 
MV/10000's can support up to 1400 on-line users, and 

• More experience in recovery operations - including hundreds of 
successful on-line and live tests - and the only responses to actual 
customer emergencies. . 

Now You Can Also Subscribe To DGlhot site 
In Our Philadelphia Facility 

For more information on DG/hot site, call us toll-free 1·800·654·1689 

6551 S. Revere Pkwy, Suite 130 
Englewood, CO 80111 

f: : Data Assurance 
..: Corporation 

2 New Road, Suite 103 
Aston , PA 19014 

(303) 792-5544 (215) 358-0104 

DAC Is an Independenl company providing lIS dlsasler recovery services for users of 4. DataGeneraI equipment. 

Circle 18 on reader service card. 
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Understanding, 
analyzing, and 
optimizing CPU 
util ization 

by Andy Wilkes 
Special to Focus 

Your Data General system utilizes the 
CPU to handle the processing require
ments of your application and operating 
environment. The MV /20000 model II 
actually integrate two proce sors to 
handle the processing load. An individual 
CPU has a limit as to the processing load 
that it can support, similar to the horse
power rating given to cars. Typically, CPU 
power is based on a variety of measures, 
including MIPS ratings and Whetstone 
numbers. If the demands placed on the 
CPU or an automobile exceed its physical 
power rating, performance may suffer and 
problems may re ult. For instance, with a 
car, the engine may overheat while still 
performing below optimum level . Simi
larly, an oversubscribed CPU may still 
perform, but run poorly. 

The purposes of this article are to define 
the area where the CPU spends its pro
cessing time, to provide threshold values 
for comparison purpo e ,tode cribeanal-
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Using 
a v a i I a b Ie"'" 
horsepower 

':. ysis tools for evaluating your sy tem's 
CPU performance, and to list some tech
niques to optimize the CPU requirements 
of your operating and application envi
ronment. The techniques discussed in
clude changes to the operating environ
ment and generation, application pro
grams being run, and process hierarchy 
and priority. The e techniques should be 
utilized to optimize the operating and 
application environment of your AOS/ 
VSsystem(s), whether or not you feel that 
you have a CPU u age problem. 

Where does CPU time go? 
The Central Proces ing Unit for your 

system must handle requests from many 
different areas, primarilysy tem, u er,and 
idle time. Any analy i of CPU utilization 
requires a clear understanding of each of 
the e areas. The sum of the e three area 
should represent 100 percent of your total 
CPU power. 

System CPU time is the percentage pent 
to manage the various component of the 
operating environment. In other words, 
the AOS/ VS operating y tem it elf mu t 
use a portion of CPU power to allow the 
multiuser and multiprocess component 
of AOS/VS to function . The operating 
system may also expend unnece saryCPU 
resources if some other subsystem (disk 
or memory, for instance) is poorly allo
cated or oversubscribed. 

Some areas where system CPU time i 
spent include cheduling of proces es 
when they become eligible and ready to 
run, processing interrupts from hardware 
devices, faulting in of pages to increase 
proces working sets, processing system 
call made by processes and preproces ed 
by the Agent, managing the disk I/O 
world, mapping memory pages to pro
ces working sets, handling memory con
tention and managing the Page and Swap 
file, logging of system information to 
reque ted log files ( yslog), and creating 
internal sy tem call 0 that user call can 
be completed. If you can improve any of 
the e areas, overall CPU performance will 
al 0 improve. Techniques to improve ys
tem CPU usage are mentioned later in this 
article. 

User CPU time encompa es the time 
the CPU spend on behalf of the u er 
community. This i the primary area wher 
CPU efforts should beexp nded, since the 
main purpo e of your AOS/ VS system i 
to run u er program . Becau e u er appli
cation usually reside· in ring 7 of the 
operating environment, any effort ex
pended in this ring will be charged to u er 
CPU time. ote that any CPU time re
quirement expended by code in any ring 
other than ring 0 (the kernel of the operat
ing system) is charged as user CPU time. 
Someexamplesofu erCPUrequirement 
are code that perform data movement 
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and management, computation and com
pari on of data value, and array manipu
lation. 

System idle time re ults from any time 
period when no eligible processes are 
ready to run, and the eligible queue 
(ELQUE) is empty. The operating system 
can the eligible queue waiting for a 

process to become eligible and ready to 
run. Idle time re ults from proces es 

Wh 

blocked in either of two way: an explic
itly blocked process is targeted by the 
Block CLI command or becomes blocked 
on process creation with the block son 
option. An implicitly or normally blocked 
process has no tasks that are ready to run 
and no outstanding system calls have been 
made. The AOS/ VS utility PED (Proce s 
Environment Display) has a column la
beled "BS" (Block Swap) with an entry in 

UG? 
Reason #27 

30 

Emergency 
ReHef 

I tneverfails! YourMVj 
only goes down when the 
system manager goes out 
of town. What do you 
do? Where do you turn 
for help in an emer

North American Data 
General Users Group. As a 

network of DG users, 
NADGUG puts you in touch 

with others who have 
handled similar emergen

cies. Sodon't gency? Thou
sands of DG 
users have 
found the 
answer in the 

NORTH AMERICAN wait till your 
DATA GENERAL systemisdown 
_______ -join NADGUG 

tOday. USERS 
GROUP 

508/898-4067 

the B column indicating a blocked pro
cess. 

CPU analysis thresholds 
The next que tion in evaluating CPU 

utilization is: "What are threshold values 
for monitoring Central Proce sing Unit 
performance?" After evaluating many 
AOS/VS system, Data General's Sys
tems Evaluation and Performance Center 
(SEPAC) e tabli hed everal value that 
it consultants use for evaluating CPU 
performance. These values are general in 
nature and may not be applicable to cer
tain operating and application environ
ment . However, in the majority of sy -
tems, these numbers can be used to evalu
ate performance. 

One threshold value that SEPAC uses is 
average CPU idle percentage below 20 
percent. If idle time averages consistently 
below 20 percent, the likelihood of CPU 
saturation increases. When full CPU satu
ration occurs (idle time of 0 percent), the 
po sibility of degraded response time and 
throughput increases. A few systems are 
able to allocate exact CPU requirements, 
w here idle time at 5 percent doesn' t repre-
ent a problem. These systems typically 

run real-time or process-control applica
tions with predictable resource demands. 

For the majority of production and/or 
development systems in use, the 20 per
cent threshold is a valid parameter. For 
example, SEPAC recently evaluated an 
AOS/VS system that averaged 19 percent 
idle time during an eight-hour monitor
ing period. This average idle percentage 
was below the 20 percent threshold and 
indicated potential problems with CPU 
utilization. By using CPU idle-time graphs 
included in the SEPAC statistics package, 
it was evident that there were several time 
periods when CPU idle time remained at 
o percent. This investigation revealed areas 
where CPU utilization could be improved. 

Another relationship that SEPAC likes 
to see is more CPU time spent on behalf of 
the user community versus the operating 
environment. This relationship should be 
approximately a 1.5:1 or 2:1 ratio, with 
user CPU time greater than system CPU 
time. As stated previously, the optimum 
CPU environment is one in which the 
CPU is mainly dedicated to user require
ments and not to managing the operating 
environment. 

SEPAC uses a system CPU threshold of 
35 percent to indicate a system that may be 
forcing high CPU demands to manage the 
operating environment. The causes for 
the high system CPU demand may be any 
of the area previously listed. For instance, 
memory contention, poor disk file organi-
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zation, puriou interrupt, and unnece -
ary page faulting could cau e high sy -

tem CPU time. The cause of the high sys
tem CPU time hould be di covered and 
allevia ted. 

Once you determine the threshold val
ues, you need some way to monitor CPU 
utilization and compare collected data 
against threshold values to determine your 
CPU' performance. Several utilities and 
ervice are available to mea ure ystem

wide CPU utilization and u er and pro
ce CPU requirement . 

CPU monitoring tools and services 
Analyzing the CPU utilization of your 

system i fairly straightforward, provided 
you have theappropriate monitoring tools. 
Li ted below are analy i tool and utili
ties available through Data General. 

AOSIVS commands and uti lities. CLI 
commands that can be used to analyze 
process parameters and have an impact 
on CPU utilization include RUNTIME, 
PRIORITY, and PRTYPE. There are also 
standard AOS/VS utilities that can assist 
you in evaluating CPU system-wide and 
process requirements. For instance, PED 
Ii ts cumulative CPU time and CPU milli
seconds used per second for processes 
running on an AOS/VS sy tem, and the 
Priority Enque Factor (P QF) column can 
provide you with the true process priority 
hierarchy used by AOS/VS to do chedul
ing. Program histogramming utilities al
low you to locate areas within applica
tions where CPU time is spent. Optimiz
ing efforts should occur in the most acti ve 
areas of key application programs. With 
system logging and reporting, user ac
counting information, including CPU 
utilization, can be recorded and evalu
ated. Using the generated report file, you 
can determine the most active users on the 
system. 

AOSIVS Performance Monitoring and 
Tuning Package. This Data General pack
age (modeI30718) offers several programs 
that allow you to evaluate AOS/VS sys
tem performance, including CPU utiliza
tion. The Performance Monitor program 
collects system, user, and idle CPU-time 
information and allows you to graph the e 
values during a monitoring period. The 
CPUtime utility provides an interactive 
analysis of user, ystem, and idle CPU 
time and also displays the most active 
processes during a data-collection cycle, 
so you can focus on the most active pro
cesses and users. The Watch utility is an 
interactive histogramming utility that can 
zoom in on narrow address ranges of ac
tiveprograms. The MP _DISPLAY program 
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shows u er, system, and idle CPU per
centages for multiple logical proces or , 
and also provide a breakdown of y tem 
CPU time. 

SEPAC Performance Analysis Services. 
The SEPAC statistics package provides a 
comprehen ive et of graphs and report 
to show the performance of an AOS/VS 
system during a selected monitoring pe
riod. This package include report and 

In the defense 
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Ing data management 
problem • • 3CI'sinFoCen 
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engineering datasets 
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instantaneous query 
response. Multiple loading 
options are available up to 
1000 records per second. 

Every RDBMS vendor 
promises top performance. 
InFoCen delivers perform
ance through unequalled 
analytical throughput and 
comprehensive system 
features. 
See It Perform today. 
Call 1-800-525-2001 

ZllnFoCeri 
CompatIble WIth VAA·VMS. DG·AQSNS. 
Dps·GCOse. CDC·VSOS 

2057 Vermont Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 

graph that ummarize and depict CPU 
utilization. The "CPU Monitoring" graph 
show system, user, and idle time at each 
snapshot. U ing the e graphs, time peri
od where CPU performance uffered can 
be quickly highlighted. The "CPU by 
Pathname and U ername" report rank 
program and u eractivityduring elected 
periods. With the help of a SEPAC con
ultant, the SEPAC oftware can zoom 

Circle 66 on reader ervice card. 
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In case 
you've forgotten who is the top 

second source Data General Dealer, 
let us jog your memory. 

Mcintyre's Mini Computers. 

We're a frontrunner 
when n comes to meeting your 

second source equipment needs. 
m Cintyre's is one of the world's leading second source Data IJJ.I General dealers. We buy, sell and trade previously-owned Data 
General equipment. 

We will help you assess your equipment needs and, since we 
deal exclusively in Data General equipment, we can have the equipment 
immediately available and delivered just as fast. 

Equally important is the care and service you receive after 
your equipment is installed. We stand behind our products with a 
30-day warranty. 

In addition, our staff of experienced engineers is readily 
available to answer your technical questions. 

So when it's time to select a second source Data General 
dealer, race to the phone and call Mcintyre's Mini Computers. 
We can't be beat. 

mclmYRe"S 
Mini-Computer 
Sales Group Inc. 

TlX: 810-232-4866 
FAX: (313)524-4970 
Answer Back: MCDATAGEN TROY 
575 E. Big Beaver 
Troy, Michigan 48083-1301 
(313)524-4900 

Circle 47 on reader ervice ca rd . 



into specific time periods of CPU prob
I m and focu on u er , program , u er 
groups, or pathname groups using the 
highe t percentage of CPU re ource. The 
SEPAC statistics package includes two 
sy tem-wide summary report . The first 
summarizes the average, minimum, and 
maximum values for key performance 
areas including CPU utilization. The ec
ond report lists the number of ystem 
call ,sy tem-call rates, and time required 
per ystem call. 

CPU utilization analysis i important 
not only when you uspect CPU usage 
problems; analysi and optimization 
hould also occur when there are no ap

parent problem. Why wait to run out of 
hor epowerand put your elfina possibly 
critical situation? 

Tuning the engine 
There are several techniques for improv

ing CPU utilization of your operating and 
application environment. The e are sum
marized in the following list. 

• Eliminate unnecessary processing. 
Since you don't want AOS/VS to sched
ule unnecessary tasks during prime appli-

NEW! 

Comprehensive 
products spanning the 
entire DasherTerminal 

line (D210-D470C). 
$95 to $195. 

EM ~ 7 TM 

~ 
Rhintek, Inc. 

Focus 

P.O. Box 220 
Columbia, MD 21045 

301-730-2575 
VISA and MC accepted. 

Circle 57 on read r ervice ca rd. 

Focus ON: PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND TUNING 

cation time, you should not run program 
unless they are essential to your applica
tion environment. For in tance, while word 
processing users are active, scheduling a 
month-end proce that normally runs 
overnight may degrade the interactive re
sponse of the word processing u ers. An 
additional processing load may be the use 
of monitoring tool. I'm not telling you 
not to run monitoring tools during nor
mal operations, because in some cases, 
these tools are required. But I will empha
size that running monitoring tools at low 
cycle times at a high priority throughout 
the day can block out the entire u er com
munity. Instead, a CRT near the system 
could be dedicated to monitoring system 
performance and running at high prior
ity; the monitoring tools would only be 
used at this console when a problem is ex
perienced, Le., sudden poor response time. 

• Eliminate spurious or undefined in
terrupts. Remember that the CPU runs 
interrupt processing at high priority, and 
frequent, unnecessary interruptscancau e 
system CPU time to be higher than nece -
ary. Also, spurious interrupts from asyn

chronous line can interrupt the Peri ph-

eral Manager (PMGR) if the line is en
abled, and aturate an a ynchronou 
controller. Make sure that lines are termi
nated correctly, line are not extended 
beyond recommended distances (50 feet 
for RS-232C connections), and all asyn
chronous cables are shielded properly. Soft 
and hard errors from hardware devices 
are al 0 handled at high priority and can 
interrupt normal proce sing. Monitor the 
ERROR_LOG file and eliminate the oc
currence of hard error and reduce oft 
errors by using error-free media. 

• Reduce faulting rates. Encourage pro
grammers to write structured code so that 
the program logic doesn't jump around 
the program address space. Also, en ure 
that program and data file pages are 
compressed and do not contain large ga ps. 
For instance, reading an I FOS page 
through the local I FOS erver window is 
charged as a page fault; therefore, if an 
I FOS data base and/or index volume 
has indirect and deleted records, ga ps exist 
in the I FOS volume pages. To reduce 
program ize and CPU requirements, 
production programs hould not contain 
debugging code. 

ECLIPSE MY MEMORY 
Nemonix Performance Solutions 

MV/4000, MV/lOOOO & S280 
Nemonix offers 2MB, 4MB and 8MB memory array_ 
for Data General Eclipse MV/4000, DS/4000, MV/I0000 , 
and S280 series systems. olving the most common 
performance constraint "lack of ufficient memory", with 
the emonix low co t, maintenance free, plug compatible 
memory. Increase system response time, erve more u ers, 
run exi ting applications faster ... , and preserve your 
investment! For more info on emonix product and our 
Exclusive Customer Protection Plan: CAll US TODAY! 
1-800-435-8650, or in MA 508-435-9087. 

Nemonix™ 
Nemonix, Inc. 
106 South Street 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
508-435-9087 
800-435-8650 
fAX 508-435-6127 
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Focus ON: PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND TUNING 

- Reduce system-call rates and elimi
na te unnecessary system calls. Focus your 
attention on "ex pen ive" call, such a 
those to the I/ O system. Using the SEPAC 
"Sy tern Call Analy i " report a a refer
ence, the most expensive calls tend to be 
shared open (?SOPE ) and close 
(?SCLOSE), as well as creation and termi
nation of processes. Monitor open and 
clo e rates to ensure that these calls are 

made only when ab olutely nece ary. 
When evaluating system-call rates, also 
compare the relation hip of related call 
to ensure a logical ratio. For instance, 
looking up port number for interproce s 
communication (?ILKUP) shouldn't oc
cur at a higher rate than actually sending 
a message (?ISE D or ?IS.R). 

-Tailor disk filing parameters. Exam
ine the disk filing system and tune the 
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Now available 
in Data General 

32 bit 

Business BASIC 
STATE,OF,THE,ART SOFTWARE PACKAGES 

FOR DASHER / 286 THRU MV,15000 
• Order proces ing/Billing' Payroll· Inventory Control ' Purchasing· Sales Analysis ' Fixed As et 

• Account Receivable/Payable ' General Ledger ' Word Processing· Electronic Spreadsheet 

DATA GENERAL HARDWARE 
• COMPLETE YSTEM • UPGRADE 

• PERIPHERAL • SYSTEM TRADE·I S 
• EW OR REFURBI HED EQUIPME T • MODEM • CABLES. ETC. 

Call today for pricing! 

COMPLETE INDUSTRY SPECIFIC SYSTEMS 
• AUTOMOTIVE DEALER • TELEMARKETI G 

• AUCTIO MA AGEME T • MA UFACTURER REP. COMPA IES 

• GLA DISTRIBUTORS • OFFICE PRODUCT DISTRIBUTOR 

And many more custom designed to fit your business! 

Authorized 4. Da!aGeneral System Supplier 

COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 

404/799-1000 
1000 SOUTH PIONEER DRIVE SMYRNA (ATLANTA) GEORGIA 30082 

filing parameter a much a po ible. To 
improve the disk filing system, you should 
rebuild file requiring more than one level 
of index blocks; limit the use of large di
rectorie (greaterthan 64 KB in ize); elect 
tailored hash-frame sizes; choose a uni
ver al template Access Control List; and 
rebuild directories and disk drives peri
odically. 

- Reduce or eliminate memory conten
tion. The advent of memory contention 
cause the operating system to expand 
effort to allocate an over ubscribed mem
ory environment. Contention ha an 
impact not only on memory utilization, 
but also on system CPU utilization and 
disk I/O management. 

- Assign appropriate priority struc
tures. Implementing ound priority truc
tures will ensure that the jobs you want to 
get processing time will receive it even 
though the CPU is saturated. For instance, 
problems could occur if a CPU-in ten ive 
program was run in group 1 scheduling 
and at a higher priority than user pro
cesses that normally run in group 2 sched
uling. When the program becomes active 
and the CPU is saturated, the user com
munity may be blocked from receiving 
any CPU time. 

-Generate a performance-oriented op
eratingsystem. Don't generate additional 
cache buffers if none are necessary. The 
longer the buffer chain, the more search
ing and system CPU time is required. If 
the cache hit percentage is greater than 95 
percent and the miss rate is les than 5 per 
econd, you have probably selected an 

adequate number of buffers. 
- Use optimization techniques and the 

optimizing compiler. For instance, use 
buffered lIOand element-size a signment 
when creating reports (sequential files) . 
Also, investigate the use of the optimizer 
if it is supported by your programming 
language and if you have access to ource 
code. Variou levels of optimization 
change the CPU requirements of individ
ual programs. 

-Control processes or users that have 
large re ource requirements. You may be 
able to serialize the running of certain pro
grams versus allowing concurrent execu
tions. Forexample, running only two batch 
treams for compiling may be better than 

allowing all developers to run compilers 
interactively. Also, examine the memory 
demands of individual program . Con
sider ethng a working- et maximum on a 
program that must run during produc
tion: unless a memory limit is set, such a 
program may take as much memory as it 
wants, placing the y tern into memory 
contention. As mentioned earlier, mem-
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ory contention place unnece ary de
mands on your system's CPU. 

-Enlist the help of the user commu
nity. Make sure that your u er under
tand the ramification of running CPU

intensive programs unnecessarily. 
-Offload a user or processing commu

nity onto another CPU. Di tributing pro
ce sing can help in situations where a 
group of u er or program can be moved 
from one CPU and placed on to another. 
For example, development could be 
moved onto another processor and linked 
to the original proce or through commu
nication hardware and oftware. 

- Use intelligent controllers. If po -
ible, load CPU proce ing requirement 

for a particular program or application 
environment onto an int lligent control
ler. For exampl ,th Xodiac Tran port 
Service (XTS) link protocol code can be 
loaded into intelligent controller under 
XTS r v 5 and lat r. Make ure to take 
advantage of any available buffering. 

en rate Intelligent Asynchronou Con
tr ller (lAC) buffer to match device char
acteri tic . Avoid single-character I/O , 
ince the buffering capability of the a yn

chronou controller is not u ed effectively 
with thi typ of I/O. 

- Use an alternative scheduling pack
age. The AOS/VS chedular do san ex
cellentjobofCPUre ourcedi tributionin 
the va t majority of application and sy -
tem environm nt . When th CPU b -
come aturat d, the chedula r allow the 
highe t priority eligible proce to run 
and con ume CPU re ource ,ev n if th 
proces is CPU-intensive. In this cenario, 
low r priority proce may never b 
ch duled,althollghtheyarer adytorun. 
Data General's Cia Allocation and 

Scheduling Package (CLASP), included 
in the Performing Monitoring and Tuning 
Package, allow di triblltion of CPU time 
to u er and program clas e or localitie . 

LASP enable lower priority proce se 
to receive ome CPU time (even if the CPU 
is aturated) and can al 0 be u ed to con
trol u r- and program-cia s CPU alloca
tion. 

-Upgrade your CPU to a more power
ful processor. A more powerful CPU may 
b nece arytohandletheproce ingload 
of your application and operating envi
ronment. Fortunately, Data General ha a 

Alldy Wilkes is lIIallager of Data General's 
Sy tems Evalllation and Performallce Analy
sis Center (SEPAC) COllsulting Services Group 
based ill Norcross, GA; 404/448-6072. 
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variety of proce or that upport AOS/ 
VS and are upwardly compatible. If you 
currently have an MV /20000 model II, 
ensure that the second job proce or is 
initialized during tart-up procedures. 

Cars get periodic analysis and tuning 
To en ure that an automobile is making 

efficient use of available hor epower, a car 
owner generally take the car in for peri-

od ic performance analy is to find way it 
can be optimized and tuned. Many y
tem managers do performance analysis 
and tuning to ensure that their y t m 
CPU is fully optimized. All systems should 
be examined and tuned even though CPU 
problem are not evident. That way, you'll 
know for certain that your ystem i not 
wasting CPU cycles, but is taking advan
tage of available "horsepower." t, 

INFOS_II Developers! 
FED UP WITH INQUIRE™ ? 
Move into the 1990s and get THLULTIMATE, the superlative 
relacement for Inquire. 
E.g. Setting up record formats is out; use your own Cobol 
copyfiles to view, amend and write records to your Infos 
databases. (Fortran and PU1 copyfi/es support coming soon) . 

WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY? Dramatically? 
WANT TO TAKE THE DRAG OUT OF PROGRAM TESTING? 
Get the only tool that enables you, at the touch of a few function 
keys, to reformat all records in one or more indices, to copy 
records or index structures to another Infos database, to 
(re)build whole indices, to extract records to sequential files , to 
delete sequences of records, to automate the conversion of 
your Cobol copyfiles to PRESENpM definition files , to print 
records and keys, to ...... the list is endless. 

Get the Infos tool of the 1990s - get THLULTIMATE! 

UNSURE ABOUT WHETHER YOU NEED THL ULTIMATE? 
Read about it in the September issue of Focus, and remember : 
SOME OF YOUR COMPETITORS MAY ALREADY BE USING IT! 

WHERE DO YOU GET IT? 
Did not go to the NADGUG conference? If not, contact us for 
more details : 

North America Australia 
Datalynx Inc. 
6659 Convoy Court, 
San Diego CA 92111 
(USA) Tel : (619) 560 8112 

Otherwise 

Mini Computer Systems Pty Ltd 
411 Hawthorn Road, 
South Caulfield Victoria 3162 
(Australia) Tel : (3) 528 2711 

Le Software Man Ltd, P.O. Box 545, LONDON N7 8DF 
(United Kingdom) Tel : 44-1-609 4494 

Ie go~two~e man "" 
Systems consultants 

AI trade marks acknow1edged 

ircle 24 n r ader ervice card. 
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BBASIC BUSINESS by George Henne 

BBASIC SIG revived 
with new president 
and new products 

Th Bu ine BASIC SIG i active again. 
Aft racoupleyearsofinactivity, the group 
got together at the r cent ADCUG con
ference, voted me in a pre ident, and told 
m to get to work. 

Th beginning of every presid ntial term 
i always marked with lot of good inten
tion ,and I've got no hortage of them for 
th coming year. Luckily, I have made no 
campaign promise (in fact, I wa n'teven 
at the meeting when they elected me). 

An active u er group for Busine BA
SIC is more important now than ever. For 
th pa t few year, BBASIC ha b en a 
fairly table product. With the Data Gen
eral MV rie pr tty table, DG wa n't 
putting a lot of re ource into BBASIC 
Thing were ba ically dull. 

It' a much mor exciting world now. At 
th low end, the Bluebird community i 
thriving, whil B32 i taking th AOS/VS 
world by torm. Tran oft i ru hing to be 
the fir t company with a full Bu ine 
BASIC under Unix, but they are being 
cha d by B32 and Data G neral. Tran oft 
al oboa t anMS-OOSver ion,andAlIoy 
i promi ing one. 

From a hardware vi wpoint, Data 
Gen ral' new MV / 40000 erie will u e 
AO / VS II, and the full ffect of that r -
main to be n. The development f the 
RISC-ba ed 8000 y tem will certainly 
be ignificant. 

The major r a on why 0 much devel
opm nt i going on in the Busine BASIC 
world the e day (more than at any other 
point in its hi tory) i that there is a large, 
fairly homogeneou group of u er out 
th re who like Bu ine BASIC The e 
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u er don' t want to change from BBASIC, 
but they want to take advantage of new 
technology. 

There ar enough u ers out th re that it 
make good commercial en e for DC to 
develop new ver ion of Bu ine BASIC 
for the new environment . This will be of 
tr mendou benefit to all Bu in BASIC 
u er in the future. 

However, I'm concern d that all this 
new developm nt will produce half a 
doz n incompatible version of Bu ine 
BASIC, re ulting in a number of mailer 
niche that will not have the trength to 
urvive in the current Bu ines BASIC 

marketplace. Therefore, I want to make an 
appeal: if you are u ing any flavor of 
Bu ine BASIC or have an intere t in the 
product, join the u er group now. The 
stronger we grow, the more diver e view
pints we can include, and th more likely 
we'll be able to ke p Bu ine BASIC a 
healthy, growing ntity. 

To join, drop me a note with your name, 
addre ,and perhap a note about what 
you do with Bu ine BASIC We till have 
a bit of money in the SIG bank account to 
u e for mailing, 0 until we get rolling, 
wewon'tdemandmore.Theaddre i at 
the end of thi article. 

A further note: I work for Maxon, which 
di tribute B32 in orth America. I only 
took on the job a pre ident of th SIG 
becau e I felt it could be done with ut 
being a conflict of intere t. Maxon cur
rently ha everal hundred client u ing 
variant of Bu in BASIC It i in Maxon' 
b tinter t to provide th be t po ible 
products to its new customer and exi t
ing cli nt ba e. Maxon' revenue come 
mo tly from al of Data General hard
war and application oftware: only a 
mall part i from B32. If anyone inter

e ted in working with th SIG feels there 
might be a conflict-of-intere t problem, I 

invit you to phone m , and we'll try to 
r olve it. 

• 
In other news, I went la t w ek to the 

announcement of Data General' newe t 
and large t machine, the MV / 40000. It 
ound pretty impre sive. It come in two 

variation - the MV /40000 and the MV / 
40000 HA. The HA, which tand for High 
Availability, ha additional feature uch 
a repair-under-power and optional re
dundant hardware configurability. 

TheMV / 40000i a ingleproce orthat 
has about twice the performance of the 
MV 120000 model!. It can have up to 128 
MB of main memory (up from 64) and ha 
a 64 KB cache buffer (up from 16). For 
operating y tem , it can u e AOS/VS 
7.64 or AOS/VS II (more on thi later). 

Overall, the MV / 40000 eem to be a 
traightforward exten ion to DG' high

end product. oproblem areanticipated 
in u ing it with Bu ine s BASIC or B32 
under AOS/VS. 

Data General ha done more intere t
ing tuff with the MV /40000 HA. It can be 
configured with up to four job proce or. 
The e are tightly coupled to be tran par
ent to the u er. Each job proce or i an 
MV /40000 CPU board . Main memory 
can go to 256 MB, with typical config
uration tarting at 64 MB. Di k tor
age can be a mind-boggling 320 GB 
(320,000,000,000,000 byte ). 

The peed of the ystem i truly impre -
ive. Surpa inganythingoffered by DEC, 

it' in the IBM mainframe range. While 
DG do n't ay how many terminal can 
actually d liver decent re ponse time, up 
to 3,456 could b phYSically connected. 
The MV /40000 HA i only u able with 
AOS/VS II. 

In addition to the new proce sor , Data 
General announced a new piece of equip-
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m nt: the Message-based Reliable Chan
n I (MRC). It provide a high-speed chan
nel for connecting multiple MV y t m . 
Di k drive and tape drive are plugged 
into one side, and CPU are plugged into 
the other. 

This approach makes iteasy todoa lotof 
thing . Equipment can be reconfigured 
without having to hut down the y tem. 
Diagno tic can be run at the ame time a 
application oftware. Power can be turned 
on or off a lot at a time, 0 board can be 
added or removed without turning power 
off for the whole machine. 

Of cour e, things like redundant data 
ba e and hared di k become much 
ea ier to implement under thi approach. 

The MRC i nIt required for the new 
machines. They can still be configured 
like older machine -all in on cabin t. 
The MRC, like the MV/ 40000 HA, require 
AOS/VS II. 

Data General finally announced AOS/ 
VS II a well. Before we get to th ugly 
part, I want to talk about new feature . 
AOS/VS II ha a completely rede igned 
file ystem that i apparently much im
proved over the current one. It' de cribed 
a "fail- afe/' meaning it hould be much 
b tter if anything goe wrong. Fixup will 
n ver have to be run again. If the system 
goe down unexpectedly, it can b re
booted immediately. 

In addition, critical di k information i 
duplicated on the di k, 0 a failur in a 
single sector will not result in the 10 of 
the entire di k. Fragment of file are 
tagged with information as to what file 
they belong to, making it ea ier to run 
con i tency check . File ystem panic are 
eliminated; problem are reported to the 
op rator, who then decide on appropri
ate action. 

Big new for many users i upport of 
VnOOterminal .Anyapplicationthatu e 
a Da her 0200 will work with a VT100. 
DG doe note, though, that lAC perfor
mance may uff r b cau e of the addi
tional overhead of doing the translation. 
Thi feature will be available with relea e 2. 

Who hould be looking at AOS/VS II? 
Obviou ly,anybodybuyinganMV /40000 
HA or an MRC. Al 0, if you need the new 
feature in the operating y tem it elf.DG 
expects that people ordering new ma
chine will buy AOS/ VS II in tead of AOS/ 
VS. 

The bad news i that Data Gen ral i not 
giving thi operating y tem away. ew 
license will co t from 1,800 on an MV / 
1400 DC to more than 43,000 on an MV / 
40000 HA model 4. Upgrade licen e for 
exi ting machine ar di count d 70 per
c nt. 
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Upgrade your MV6, MV8 or MV8/2 to 
8MB, 10MB, 14MB, or to a full 

16MB!!! 
• Using two 8MB boards or a mix of 8MB and your 2MB 

boards 
• Upgraded original DG boards , running DG diagnostics-

No need for a disable switch 
• Warranty provided on an immediate swap basis 
• DG level, GSA and Quantity discounts available 
• DG installation available 

CALL NOW 

(212) 725-2030 
FAX # 212 / 725-4554 

VANGUARD International Management SeNices, Inc. 

245 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2104 
New York, NY 10016 

·DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED· 
irclc 70 on reader ervice card. 

ADD IT UP, CANADA! 

-- ONE 
One vendor offers disk and tape subsystems with 30% 
more performance and 30% more capacity for 30% less 
money! 

That vendor is Intertechnology. With offices throughout 
Canada, Intertechnology is the one vendor that can sell 
and service all your peripheral needs at a price you can 
afford. Give us a call today and find out for yourself! 

~rnTI~illTICHNOlOGY 
(416) 445-5500 

Authorized 
stocking distributor 

INC. 

FUJITSU 

Montreal • Ottawa • Winnip g • Calgary • Vancouv r • Toronto 



Dear RIGs and SIGs, 

Regional and special interest groups serve a vital function in 
the DG community. They are a forum where DG users can talk 
about topics that are specific to their own needs, and a place 
where they can network with other DG users in the same 
geographic area. That's what NADGUG is all about. 

RIGs and SIGs also provide NADGUG with ideas on how to 
best serve individual users. NADGUG listens to the sugges
tions of the RIGs and SIGs when deciding on member benefits, 
policy changes, and representation to Data General. 

Recognizing how important the RIGs and SIGs are, 
NADGUG is making a special effort to support them through 
its RIG/SIG committee. Charlene Kirian, the new RIG/SIG 
committee chairperson, is working closely with the two vice
chairs to map out activities for the upcoming year. Vice-chair 
Steve Kern is coordinating activities in the eastern half of 
North Amerca, and Leryl Cash, the other vice-chair, is giving 
support to the west. The NADGUG RIG/SIG coordinator, 
Cathlene Gentry, provides staff support to the committee and 
to aLL RIGs and SIGs. 

We want to hear from you! If you have any questions or 
suggestions for how the RIG/SIG committee could better serve 
your interest group, or if you know of an area that needs a new 
group, give us a call. 

Chairperson 
Charlene Kirian 
Intercon Associa tes 
1580 Winston Road S. 
Rochester, NY 14618 
716/244-1250 

Eastern Region Vice Chair 
Steve Kern 
Werner & Pfleiderer 
663 E. Crescent Ave. 
Ramsey, NJ 07446 
201/327-6300 

Yours Truly, 
The RIG/SIG Committee 

RIG/SIG coordinator 
Cathiene Gentry 
Focus Magazine 
4807 Spicewood Springs Rd., 
Suite 3150 
Austin, TX 78759 
512/345-5316 

Western Region Vice Chair 
Leryl Cash 
17675 S. Dick Drive 
Oregon City, OR 97045 
503/631-2605 

Thi i up etting. We' ve been looking 
forward to AOS/ VS rev 8 for more than a 
yearno~. DC ha held e ionsand cour e 
(which some of us even paid to attend) so 
we would be ready for the new feature . 
Imagine our surprise to find it wasn' t 
going to be a new relea e after all, but a 
whole new prod uct tha t we would ha ve to 
buy. What were we paying Software Sub-
cription for? 
Data General, I think realizing how 

unpopular this move was going to be, will 
continue to support rev 7 of AOS/ VS and 
even continue to ell it. But I doubt that a 
lot of resources will be put into enhancing 
ittosupportnew equipment and feature , 
and we' ll all be forced to use AOS/VS II 
sooner or later. 

What about the conversion? I it as easy 
a earlier revs? 0 way. Data General has 
set up special programs to ea e the way, 
though. SpeCial cour e are available for 
ystem manager, and Systems Engineer

ing is offering a special AOS/VS II Migra
tion Planning Service. Since disks have to 
be remapped, Data General is al 0 renting 
disk and tape drives to aid in the conver
sion. 

Resource requirements aren't completely 
spelled out yet. Early notices said that 
after the big memory increase for AOS/ 
VS rev 7, no further increases were ex
pected, bu t the earl y informa tion on AOS / 
VS II warns that orne machines running 
rev 7 may not be able to upgrade to the 
new operating system. Also, we have no 
indication yet whether additional di k 
storage will be needed. 

The current status of AOS/VS II is that it 
i ju t beginning beta testing at selected 
u er sites. The plan is to complete the 
testing and bring out the completed ver~ 
ion around December or January. The 

quality of AOS/VS II may be more clear if 
they hit those target dates. 

o problems are expected running 
Bu ines BASIConAOS/VSII,butIdon't 
know of anybody who ha done so yet. I'll 
keep you informed as I hear things. 

The excitement about rev 5 of AOS/VS 
Business BASIC eems to have died down. 
Many u er who have tried it have found 
nagging little problems, and have held off 
doing full conversion . The quick turn
around on fixe that was evident origi
nally has lowed a bit. /::, 

George Henne, a contriblltingeditor to FoclIs, 
has worked with BlIsiness BASIC II sers for 
more than a decade. He is the vice president of 
Maxon Compllter Systems, 575 Madison Ave., 
Suite 1006, New York, NY 10022; 416/445-
4823. 
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I AOS[lVS] TRICKS by fohn A. Grallt 

A parallel world 
Giving users some elbowroom 
in their workspace 

Continuing with a series of short articles on sundry items, thi 
month I will talk about how our system is configured to handle 
two very different type of proce sing. 

Our system 
We havean MV / 4000 with FPU, 4 MB of memory, and two 6026 

tape drives. The system disk is 147 MB, and the UP macro 
I ITiALIZEsa 592MB DATA disk in": ". For convenience, I will 
refer to these two disks as SYSTEM and DATA, respectively. Our 
principal output device is a 24-inch Versatec 8224 monochrome 
electrostatic plotter. For simple plot and previews of Versatec 
plots, we use Falco terminals (OG, DEC, and Tektronix 4012 
emulation, plus more), which I highly recommend. 

The only commercial oftware products we have are Fortran 77, 
Wordperfect (rarely u ed), and Versaplot plotting software (not 
recommended). The bulk of our software is written in-hou e for 
general R&D and map production. Our home-brew, 9-track data
acquisition systems for multichannel, gamma-ray spectrometry 
and borehole logging are built around Data General ova 4C and 

ova 1220 computers. One system is used for airborne surveys, 
one is in the back of a logging truck, and another is in a basement 
lab. All data is recorded on 9-track tape, and is processed on the 
MV / 4000 system. The da ta for the airborne surveys is proces ed 
to the final map stage on our "private" system (using the mono
chrome Ver atec plotter for verification). Then the 10 to 90 MB 
files of gridded data are transferred to the departmental com
puter center's VAX 8700 to be plotted on Versatec and Optronix 
color plotters using Uniras plotting oftware. We don't do the 
color work on our ystem, becau e we don't have the Uniras soft
ware or the color plotter, both of which are beyond our budget. 

Types of processing 
Some of our users are engaged in R&D that involves a lot of 

program development cycles (editing, compiling, and LI King), 
while others are running large production programs that throw 
around massive chunks of data. Usually we are processing 10 to 
15 airborne surveys at various stages at anyone time. A single 
survey can have about 10 t020 MB of data spread across about 150 
to 200 file . While the borehole-logging group uses smaller files, 
there are several hundred more files for each area due to the multi
stage intermediate proces ing that i required to polish the data. 

Configuration 
We started off with just the 147 MB disk. When we ran out of 

di k space, I wanted not just another disk, but another controller 
as well so that the data could be thrown around on it with minimal 
impact on the rest of the system. The 592 MB disk is our DATA 
disk, and the directories u ed for processing the e chunks of data 
re ide entirely on it. This leaves the 147 MB SYSTEM disk for 

FoCLIs 

sy tem-related activities, such a paging and swapping and 
lighter u er activitie such as editing. 

One other aspect related to the two-disk configuration is back
ups. We run an open shop, which means that user have access to 
the tape drives and do their own tape mounts (no operator). Each 
urvey ha it own archive tape that is used not only to archive 

and delete a finished or "stale" survey, but also to do backups of 
the newly created or modified files as the data is processed 
through the various tage . With such a system, I can leave back
ups of the data to the discretion of the u ers who are proce ing 
the survey. They all know that Idon'tback up the DATAdisk,and 
they know what the consequences are if they don't back up a 
survey and we lose the DATA disk. The advantage of this is I don't 
have to spend much time doing backups of the DATA disk. 

The SYSTEM di k is another story. Each user (including me) ha 
a back-up tape for their directory (i.e., :UDD:GRA T). It's their 
responsibility to back up their directory on a chedule of their 
own choosing, based on their own personal paranoia quotient. In 
addition, I do backups of :UDD:# (excluding the usernames in 
:UDD that are L K files to the DATA disk) from time to time and 
a regular PCOPY of the entire SYSTEM disk (l don't mind doing 
it if it's only 147 MB). 

WSP: The workspace 
So far, I have talked about the data slinging that's carried out in 

certain directories that reside on the DATA disk (these username 
exist as L K files in :UDD to the DATA disk) and lighter user and 
system activi-
ties that occur 
on the SYSTEM 
disk. There is 
another hybrid 
type of activity 
that involves 
switching back 
and forth be
tween the two 
disks. Most us-
ers have a re-

The movement is rather like 
the knight in chess . You can go 
"down" on the SYSTEM disk 
and "over" to the DATA disk, 
or you can go "over" to the 
DATA disk and then "down" 
to a subdirectory 

quirement to use small ASCII files that are created with an editor, 
and larger binary data files created by dumping a 9-track, raw 
data tape. We want to keep the ASCII files on the SYSTEM disk, 
so they are backed up, but the larger binary files should reside on 
the larger DATA disk, which has more free space but is not backed 
up (not a problem, becau e the data can be pulled off the tape 
again). To handle this requirement, the concept of the "work
space" was created. 

Most users arrive on the SYSTEM disk when they log on, i.e., in 
:UDD:GRA T. For each of the e users, there is a parallel work
space directory, i.e., :DATA:GRA T, which has an ACL of 
GRA T,OWARE. I create the initial workspace directory, be
cause users can't create files in :DATA itself. From now on, a 
parallel workspace directory is created for each directory that re
quires one. There are two principal workspace macros: pseudo-
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macro $WSP.CLI (Figure 1) and WSP.CLI (Figure 2). P eudo
macro $WSP.CLI is like [!DIRECTORY), except that it expands to 
the name of the workspace directory that i parallel to the current 
directory. It does that by stripping off :UDD from the name of the 

Figure 1: Pseudo-macro $WSP.CLI 

[! EQUAL, % 1 %,l [%O\% ,[! EXPLODE,[! DIRECTORYl]] [!ELSE] & 
:DATA($CONCATENATE,%5-%](!ENDl& 

where $CONCATENATE.CLI is: 

%1%%2%%3%%4%%5%%6%%7%& 
[!NEQUAL,(%8-%),( )][%0\% %8-%](!END]& 

current directory (arguments 1 through 4 after exploding) and 
replacing it with :DATA. Then WSP.CLI creates the equivalent 
workspace directory (if nece sary) and move into it. The envi
ronment is PUSHed first so that a simple POP can be used to 
return to the SYSTEM disk. In addition, the starting directory is 
added to the SEARCHLIST so that the files on the SYSTEM disk 
are still available from the workspace directory. ote that the 
macro will fail if the directory immediately above the directory 
doesn't exist. For example (see Figure 3), if you are in :UDD 
:GRANT:XXX:AAA and you try to do WSP, it will fail if you have 
never done WSP while in :UDD:GRANT:XXX to create :DATA 
:GRANT:XXX. The remedy is simple: go to :UDD:GRANT:XXX 

Announcing ... 

Text Scout Rev 2.0 
Quickly find CEO documents with: 

AND / OR/NOT (Boolean) 

Figure 2: WSP.ClI 

push 

comment-prompt pop in case WSP fails 
prompt pop 

comment-ereate $WSP if it does not already exist 
string [$WSPl 
[!equal,[!filenames,[!stringlj,j 

write creating new workspace directory [Istring] 
create/directory/max: 100000/1 =error/2:error (!string] 

[lend] 

comment-add current directory to searchlist before WSP 
searchlist [!directoryj [!searchlistj 

comment - go there 
directory/1 =error/2=error [! string) 

comment-now 'allow' user to find special programs 
searchlist [!searchlistj :public.special 

write You are in directory [!DIRECTORy]: 'POP' to return. 

comment-disable prompt pop-user will POP when ready 
prompt/k 
string/k 

LET 1HE DG oocrOR HELP! 
We provide Professional Consulting 

Services for all DG Systems and 
languages including: 

• Program De"elopment 
and Trouble Shooting 

SAVE & RE-USE - (Case Management) 

• Systems Analysis. Design 
and Implementation 

• Utility Programs: 
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concept Automation,Inc. 
703/450-6000 
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Back-up. Tape and File 

• Media Con"ersions 

• Specialized Hardware 
Interfaces 

• Doing The Seemingly 
IMPOSSIBLE! 

Specializing in Real·Time Systems. 
RODS. RTOS. DISCOS & MOOS 

CALL (916) 424-2489 

... THE SIERRA GROUP 
y~ - THE DG DOCTOR .. 
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and do WSPtocreate :DATA:GRA T:XXX. ow POP and return 
to :UDD:GRANT:XXX:AAA and try WSP again. As you can see, 
the only subdirectories that are created on the DATA disk are 
tho e for which a workspace is required. 

All of this moving around between directorie i made even 
simpler by the FDIR.CLI ("Shortcuts," Focus, July 1988) macro 
that minimizes the work required to enter a directory and also 
allows you to exit the directory with POP. The WSP.CLI and 
FDIR.CLI macros combined with the POP command allow you to 
move around in these directory structures very quickly. The 
movement is rather like the knight in chess. You can go "down" 
on the SYSTEM disk and "over" to the DATA disk, or you can go 
"over" to the DATA disk and then "down" to a subdirectory. A 
eries of POP commands will retrace your route. 
Several other support macros enhance the workspace environ

ment: 

- MOVEW.CLI moves files to workspace from SYSTEM disk: 

MOVEN/BUFFERSIZE=8192%O/% [$WSP) %1-% 

- MOVEP.CLI moves files from workspace to SYSTEM disk: 

MOVEN/BUFFERSIZE=8192%O/% [!OIR/I) %1-% 

- WX.CLI runs a program in workspace without going there: 

XEQ [$WSP):%1-% 

Aos[lVS] TRICKS 

- WF.CLI runs FILEST A TUS on workspace without going 
there: 

FILESTATUS%O/% [$WSP):[!EQUAL.% 1%.)+[!ELSE)% 1%[!ENOJ 

UsingWSP 
There are two kinds of .PR program files: those created for 

public use and those created for private use. Regardless of their 
use, .PR files can be quite large (our PUBLIC directory of our own 
programs contains about 400 .PR files, totaling about 60 MB!); 

Figure 3: Normal and workspace directories 

SYSTEM disk 

:UOO:GRANT 
I I \ 

XXX YYY m 
/ \ I 

AM BBB GGG 
/ \ 

000 EEE 

DATA disk 

:OATA:GRANT 
/ \ 

yyy Zll. 
I 
Gee 
I 

000 

therefore, I don't want them created on the SYSTEM disk. To 
enforce this, I have modified the F77L1 K macro so that it always 
creates the temporary files and final.PR file on the DATA disk in 

SECURE YOUR ENVIRONMENT WITH 
menuOP 

• High performance D400 
emulation for IBM pes, 
XTs, ATs & PSl2s 

• simultaneous normal & 
compressed character 
windows (up to 24) 

• horizontal scrolling 

• powerful softkeys & 
script language 

• network support 

- ASCII, KERMIT & 
XMODEM file tran fer 

CALL 800-663-8702 

II 
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Combine macro, program and application 
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of system manager 
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managers 
Ability to create or redefine function keys to 
meet individual user's needs 

A CONCEPT AUTOMATION, INC 
1319 Moran Road Sterling, VA 22170 

for information call 
Marketing at (703) 450-6000 
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the workspace directory. If the parallel directory doe n' t exist, 
F77LI K creates it. The workload is thus shared between the two 
disks (I have one controller for each disk): LINK reads .OB files, 
etc., from the SYSTEM di k and writes the output files on the 
DATA disk. 

Finally, the .PR files are located on the DATA disk, which is not 
backed up. That's OK, because I consider them to be expendable 
files: they can always be re-created from source files by recompil
ing and reLINKing. If they can' t be re-created in such a manner, 
they don' t deserve to exist at all! 

;PUBLIC 
Rather than change the ACLs of the directories in which .PR 

programs reside so that other users can execute them, I have 
implemented a PUBLICCLI macro (see Figure 4) that MOVEs 
programs to a :PUBLIC directory (which is on the DATA disk) and 
deletes them from the directory in which they were created. Since 
:PUBLIC is always on everyone's SEARCHLIST, the programs 
are available everywhere. The :PUBLIC directory has an ACL of 
+,ARE to allow everyone to put files in it, and the PUBLICCLI 
macro will signal an error if an attempt is made to update a file 
that has been made public by another user. 

;PUBLICSPECIAL 
Since I create most of the programs that handle large amounts 

of data, I put them in the directory :PUBLICSPECIAL, which is 
only added to the SEARCHLIST when WSPCLI is used . This 
ensures that these programs can' t be found unless the user is 
si tting on the DATA disk. This is ill portan t, beca use some ofthem 

are u ed to create 10 MB files, which I don' t want on the SYSTEM 
disk. 

Janitor 
A recursive batch job (QBATCH/ AFTER=+175 %0-%) run 

every Friday at midnight to delete all +.OB and +.PR files that 
reside in : UDD:# on the SYSTEM disk. Many users who are doing 
program development forget to clean up the .OB files when they 
have completed a program. If the program is still under develop
ment, they will just have to recompile the files the next time they 
continue with the development (perhaps annoying, but not a 
hardship). 

BACKUP _REMINDER.CLI 
Since everyone is responsible for doing their own backups ac

cording to their own conscience, I nag them by having another 
recursive batch job run every Friday at 3 p.m. It broadcasts a 
message to all consoles, reminding them to back up their files if 
they haven' t done so recently. 

Everyone's system is different. We use the e techniques that I 
have de cribed becau e "it works for us." They may be useful in 
their entirety or perhaps only partially on your system. Although 
I create DATA:[!usernamel for each user on another physical disk, 
there is no reason you can' t use exactly the same WSP technique 
with the DATA:[!usernamel directories placed anywhere you 
like. All you have to modify is $WSPCLI and change the prefix 
and the remaining arguments to be concatenated. 

The workspace concept applied to separate physical disks 
allows system managers to create an environment where file 

ENHANCE YOUR COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT WITH 
PIPELINE * Ie/TOOLBOX * 
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Figure 4: PUBlIC.ClI 

push; prompt pop 

[!equal,%1%,] 
write Error: %0% requires argument 1 to be a program name 

[!else] 

Focus 

[!nequal,([!path,:public:% 1% J),( )) 
[Inequal, ([!acl,: public:% 1 % J),([! username ],oware, +,re)] 

string not.jlours 
[!else] 

siring already_public 
[lend) 

[!else] 
string notJ)ublic 

[lend] 

comment-mode 1-PUBLIC 
[!equal, %O/delete%,] 

[!nequal.([!filenames,% 1 %]),(=% 1 %)] 
write Error: can't find program %1 %! 

[!else] 
[!equal,[!string] ,not.jlours] 

write Error: someone has beaten you 10 thai name. 
write Program %1% is already public and it has an ACL 
write of [!acl ,:public:%l%]. 
wrile You will have to rename your program before 
write you can make it available to the public. 
varO/1 =error12=error!l=@null terminate macro 

[!else] 
[!equal,[!string] ,already_public] 

write Oeleling old program '%1%' from :public 
permanence12=ignore :public:% 1 % off 
permanence/2=ignore :public:[!ename,% 1%].01 off 
delele12=ignore :public:(% 1 %,[!ename,% 1 % ].01) 

[lend] 
[lend] 

write Moving,,,new program '% 1 %' to, .. :public 
movelbuffersize=65535 :public =% 1 % 
permanence :public:% 1 % on 
acl :public:%l% [!username],oware +,re 
delelel1=ignore/2=ignore =% 1% 

[!nequal,([!filename,=[!ename,% 1 % ].01]),( )] 
movelbuffersize=65535 :public =[Iename,% 1%J.ol 
permanence :public:[!ename,%1%].01 on 
acl :public:[!ename,%1%j.ol [!usernamej,oware,t .re 
delete =[!ename,%1%].01 

[lend] 

write ... " .. " " ",Oone[!asc,207] 
[lend] 

['else] 

comment-mode 2-PUBLICIDELETE 
[Iequal,[!stringj,noeyours] 

wrile Error: You do nol own that program![!asc,207] 
write II has an ACL of [Iacl,:public:% 1 %). 
varO/1 =error12=error!l=@null terminate macro 

[!else] 
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[leQual,(!string],noCpublicj 
write Error: %1% is nol currently public![!asc,207] 
varO/1 =error/2=error!l=@null terminate macro 

[lend] 
permanence/2=ignore :public:(% 1%,[!ename,% 1%].01) off 
delete/V :public:% 1 % 
deleteM2=ignore :public:[!ename,%l%].ol 
write Program %1% has been removed from public access 

[lend] 
[lend] 

[lend] 
pop 

placement is controlled to some extent, thus affecting the per
formance of the system. The same technique implemented by 
a single user (perhaps with the root workspace as :UDD 
:[!usernamej:DATA:) allows files to be partitioned into two (or 
more) group, without having to resort to a filename template to 
distinguish between the group. The DATA directory can be 
easily excluded at the top directory level with \DATA when 
doing backups, or any other file operation. fj. 

John A. Grant is a geophysicist with the Geological Survey of Canada, 
where he manages the Exploration Geophysics Subdivision 's MV/4000. 
He may be contacted at 601 Booth St., Room 591, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 
OE8; 613/992-1082. 
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CASE OF 

EMERGENCY 

CALL 
FAST TRACK 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

FAST TRACK is best e,uipped to provide 
disaster recovery services to your company 
Look at the facts: 
• The only hot site provider with multiple 

sites for better geographic coverage 

• Fully equipped locations: Manhattan, 
Brooklyn NY, and Chicago 

• Largest base of installed equipment, 
and most equipment per subscriber 
of any Data General disaster recovery 
firm 

• Facilities manned 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week by trained operators 

• Data General VAR authorized to provide 
disaster recovery services 

• The only Data General hot site facility 
with its own off-site high security data 
storage vaults offering 24 hour, 7 day a 
week courier service 

• Fully equipped computer room, office 
space and conference room facilities 
dedicated to disaster recovery subscribers 

• On-site inventory of hundreds of 
modems, multiplexors, and terminals 

• Private communications network 
available in most major U.S. cities 

• In-house Data General communications 
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your networking needs 

Before disaster strikes, you need FAST TRACK SYSTEMSSM 

(212) 422·9880 (800) 633·3282 

Frs 
FAST TRACK SYSTEM~ INC. 
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FTS is an independent company providing its disaster recovery services for users of •• Data General equipment. 
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You're busy. 
You need answers 
.. . Minitab® understands. 

When you want results fast ... 
... the tool you need is Minitab, the 
powerful yet easy-to-use statistical software. 
With Minitab's intuitive command structure, 
you'll master advanced functions as well as the 
fundamentals within one hour. 

Capabilities include: 
• Descriptive Statistics • Tabulation 
• Regression • Plots and Histograms 
• Analysis of Variance • Time Series Analysis 
• Nonparametrics • Matrix Operations 
• Exploratory Data Analysis 

Minitab is available on a wide variety of computers 
including the Data General MV Series. 

Call us at 1-814-238-3280 today. It's the easiest way 
to start getting answers fast. 

Over 60Ofo of Fortune's Top 50 companies 
have made Minitab® their choice. 
Make it yours! 

MINITAB~ ~ . 
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 
3081 Enterprise Drive 
State College, PA 16801 
814-238-3280 
Telex: 881612 

Circle 50 on reader service card. 



another program! 

I sure am glad 
we called 

DataGen ... 

... to increase programmers 
productiviry in coding and 
debugging data enrry programs. 

Designed for DG application pro
grammers using Infas IIlsam 
structures with VS CO[jOL. 

Call or send for a free introduction 
manual which includes: 

- a functional description 
- a system overview 
- sample screens 
- pricing options 

Productiviry Systems 
Development Corp. 

Suite 206 
21 J8 Ashley Phosphate Rd. 
North Charleston, SC 29418 

(803) 553·6649 

ircle 53 on reader rvice card. 
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JAl: Our Experience Speaks Volumes 
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JACOBSEN r, ASSOCIATES. INC. 

10229 Lower Azusa Road, Temple City, California 91780 
(818) 575-7504 • (213) 283-5347 
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DATA GENERAL 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 

*SPECIAL 6061 192MB SIS ........ $950* 

CPU's : CRT's : 
MV10000 w/BBU ...................................... $34,900 0214 ............................................................. $490 
MV4000 w/o Mem .......................................... l ,700 6130 Dasher 0400 .......................................... 190 
MV8000 9600 Series w/2MB ........................ 3,900 6169 Dasher 0211 ......................................... .450 
MV6000 w/2MB. ............................................ 2,500 
Eclipse S/140, w/256K, 16 SloL .................. l ,950 COMMUNICATIONS: 
OT Mod 10 w/256KB 15MB Flpy ................... .1 ,500 IAC16 ......................................................... $3.900 
OT Mod 20 w/256KB 15MB Flpy ................... 1 ,500 IAC8 ............................................................. 1.700 
Nova 4/X w/256KB, 16 Slot... ........................... 990 4257ALM 16 w/4 EIA Interface ....................... 350 

4340 AMI8 ...................................................... 290 
4342 ATI16 ..................................................... 390 

MEMORIES: 4206 MCA ....................................................... 450 
8990-0 16MB MV20/MV15 Mem .............. $17.900 
8871 8MB MV4/MV10 Mem .......................... 6.900 
8765 2MB MV Universal Mem ....................... l .490 PRINTERS: 
8708 2MB MV8000 Mem .............................. 1,490 4215 600LPM ............................................ $1 .400 
8687 256KB S/140 Mem .................................. 290 4327 300LPM Band W/OCH ........................ 1.900 
8656 256KB MOS Eclipse Mem ....................... 100 6190 LP2 Enhanced ....................................... 950 

6194 TP2 Enhanced ....................................... 950 

DISKS AND TAPES: 
........................... $9.500 

6161 147MB Disk S/S ...............•••................. 3.400 CONTROLLERS: 
6122 277MB SIS ........................................... 1.500 Floating PI. for S/140 .................................... $790 
6280 50MB w/BMC .......................................... 950 25MB. 10MB. 20MB. Controllers .................... 200 
6026800/1600 BPI Mag Tape SIS ............... 1.950 Comm Basic 110 ............................................. 690 
6123 Micro Streamer ........................................ 990 6026 800/1600BPI Controller .......................... 690 

CALLING ALL UK USERS 
Performance Problems? 

Expensive Upgrade? 

Restricted Options? 

We will guarantee performance improvement, avoiding 
expensive upgrades, for any DG system. 

Bu ine s Ba ic spoken here. 

Please give us a call and ask for Phil or Tony. 

NB. We are aboUlto move to larger premi es and we will 
tell you all about it in next mOl1lh's Foclis. 

Robson & Deakin Ltd. 
Computer Consultants 

Lancashire Hill Mill 
Manche ter Road 

Stockport, SK41TW 

Phil Robson: 02602 76488 

Phone: 061-477-2422 
Fax: 061-477-6384 

Tony Deakin: 0937 73446 
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For all your 
DATA GENERAL & COMPATIBLE REQUIREMENTS 

CPU 
MV/15000 MOO-8 
MV/10000 
MV/8000 
MV!7800 
MV/4000 
MV/2000 
NOVA 3, 4, S/20 
S/140, S/280 

MEMORY 
for all MV & 

ECLIPSE 
for all NOVA & 

MICRO 

PRINTERS 
4373 890LPM BAND 
6215 Serial 
4320 55CPS LQ 
LP-2, TP-1, TP-2 
HP LASER JET II 

we buy, sell, lease, and trade 

COMMUNICATIONS 
IAC-8, IAC-16 
TCS'S 
COM BASIC 1/0 
ATI -16 
ALM-8, ALM-1 6 
MCP-1 W/TCB 

DISK / TAPE 
354, 592MB 
96, 192MB 
73,147MB 
10, 12.5, 20, 25MB 
6231 CART N/E 
6026, 6123, 6125 
6299, 6300 

CRT'S 
0 -1 00, 0 -200 
0-210, 211 , 410, 460 
0-214, 215, 411 , 461 
0 -216, 412, 462 

DESKTOP 
OG/10, 20, 30 PKG 
DISK UPGRADES 
USAM-4 
CARTRIDGE TAPE 
MEMORY 

COMPATIBLES 
ZETACO 
FUJITSU 
CDC 
OATARAM 
SCIP 
STC 

SPECIAL 
MV/15000 MOO-8 
12MB, 4307-TTAPE 
1.77GB DISK, lAC'S 
(2) BBU, SYSTEM 

AMES SCIENCES, INC. 
2 EAST MAPLE AVE. TRAPPE MD 21673 

(301) 476·3200· FAX 301-476-3396 

Circle 1 on reader service ca rd . 

SAM2010 
ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY SYSTEM 

INTELLIGENT I POWERFUL I SENSITIVE 

MONITORS computer room environment and PROTECTS your computers 
(DEC-VAX, microVAX, POPIII , OG-MV Series, IBM 370, 4300 and others) from 
environmental hazards. ABLE to monitor multiple stations, alert users, 
telephone key people and conduct orderly system software and power shut
downs if nobody responds to alarms. 

PROTECTS Your Computer, Programs, and Data Against: 
• Air-Conditioning Failure • Excess Temperature, Humidity 
• Smoke I Fire I Water I Assault • A.C. Power Irregularities 

BETTER THAN AN INSURANCE POLICY, 
SAM·2010 AVERTS DISASTER BEFORE COSTLY DAMAGE OCCURS 

Only the SAM2010 system does all the above, AUTOMATICALLY when measured 
values exceed pre-set limits. 24 hours a day. No coffee breaks. No vacations. 

THE COST - LESS THAN YOU THINK 
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE SAM2010 SYSTEM, WRITE OR CALL

Distributed by: 
\ /I S I 1500 BROADWAY, ROOM 812, NEW YORK, NY 10036 
YlANTAGE OFTWARE, NC. (212) 302-7111 

Circle 71 on read r ervice card. 
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SYSTEMS BUILT TO 
TAKE THE HEAT qualo,y prodUCIS from manufacturers 

Is the pressure up because your 
system throughput is down? 

• Termmal response Inadequate? 
• Tape backup lake too long? 
• Running oul of file SP.1 e? 
• Need 10 add more users? 
• System memory size 100 small? 
If your computer sy tem ha any of 
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of .he " P",;ph",al Blues". 

let Essex Computer prescribe a cure 
by supplYing direct (rom mvenlory; 

such as: 

•• Data General-
PERFECT FUJITSU 
WYSE OKIDATA 
H.P. DATA PRODUCTS 
STC CDC 
ZETACO MICOM 
DATA RAM 

All eqUipment IS (ully guaranteed. 
wuh mamlenance and InSfalialion 

Circle 33 on r ad r service card. 

available (rom Essex Computer Service's 
starf of factory (rained techniCians. 

~tf??&~ 
COMPUTER 

SERVICE . INC 

16l CXlX STREET. Ra;EU.E. ~w JERSIo'Y01lOJ 
(101) 14S-81OO 

FAX 201 245·2509 
1900 Marke, St .. Philadelph;a. Pa . 19103 

·~.~oIOM.tGrnrt~CorpoorMoon 
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tive a embly of issues and ideas. Jim Siegman. 
Aug 88, pg. 62. 

Dearly beloved: An obituary message from a 
terminating program son to its father. John A. 
Grant. Sep 88, pg. 66. 

Go with the flow: A good flowchart is still a 
necessity for good programming. Jim Sieg
man. Sep 88, pg. 88. 

" ABC+:#:+.F77\X+: Getting your programs 
to accept complex templates as arguments. 
John A. Grant. Oct 88, pg. 31. 

Special delivery: Jim parcels out answers to 
his bundle of mail. Jim Siegman. Oct 88, pg. 44. 

ERP, an AOS/ VS process termination pro
gram. Perrie Bruce. ov 88, pg. 14. 

Ideas-great and small: Here's to hoping the 
AOS/ VS 2 pricing announcement was just a 
trial balloon. Jim Siegman. ov 88, pg. 44. 

Everything in its place: A short safari through 
the author's computer environment. John A. 
Grant. ov 88, pg. 48. 

A parallel world : Giving user ome elbow
room in their workspace. John A. Grant. Dec 
88, pg. 39. 

Pleasant surprises: AOS/ VS II, XLPT, and 
DISCO all provide some olutions to old prob
lems. Brian John on. Dec 88, pg. 66. 

Thirteen days of Christmas: A holiday trib
ute to Data General, ADGUG, Santa Claus, 
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and David Letterman. Jim Siegman. Dec 88, 
pg. 70. 

Applications, aerospace 
1M takes off in aero pace indu try: Manu

facturing sy tern helps a subcontractor's pro
duction fly. Frank Widder. Feb 88, pg. 14. 

On the right track: Automated quality con
trol reporting at Martin Marietta Aero and 

aval Sy terns. Apr 88, pg. 16. 
Airtight control: DC and DBMS help man

age FAA per onn I and inventory. Shelly 
Franci . Apr 88, pg. 20. 

High tandard : Getting off the ground with 
aeronautic means climbing a mountain of 
information. Geri Farman. Apr 88, pg. 23. 

Applications, CAD/CAE 
Fir t draft: Data General plots a cour e for 

the next generation of de ign and engineering 
application . Geri Farman. Jan 88, pg. 17. 

16 line, no waiting: Overcoming the serial 
bottleneck for 05/7500 workstation . Larry 
Borkow ki. Jan 88, pg. 23. 

Pilgrim' Progr : Site-seeing in and around 
London. Greg Farman. Aug 88, pg. 20. 

Applications, CIM 
CIM take off in aero pace indu try: Manu

facturing sy tern help a ubcontractor' pro
duction fly. Frank Widder. Feb 88, pg. 14. 

Manufacturing a trategy: Multiple partner
hips keep Data General active in CIM. Geri 

Farman. Feb 88, pg. 16. 
Can you manage ClM? How do you define 

your need and maximize the benefit? Kevin 
O' Hara . Feb 88, pg. 20. 

Applications, fund-raising 
For fund and profit: Fund Ma ter h Ip 

nonprofit companies rai e money. Joan K. 
Boyer. Aug 88, pg. 38. 

Applications, health care 
Looking healthy: Data General lead in health 

care indu try. Geri Farman. Mar 88, pg. 8. 
Recovery room: Flood put a Chicago 

ho pital' computers on the critical Ii t. J. 
Stephen Keen and William C. Queen, Ph.D. 
Mar 88, pg. 11. 

A clean bill of health: Mimer 4GL/DBMS 
te t po itively at the BUPA Medical Centre in 
London. Mike Sandford, Ph.D. Mar 88, pg. 15. 

Pru ning the family tree: Prototype AI oft
ware help advance genetic research. Sue 
Dintelman. Mar 88, pg. 16. 

Pilgrim' Progre : Site- eei ng in and around 
London. Greg Farman. Aug 8 , pg. 20. 

Artificial intelligence 
Pruning the fa mily tr e: Prototype AI oft

ware help advance genetic re earch. Sue 
Dintelman. Mar 88, pg. 16. 

CEO 
A date with CEO: Calendar facility can or

ganize your time better. Charlene A. Kirian. 
Feb ,pg. 50. 

FoC/ls 

ro your finger : Some keyboard func
tions require extra hands. Charlene A. Kirian. 
Mar 88, pg. 38. 

Publi h or peri h: Electronic publishing so
lution are moving in hou e. Chari n A. Kir
ian. Apr 88, pg. 28. 

Sneak preview: Big change in r v 3 of CEO. 
Part I of III. Paul Duck. May 88, pg. 35. 

Sneak preview: Big change in rev 3.0 of 
CEO. Part" of III. Paul Duck. Jun , pg. 32. 

Help your elf: E tabli hing a help de k can 
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alleviate u er ' problem . Charlene A. Kirian . 
Jun , pg. 47. 

Sneak preview: Big change in rev 3 of CEO. 
Part 1lI of Ill. Paul Duck. Jul 8, pg. 24. 

State your case: This function-key solution 
can change your CEO document from upper / 
lowerca e letter to all upperca e. Paulette C. 
Scarry. Aug 88, pg. 24. 

Mea uring up: You can te t your new revi
ion of CEO u ing the e criteria . Charlene A. 

Kirian. Aug 88, pg. 48. 

REORGANIZE DISKS IN PLACE, 
without dumping to and re-loading from tapes, with the 

directory information 

frequent files 

Before reorganization: 
Directory information, 
frequent files, and 
available space 
scattered throughout the 
disk. High average seek 
distance and poor 
performance. 

o available space 

other files 

After the DISK-PAX: 
Directory information 
and frequent files 
clustered on a few 
cylinders, available 
space made contiguous. 
Low average seek 
distance and improved 
performance. 

EAGLE Software, Inc. 
Po. Box 16 / 169 E. Cloud 
Salina, Kansas 67402-0016 

(913) 823-7257 

DISK_PAX is a trademark of EAGLE Software, Inc. 

Circle 30 on rcader cr\lice card . 

SO FTWARE, INC. 
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Computer language, assembly 
Long, wide load: A embly language for the 

beginner. Part I of fV . John A. Grant.Jan 88, pg . 
40. 

Long, wide load : A embly language for the 
beginner. Part II of V. John A. Grant. Feb 88, pg. 
46. 

Long, wide load : Assembly language for the 
beginner. Part III of V. John A. Grant. Mar 88, 
pg.36. 

Thumb up: Book on assembly language 
gets a favorable review. Tom Gutnick. Mar 88, 
pg.54. 

Long, long, wide load : As embly language 
for the beginner Part rv of V. John A. Grant. 
Apr 88, pg. 64. 

Building blocks: High-level language tech
niques for the assembly language program
mer. Tom Gutnick. Jun 88, pg. 37. 

The end of a long haul: Part V of V. VS/ECS 
ca lling sequence. John A. Grant. Jun 88, pg. 52. 

Computer language, BBASIC 
Ri ky bu iness: History of BBASIC i n' t fin

i hed. George Henne. Apr 88, pg. 61. 
Busines ca lls: BBASlC i a smooth operator 

when it comes to system calls. George Henne. 
May 88, pg. 56. 

BASIC ('ommentary: Con: The cost ofBASIC's 
interpretive approach i too high . Brian 
Johnson. Aug 88, pg. 42. 

BASIC commentary: Pro: The benefits of 
BBASIC outweigh any compiler. George 
Henne. Aug 88, pg. 43. 

B.J. replies. Brian Johnson. Aug 88, pg. 46. 
Older, better, newer: Revision 5.00 of Data 

General's AOS/VS Business BASIC i full of 
featu res for users. Carl Delamar. Sep 88, pg. 60. 

Rev 5 arrives: DC' 32-bit BBASIC: is it ev
erything you wanted? George Henne. Sep 88, 
pg.64. 

BB benchma rks: Reviewing price, perfor
mance, features, and compatibility for three 
versions of BBASIC. George Henne. Oct 88, pg. 
54. 

Back in Busine : BBASIC SIG revived with 
new president and new products. George 
Henne. Dec 88, pg. 36. 

Computer languages, COBOL and ICOBOL 
ICOBOL + COBOL: = be t of both. Jim Sieg

man. Apr 88, pg. 54. 
Get SMART: How to write SMART COBOL 

application. Kim L. Medlin . May 88, pg. 53. 
Wise up: SMART is elegant, but not brilliant. 

Jim Siegman. May 88, pg. 62. 
Boyer's extracts: Lacking a ort verb, ICO

BOL in pires hortcut for extracting and 
compiling reports. Tim Boyer. Jul 88, pg. 51. 

Ju t passing through: E tablishing a work
ing relationship between your printer and your 
terminal emulator. Tim Boyer. Sep 88, pg. 84. 

Connectivity (see PC connectivity, e twork
ing) 

Data base management 
The data base challenge: Comparing the 

featu res of three more product . Feb 88, pg. 37. 
Airtight control: DC and DBMS help man

age FAA per onnel and inventory. Shelly 
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Francis. Apr 88, pg. 20. 

Data General corporate information 
Toward the next generation: De Ca tro talks 

about becoming a full- ervice vendor. Jan 88, 
pg.14. 

Good financial news. Jan 88, pg. 14. 
The 100 percent solution: Systems Engineer

ing finds the answers. Paula Jacobs. Feb 88, pg. 
27. 

Sympathy for the spin doctors: Does the PR 
per on have socially redeeming value? ov 
88, pg. 4. 

Riddles of the Sphinx. ov 88, pg 6. 

Data General ma.rketing strategies 
Toward the next generation: De Ca tro talk 

about becoming a full-service vendor. Jan 88, 
pg.14. 

Technical turnaround: Data General is work
ing to regain momentum in the technical 
computing market. David ovy.Jan 88, pg. 20. 

Early returns: DC's "industry- tandard " 
s trategy is in the hands of the voters. May 88, 
pg.4. 

Writing a wrong: Does DC's pricing policy 
for CEOwrite jeopardize the customer ba e? 
Bobbie Pres man. Jun 88, pg. 68. 

Crossed signal: The AOS/VS CEOwrite 
pricing controversy continues. Bobbie Press
man. Aug 88, pg. 66. 

Sympathy for the spin doctors: Does the PR 
person have socially redeeming value? ov 
88, pg. 4. 

Riddles of the Sphinx. ov 88, pg. 6. 
Means of support: The marketing manager 

of DC's Software Business Unit explain con
trover ial new policies. Dec 88, pg. 12. 

Disaster recovery planning 
Recovery room: Flood put a Chicago 

ho pital's computers on the critical list. J. 
Stephen Keen and William C. Queen, Ph.D. 
Mar 88, pg. 11 . 

Expect the unexpected : A disaster recovery 
plan could be your best in urance policy. Rick 
Merten. Ju188, pg. 18. 

Thecomputercavalry: When di asterstrike , 
you'll wish they were there. Joe Cannata. Jul 
88, pg. 21. 

Midnight ramblings: Disaster recovery plans 
should cover humans, too. Sep 88, pg. 8. 

Relief pitcher: Making provisions for quick 
recovery if disaster s trikes. Jeff Eisenberg. Sep 
88, pg. 31. 

Documentation 
The Zen of documentation: Or the art of 

manual labor. Michael E. Marotta. Oct 88, pg. 
16. 

Electronic publishing 
Publish or perish: Electronic publishing olu

tions are moving in house. Charlene A. Kirian . 
Apr 8 , pg. 28. 

Entertainment/humor 
Of programmers and users: Telling them 

apart i n' t always as easy as you think. Michael 
E. Marotta. ov 88, pg. 16. 

Power Users and OfficeCyberphobes: A field 

guide and taxonomy for homo sapiens tec/l/1o/
ogiClls. Michael E. Marotta. Dec 88, pg. 22. 

Fou.rth-generation languages 
Pre ent prototyping: Using DC's 4GL with 

Le Software Man's The_Ultimate. Dennis J. 
Berman. Sep 88, pg. 36. 

Turning the tables: SQL i replacing the old 
standard for data management. Kim L. Med
lin. Oct 88, pg. 51. 

On target: DC/ Jngres hits the mark as DC / 
SQL enha ncement. Kim L. Medlin. Dec 88, pg. 
64. 

Macros 
Father Time: He will always know what day 

it i . Phillip W. Paxton. May 88, pg. 20. 
Explicit and implied: READ_FILE is the be t 

macro I've seen yet. John A. Grant. May 88, pg. 
49. 

Memory 
Third-party memory: There are alternatives 

for adding memory to your system. Patrick 
Carr. Mar 88, pg. 34. 

MIS management 
Half full or half empty? An introduction to 

sys tem capacity planning. Dennis J. Berman. 
Mar 88, pg. 20. 

Help yourself: Establishing a help desk can 
alleviate users' problems. Charlene A. Kirian. 
Jun 88, pg. 47. 

Managing your programming staff: ot 
getting results? Maybe yourstaffdoesn't know 
what you expect. Steven Handlos. Jul 88, pg. 
11. 

Being on top: Managing a DP staff requires 
credibility and communication skills. Steven 
Handlos and Liz Straus. Sep 88, pg. 33. 

Being on top: Managing a DP staff requires 
cred ibility and communication skills. Part II. 
Steven Handlos and Liz Straus. Oct 88, pg. 12. 

NADGUG software library 
Quiet, please: ADCUG's software library 

i open for business. Randy Berndt. Jan 88, pg. 
12. 

A complete listing of the software currently 
housed in the ADCUG library. May 88, pg. 
66. 

A complete listing of the ADCUG oftware 
library. Jun 88, pg. 71. 

A complete lis ting of the ADCUG software 
library. Jul 88, pg. 78. 

A complete lis ting of the ADCUG software 
library. Aug 88, pg. 18. 

A complete listing of the ADCUG oftware 
library. Sep 88, pg. 95. 

A complete listing of the ADCUG software 
library. Oct 88, pg. 11 . 

A complete listing of the ADGUG software 
library. ov 88, pg. 65. 

A complete listing of the ADCUG oftware 
library. Dec 88, pg. 8. 

Networks and networking (also ee PC con
nectivity) 

The cable network: The future must meet the 
needs of multi vendor sy tems. Aldo Falos i. 
Aug 88, pg. 27. 

The conversation: Using LU6.2 to communi-
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When you 're in the market for Data General equipment, call Data Investors to supply the 
equipment to meet your demands. As an international supplier of pre-owned equipment, 
we make it our policy to stock every possible model. We are constantly adding to our 
stock. Every machine is tested prior to shipment, and each one is guaranteed 
to be eligible for Data General maintenance. When you 're 
looking to buy or sell DG equipment, call the people who 
understand supply and demand. Call Data Investors. 

MEMORIES 6100 25MB WINCHESTER W/l .28 ......... 1 
8890-0 16MB MVl20000/15000 ........ $18 ,500 6103 25MB WINCHESTER ......................... 800 """"'\KY>t1l'll SUPER SALE 
8871 8MB MVl4000/10000 .................... 7,900 
8870 4MB MVl4000/10000 .................... 4,900 
8765 2MB MVl4000/10000 .................... 1,450 
8708 2MB MVl8000/6000 ...................... 1,350 
8755 1 MB S/140 ..................................... 2,500 

63001600/6256 MAG TAPE SIS .......... 18.500 
6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BROWN ...... 2.850 
6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BLUE .......... 2.150 
6123 MICRO STREAMER BROWN ......... 2,400 
6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE ......... 2.1 00 

8687 256KB S/140 .................................... 450 
8387 256KB NOVN4 ........... .. .................... 450 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE ................................ 375 
8547 64KB NOVN3 CLONE ....................... 325 
DESKTOP MOD 20 512KB ......................... 450 
DESKTOP MOD 10 512KB ......................... 650 

COMMUNICATIONS 
4360 IAC-16 RS232 .............................. $3.800 
4367 IAC-8 RS232 .................................. 2.450 
4367-A IAC2-8 RS422 ............................ 1.950 
4380 ISC-2 ............................................. 1.400 

TERMINALS & PRINTERS 
0-214. 0-215. 0-411 . 0-461 . 0-470C .... CALL 
0-210. 0-211 . 0-410. 0-460. USED ....... CALL 
4364 600 BAND D.C. SIS .. .................... $4.900 
4327300 BAND D.C. SIS ........................ 2,700 
4215 600 LPM D.C. SIS .......................... 2.500 
6216180 CPS ............................ .. ........... 1,400 
6190180 CPS LP-2 ................................... 495 
6193 TP-2 BROWN .................................... 650 
6262 DESKTOP COLOR CRT SIS .. .. ...... ..... 900 
4221 DESKTOP PRINT CONTROLLER ...... .400 

4342 ATI-16 ......................................... ...... 775 
4543-B MCP-l ........................................ 2.800 
4340 AMI-8 ................................................ 195 
4257 ALM-16 ............................................. 395 
4255 ALM-8 ............................................ ..... 95 
4463ZT USAM-4 DESKTOP ....................... 600 
4254 DCU-200 ...... ..................................... 195 
4250 DCU-50 ............................................. 195 
4241 ULM-5 HINES ASYNC .................... 150 
4243 ULM-5 HINES WITH SYNC ............ 225 
4206 MCA .................................................. 650 

005-8096 D.C. PRINT CONTROLLER ........ 950 
GE TERMINET 510 300 LPM RS232 ......... 250 SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 
OKIDATA PRINTERS NEW ...................... CALL 8780 MVll0000 .... .................................. CALL 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPES 
8790 MVl8000 MOD-24MB ............... $14.500 
8760 MVl4000 2MB ............................... 3.900 

6239 592MB ARGUS SIS ........................ CALL 9600 MV/8000 4MB ............................... 7.000 
6236354 MB ARGUS SIS .................... $9.300 8770 S1280 2MB WIBMC ..................... 11 .800 
6161 147MB WINCHESTER SIS ............. 4.200 8633 C/350 2MB ..................................... 3.950 
6160 73MB WINCHESTER SIS ............... 2.950 8678N S/140 254KB ............................... 1,150 
6234 50MB WINCHESTER SIS ............... 1.800 8622V C/150 1 MB .................................. 1.900 
6122 277MB DISK SIS ........................... 1.950 8395N NOVA 4X 256B 16 SLOT ................ 850 
6061 192MB DISK SIS ........................... 1.300 8610 S/130 256KB .................................... 750 
6060 96MB DISK SIS ................................ 950 DESKTOP MOD 10 384KB 15MB ............ 1.350 
6070 20MB DISK SIS ..... ........................... 800 DESKTOP MOD 20 768KB 15MB ............ 2.1 00 
6045 10MB DISK SIS ................................ 800 S/20 MICROECLIPSE 512KB FCC .............. 850 

CALL FOR OTHER UNLISTED EQUIPMENT ON SALE 

Circle 22 on reader ervice card . 

MV/4000 WITH 2MB 
MEMORY AND BBU .................... $3,900 

6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ............. 9,300 

8890-0 16MB 
MVl20000/15000 ........................ 18,500 

8765 2MB MEMORY 
M Vl4 000/1 0000 .... ........................ 1,450 

4367-A IAC2-8 RS422 .................. 1,950 

D-215 ............................................... 595 

D-220 COLOR CRT ....................... 1,150 

D-211 CRT ....................................... 495 

DATA INVESTORS 
CORPORATION 

6 West 18th Street 
New York. NY 10011 

(212) 675-1000 
FAX # (212) 645-4539 
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cate through IBM's S A. William P. Rawlins. 
Sep 88, pg. 54. 

The conversation: Using LU6.2 to communi
cate through IBM's S A. Part II. William P. 
Rawlins. Oct 88, pg. 21. 

Postal union: Using X.400 for intercompany 
communication . Alex Cullen and JockShearer. 
Oct 88, pg. 24. 

Office automation 
Publi h or perish: Electronic publishing 

lutions are moving in hou e. Charlene A. Kir
ian. Apr 88, pg. 28. 

Do it your elf: Creating Wordperfect macro 
is easy and can save you from repeating key
strokes. Guy Pribyl. May 88, pg. 26. 

Help yourself: Establishing a help desk can 
alleviate users' problems. Charlene A. Kirian. 
lun 88, pg. 47. 

Sorting it out: Wordperfect's sort/select 
feature can be very helpful-if you know how 
to u e it. Thane Perkins. lui 88, pg. 14. 

Tools of the 

Circle 31 on reader ervice card . 
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On-line data bases 
Members receive one free hour on OIS. Anna 

Mae Malozzi. Apr 88, pg. 9. 
Excerpts from on-line the RDS board. May 

88, pg. 18. 
Bits and bytes from the bulletin board. lun 

88, pg. n . 
Bits and bytes from the bulletin board. Aug 

88, pg. 15. 
On-line government: The government's 

wealth of information is accessible to anyone 
with a computer. Michael E. Marotta. Aug 88, 
pg.30. 

A textbook example: Legal data base shows 
how on-line research has grown. Kathleen 
Petters. Aug 88, pg. 34. 

ABA and Lexis join forces. Deborah Burt. 
Aug 88, pg. 35. 

OASIS-OIS bulletin board ready. Denise L. 
Sikorski. Oct 88, pg. 6. 

Bits and bytes from the bulletin board . Oct 
88, pg. 58. 

Bits and bytes from the bulletin board. ov 
88, pg. 65. 

Bits and bytes from the bulletin board. Dec 
88, pg. 73. 

PC connectivitylPC integration 
The micro wave: This column will keep up 

with the momentum of PC integration. Doug 
Kaye. lun 88, pg. 59. 

Start simple: A low-impact introduction to 
the benefits of PC-to-DG integration. Doug 
Kaye. lui 88, pg. 70. 

Compare and contrast: There is more than 
one way to integrate your PCs. Doug Kaye. 
Sep 88, pg. 44. 

Legal eagles: In just two years, an L.A. law 
firm has become a PC-integration showplace. 
Greg Farman. Sep 88, pg. 46. 

Ad vice from someone who's been there. Greg 
Farman. Sep 88, pg. 48. 

A LA tutorial: A dose look at local area 
networks sheds light on communications 
buzzwords. Doug Kaye. Oct 88, pg. 26. 

A LAN tutorial: A dose look at local area 
networks sheds light on communications 
buzzwords. Part II. Doug Kaye. ov 88, pg. 59. 

A LAN tutorial: A dose look at local area 
networks sheds light on communications 
buzzwords. Part III. Doug Kaye. Dec 88, pg. 24. 

Present 
Present perfect: More on Present. Kim L. 

Medlin. Mar 88, pg. 51. 
Elegant Present-ations: Advanced Present 

techniques to help you- no ifs about it. Kim L. 
Medlin. luI 88, pg. 67. 

Present prototyping: Using DG's 4GL with 
Le Software Man's The_Ultimate. Dennis J. 
Berman. Sep 88, pg. 36. 

Out of Sorts with Present? Fooling DG's 4GL 
Sort command. Dennis I. Berman. Dec 88, pg. 
16. 

Preventive maintenance 
What goes up, must come down: But preven

tive maintenance will help keep your system 
up longer. Sylvia Michaels. May 88, pg. 28. 
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We Explore All Possibilities. 
Blaise Leeber, Rob Littlefield, Paul Leeber, Rick Sprowl and Jim Zardiackas have geared up all their expertise to form 

BL Associates Inc; offering you the best in: 
FULL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION. CPU'S. DISK DRIVES. PRINTER'S. CRT'S 

THE LASTEST IN D.G. COMPATIBLE EQUIPMENT FROM ZETACO AND MORE. 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • CASH FOR USED D.G. 

~Ssocjates Inc. 

EXPERTISE • ALTERNATIVES · SOLUTIONS 

CALL NOW 
(617) 982-9664 

155 WEBSTER STREET, SUITE C, HANOVER, MA 02339 TEL # (617) 982-9664 FAX (617) 871-4456 
irclc 3 on reader '-,Crvlcc card. 
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Clean-up crew: Periodic checkups and user 
awareness are the best preventive measures. 
Gary MacDonald. May 88, pg. 30. 

Ten terminal sins. May 88, pg. 30. 
A new Pharaoh. Bill Hoermann and Bruce 

Pardee. Jun 88, pg. 19. 

Printers 
Drawing a blank: Configuring a printer isn't 

always black and white. Brian Johnson. Ju188, 
pg. 54. 

Getting it all down on paper: Sometimes it 
takes a bitof adjusting to configure your printer 
right. Brian Johnson. Aug 88, pg. 56. 

Laser fare: The last word on configuring 
HP's very nonstandard laser printers. Brian 
Johnson. Sep 88, pg. 76. 

Product reviews 
Convenience store: Megatape's MT-750 

provides fast, reliable, economical tape stor
age. Tim Boyer. Apr 88, pg. 47. 

Wise up: SMART is elegant, but not brilliant. 
Jim Siegman. May 88, pg. 62. 

ice choice: Wordperfect rev 4.2 is praise
worthy, despite a few quibbles. Harvey 
Shreiber. Jun 88, pg. 30. 

o weak lynx: Review: lnfolynx offers IN
FOS emulation with improved performance. 
Jim Siegman. Jul 88, pg. 44. 

DC's new terminal goes up for review by 

a ociate publisher. Oct 88, pg. 64. 

Programming techniques 
Long, wide load: Assembly language for the 

beginner. Part I of IV. John A. Grant. Jan 88, pg. 
40. 

Show me! Bachman diagram are a generic 
tool for visualizing data ba e layouts. Kim L. 
Medlin . Jan 88, pg. 29. 

Long, wide load: Assembly language for the 
beginner. Part II of V. John A. Grant. Feb 88, pg. 
46. 

Long, wide load: Assembly language for the 
beginner. Part III of V. John A. Grant. Mar 88, 
pg. 36. 

Long, long, wide load: Assembly language 
for the beginner. Part IV of V. John A. Grant. 
Apr 88, pg. 64. 

Skeletons in the closet: Until now. George 
Burns. Apr 88, pg. 38. 

Trouble in Florida: A simple solution to a 
mounting problem. Bruce Cary. Apr 88, pg. 50. 

Explicit and implied: READ_FILE is the best 
macro I've seen yet. John A. Grant. May 88, pg. 
49. 

The end of a long haul: Part V of V. VS/ECS 
calling sequence. John A. Grant. Jun 88, pg. 52. 

I'm no locksmith: But here's a method to 
read directly to a duplicate key. Steve Cohen. 
Jul 88, pg. 34. 

Shortcuts: avigational aids to help you 

SVSGENDATALtd. 
I I MARKETING 

t. Data General ~::':~II~ftwORLDWIDE 
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MV7800 XP ........ .............................. Call MV 4 & 10 Memory 4 MB ............ $3.500 
MV100008 MB ........................ $38.500 MV8000 Memory 2 MB ................. 1.350 
MV80002 MB .............................. 2.750 COMM BASE I/O Rev 12 ................. 750 
MV40002 MB ........ .. .................... 2.750 lAC 16 (RS 232) ............................ 3.750 
MV4000 CPU 0 MB ............. .......... 1.750 MCP 1wITCB ................................ 1.500 
MV4000 DC CPU w/4MB .............. 4.960 OG 150 MB Disk ........................... 3.350 
MV4000 SC CPU 2MB ..................... Call 4433 Printer ...................................... 600 
M600 1 MB. ALM 16. 6026 ........... 1.500 38 MB Disk ....................................... 450 
6061 SIS (Earthtone FCC) ............ 1.450 ISC·2 ............................................. 1.000 
6236 SIS ..................................... 10.250 6026 (Blue) .................................... 1.595 
120 MB Drive ................................ 1.200 6026 (Earthtone) ........................... 2.800 
6231 Tape Drive SIS ........................ 750 4327 B300 ..................................... 1.750 
6311 Tape Drive ............................... 800 0460 ................................................. 550 
MV 4 & 10 Memory 1 MB .............. 1.000 0410 ................................................. 475 
MV 4 & 10 Memory 2 MB .............. 1.350 Qume 101 ..... $150 Qume 102 ..... $100 

DATA GENERAL SPECIAL 
DG MV4000 DC. 4 MB. IAC-16, 6311 Tape, 120 MB Disk, 
4433 Printer, LQ Printer, 7-0460 Terminals ...................... .. .. .. .... .. . $13.950 

ElD USER FIIIAIICING SHORT AID La. TERM LEASING 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOnCE 
QUANnTV DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 
WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE IBM PC, XT, AT, COMPAQ & PERIPHERALS 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-1100 fax: (516)491 -1559 

Circle 62 on reader service card. 

crui e through your directories. John A. Grant. 
Ju188, pg. 61. 

Swapping and chaining: Using IPC mes
sages can keep long programs from becoming 
a problem. John A. Grant. Aug 88, pg. 51. 

Conversion experience: It's possible to get 
the data you need into a form you can use. 
Chris Muller. Sep 88, pg. 42. 

Dearly beloved: An obituary message from a 
terminating program son to its father. John A. 
Grant. Sep 88, pg. 66. 

"ABC+:#:+.F77\X+: Getting your programs 
to accept complex templates as arguments. 
John A. Grant. Oct 88, pg. 31. 

Super matrix: Men of silicon or men of steel? 
Joe Cannata. ov 88, pg. 19. 

Fast break: Superstructured skeleton code 
for report break logic. George Burns. ov 88, 
pg.32. 

RDOS 
Conference report card: Glamour and glean

ings from Las Vegas. Tim Boyer. Feb 88, pg. 57. 
Commitment or conversion: RDOS users 

have a dilemma. It's time to decide. AJ Takach 
Hill. Jun 88, pg. 27. 

Service and support 
The 100 percent solution: Systems Engineer

ing finds the answers. Paula Jacobs. Feb 88, pg. 
27. 

COMPUTEK LTD. 

5707 113 A STREET 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T6H 1A7 

403/436-1842 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 
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Service, support, and sati faction: DC has an 
array of offering. David Ram dell. Jun 88, pg. 
16. 

Some companies prefer to use third-party 
maintenance. Kevin Greeley. Jun 88, pg. 18. 

A new Pharaoh. Bill Hoermann and Bruce 
Pardee. Jun 88, pg. 19. 

Storage devices 
Magtape sampler: A repre entative elec

tion of tape controllers and sub ystems for 
Data General user . Part II. Jan 88, pg. 26. 

Bus top, bu go: SCSI, the mall computer 
tandard interface, can connect a variety of 

peripheral device . Rod Cleave and Dick 
Mooney. Apr 88, pg. 24. 

Convenience tore: Megatape' MT-750 
provide fa t, reliable, economical tap stor
age. Tim Boyer. Apr 88, pg. 47. 

System management 
Valuable exchange: System Manager' Panel 

provide wealth of information. Brian John on. 
Jan 88, pg. 32. 

Humor me: Swap meet and wi h Ii ts pro
vide productive recreation. Brian John on. Feb 
88, pg. 27. 

Refre h my memory: B.J. reflect on changes 
in pa t two years for twin MV / 4000 . Brian 
John on. Mar 88, pg. 42. 

Half full or half empty? An introduction to 

ystem capacity planning. Dennis J. Berman. 
Mar 88, pg. 20. 

Start your engine: A couple of benchmark 
may determine the real winners. BrianJohn on. 
Apr 88, pg. 30. 

Patch work: Thi olution may not beauthor
ized, but it can rai e your buffer limit. Brian 
Johnson. May 88, pg. 58. 

otes from abroad: U.K. u ers group' 
meeting rai ed intere ting idea -and a few 
hackle . Brian John on. Jun 88, pg. 47. 

Drawing a blank: Configuring a printer i n' t 
always black and white. Brian John on. Ju188, 
pg.54. 

Getting it all down on paper: Sometime it 
take a bit of adjusting to configure your printer 
right. Brian John on. Aug 88, pg. 56. 

Laser fare: The la t word on configuring 
HP' very non tandard laser printer . Brian 
John on. Sep 88, pg. 76. 

Janitor in a DRAM: The e routine may not 
do windows, but they can unclutter your y
tem. Brian John on. Oct 88, pg. 38. 

Something lost, omething gained: Upgrad
ing meant giving up old utili tie , but gaining 
better performance. Tim Boyer. ov 88, pg. 40. 

Sleaze, pleas, and DCs: The System Man
ager' Panel is a big draw at every ADCUG 
conference. Here's a ummary for tho e who 
couldn't attend. Brian Johnson. ov 88, pg. 50. 

1988 INDEX 

System performance 
Elementary education: How to set element 

ize correctly for better performance. Jim Sieg
man. Jan 88, pg. 45. 

On cue: Modeling the performance of an 
MV /4000 minicomputer using queuing tech
niques. Jeff Buckwalter and Arthur Lin. Mar 
88, pg. 24. 

Beyond Report: Getting more out of your 
y log. Tom Gutnick. Jul 88, pg. 28. 
Janitor in a DRAM: The e routine may not 

do window, but they can unclutter your y -
tem. Brian John on. Oct 88, pg. 38. 

U ing available horsepower: Under tand
ing, analyzing, and optimizing CPU utiliza
tion. Andy Wilke . Dec 88, pg. 2 . 

Terminals 
A di play of ware: A check Ii t of CRT fea

ture may help you elect a terminal. Feb 88, 
pg.29. 

Ten terminal in . May 88, pg. 30. 
Screen test: An interview with DC' terminal 

product manager heds light on the latest of
fering. Oct 88, pg. 60. 

DC's new terminal goe up for review by 
a ociate publi her. Oct 88, pg. 64. 

Unix 
Unix update. John Huddle ton. Apr 88, pg. 

7. 

Delphi Data - Disk & Tape Product Map 
Computer 

MV/20000 

MV/15000 

MV/10000 

MV/8000 

MV/7800 

MV/2000 (old style) 

DeskTop 10/20 

Enclosure 

Tower 

Rack Mount 

Peripheral Option 

TC-160 Terminal emulator 

Voice Mail 
TC-234 

PCFAX 
TC-130 PC compatible 
TC-219 workstation 

TC-02G 286 compatible 
workstation 

TR-3200 
386 compatible 

322Mb diskNworkstation 

234Mb disk High Speed RAM 

160Mb J--{caChe 2Mb-32Mb 

70Mb Transport 

38Mb Disk 

~ Delphi Data (714) 354-2020 Fax: (7l4) 354-2023 

12155 Magnolia Ave .. Ste 6C ' RiverSide. CA 92503 

Circle 27 on reader service card. 
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Time line : The h.i tory of Unix development 
how Data General pur uing two path . John 

Huddleston. ov 88, pg. 24. 
Overcoming Unix anxieties: DG/UX rev 4 

make DG' indu try- tandard operating y
tern more under tandable. Steve Carlon. ov 
88, pg. 27. 

Unix is a four-letter word. Bruce Ray. ov 
88, pg. 28. 

User group news-conferences 
Valuable exchange: System Manager's Panel 

provides wealth of information. BrianJohnson. 
Jan 88, pg. 32. 

Conference report card: Glamour and 
gleaning from La Vegas. Tim Boyer. Feb 88, 
pg. 57. 

Tale of two cities: London and Philadelphia 
share desirable traits. Joyce Carter. Jun 88, pg. 
2. 

RSVP now: The ADGUG conference i 
sooner than you think. Joyce Carter. Ju188, pg. 
2. 

Communications i theme for conference. 
Jul 88, pg. 8. 

RIGs and SIGs get special attention at confer
ence. Cathlene Gentry. Aug 88, pg. 12. 

Fun in Philly: Set your agenda now. Aug 88, 
pg.71. 

Philadelphia flyer: First impre sions from 
Conference 88: food, fun, friends, a few fight . 

Oct 88, pg. 8. 
Conference88putthela tpiece of the puzzle 

in place. Cathlene Gentry. ov 88, pg. 11. 
Conference 88 scrapbook: Or "How I Spent 

My Summer Vacation." ov 88, pg. 38. 
Ideas-great and mall: Here's to hoping the 

AOS/VS 2 pricing announcement wa just a 
trial balloon. Jim Siegman. ov 88, pg. 44. 

Sleaze, pleas, and DG : The Sy tern Man
ager' Panel is a big draw at every ADGUG 
conference. Here's a summary for those who 
couldn't attend. Brian Johnson. ov 88, pg. 50. 

User group news-NADGUG activities 
'ti the season to be busy: A few resolutions 

for the new year. Joyce Carter. Jan 88, pg. 4. 
The water's fine: Spring board is a launching 

pad for ideas. Joyce Carter. Feb 88, pg. 4. 
Pat on the back: Accomplishments show that 
ADGUG i all grown up. Joyce Carter. Mar 

88, pg. 4. 
April shower: Spring is a time for growth 

and renewal. Joyce Carter. Apr 88, pg. 4. 
Members receive one free hour on 015. Anna 

Mae Malozzi. Apr 88, pg. 9. 
ADGUG's spring board meeting attracted 

a crowd. Frank Perry. May 88, pg. 10. 
RIG/SIG report to Executive Board. May 

88, pg. 16. 
Tale of two citie : London and Philadelphia 

share de irable trait . Joyce Carter. Jun 88, 

pg.2. 
Allied force : Executive Advi ory Council 

helps guide Data General's strategic direction. 
Rene O. Dominquez. Jun 88, pg. 13. 

United u er group could provide needed 
di cipline for Unix. Jul 88, pg. 4. 

Summer ummits: Warm weather brings 
warm feelings among many groups. Joyce 
Carter. Aug 88, pg. 2. 

Weight watchers: Focu tip the cale going 
into fourth year of production. Aug 88, pg. 4. 

ADGUG proposes bylaw changes. Joyce 
Carter. Aug 88, pg. 8. 

Member survey gives structure for talk 
between ADGUG and DG. Joyce Carter. Sep 
88, pg. 2. 

Parting words: Handing the gavel to Don 
with regrets-and gladness. Joyce Carter. Oct 
88, pg. 2. 

Hold onto your hat: ADGUG' growing 
with gale force. Donald W. Clark. ov 88, pg. 
2. 

Can we help you? Donald W. Clark. Dec 88, 
pg.2. 

User group news-RIGs, SIGs, other groups 
Meeting in St. Loui . Jan 88, pg. 9. 
U.K. and Ireland Users Group forms limited 

company. Jan 88, pg. 9. 
ews from ADGUG and its affiliate . Mar 

88, pg. 6. 

INFODEX PRESENTS 
CONVERSION PLUS™ 

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem 

Now, 9-track tape 
lets your lIlicro 
exchange data 

with lIlinis 
and m.ainfrallles. 

60 

Moving from one Data General to another or 
between different vendors has become 
far easier with CONVERSION PLUS. ™ Now, trans
fer between data media and upgrade your 
software- all through Infodex, the Data 
General experts. 

MEDIA 
SOfTWARE 

15'1·1 ~ ~ * RDOS 

~~ t 
AOS 

l 
AOSVS 

++ t 
FORTRANS 

~ t 
coli NOW 

BPI 
TAPE .-. COBOLS 

G;1 l 

(201) 0 
BPI ASSEMBlERS 

TAPE ..-. t 
BASICS 

662-102 @.-. l 
DISKS C 

l § .. ~ 
ASCII 

DISKS l 
EBSEDIC 

INFODEX 
7000 Boulevard East • Guttenberg, NJ 07093 

Circle 36 on reader ervice card. 

9-TRACK is the first choice for file 
interchange among data processing 
professionals. Now, Qualstars low 
cost l/2-inch 9-track Ministreamer 
tape systems bring full ANSI data 
interchange to IBM PCs or Macin
tosh, giving your micro the freedom 
to eJ[ch~ge data tiles. with nearly 
any mamframe or mmlcomputer ID 
the world. 

Available in both 7" and 10-112" 
versions, compact Qualstar tape 
drivescsn sit on your desktop, using 
less SJXU!e than an ordinary sheet of 
paper. Systems include DOS or 
XENIX compatible software, cou
pler card and csbles. High reliabil-

• • • • ity 1600 or 6250 BPI capability may 
be used for disk backup as well as • 'l: IBM data interchange. Discover the big 

• AlTOS MAINFRAMES APOLlO . advantage 9-track tape has over 
NCR SUN other microlmainframe links. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • Call us today! 

i FOR DETAILS AND TO ORDER: 

9-!'rie aURLSTRR; :::(~~8~~ 
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311 

C)l988Q,a1S1ar Colp. AI proclIctancl COl!1*ly ...... ancI tt_ .. Ihe_prOfJOI1Yd!hew respoctNe_. 

Circle 54 on reader ervice card. 
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OASIS on the beach. Bobbie Pre man. Apr 
88, pg. 7. 

PADGUG meets. Apr 88, pg. 9. 
Current ro ter of the Executive Board, RIG , 

SIG ,and international group. Apr 88, pg. 10. 
London Bridges: Signs of progress were 

everywhereat the DGUGannual meeting. May 
88, pg. 4. 

RIG/SIG Committee at work. Paul Duck. 
May 88, pg. 13. 

RIG/SIG report to Executive Board. May 
88, pg. 16. 

L.A. EDGE offer new member hip. May 88, 
pg.16. 

RIG/SIG Committee holds econd meeting. 
Jun 88, pg. 11. 

DG/HAUS clo es door. Jun 88, pg. 11. 
TEO 3-D SIG meets. Jun 88, pg. 11. 
PADGUG u ers meet with DG, third-party 

vendors. Jun 88, pg. 11. 
otes from abroad: U.K. user group's 

meeting raised interesting idea -and a few 
hackle. Brian Johnson. Jun 88, pg. 47. 

RIG/SIG coordinator at work. Jul 88, pg. 8. 
OASIS goe to D.C. Bobbie Pre man. Aug 

88, pg. 10. 
RIGs and SIGs get special attention at confer

ence. Cathlene Gentry. Aug 88, pg. 12. 
I FOS SIG to hold reorganizational meet

ing. Aug 88, pg. 13. 
PA-DEL- J RIG forms. Aug 88, pg. 13. 
ICOBOL SIG shows interactivity. Aug 88, 

pg.13. 
ADGUG president speaks at Mid-Plain 

(MPUG) meeting. Aug 88, pg. 14. 
Group needs leader. Aug 88, pg. 14. 
Under the umbrella: Two more group re

cently establi hed . Cathlene Gentry. Sep 88, 
pg. 12. 

ippon Data General User Group hold 
conference. Keiko Tanaka. Sep 88, pg. 14. 

Current roster of the Executive Board, RIGs, 
SIGs, and international group. Sep 88, pg. 21. 

ews from ADGUG and its affiliate . 
Cathlene Gentry. Oct 88, pg. 6. 

OASIS-OIS bulletin board ready. Denise L. 
Sikorski. Oct 88, pg. 6. 

Conference 88 pu t the la t pieces of the puzzle 
in place. Cathlene Gentry. ov 88, pg. 11. 

Special invitation. Tom Rizk. ov 88, pg. 14. 
ews from ADGUG and it affiliate. 

Cathlene Gentry. Dec 88, pg. 6. 
Back in Business: BBASIC SIG revived with 

new president and new products. George 
Henne. Dec 88, pg. 36. 

Fows 

1988 index to Focus 
Magazine, products 
and services 
Applied Computer Solutions 

Autodial announced for unattended file 
tran fer . Dec 88, pg. 78. 

BTl Computer Systems 

Wh 

1988 INDEX 

Adapter interface SMD controller to ESDI 
drives. Mar , pg. 59. 

Cognos 
Powerhou e DG get new featu re . Mar 88, 

pg.57. 
Cognos launches Powerhouse Pc. May 88, 

pg.68. 

Communications Research Group 
Bla t II adds cripting, doubles speed. Sep 

88, pg. 98. 

UG? 
Reason #18 

A 
coUective 

• vOIce 
Do you have a concern 
that needs to be ad
dressed by Data General? 
Have you been looking for 
answers? There is a way to 

(NADGUG). Now in its 14th 
year, NADGUG is an effec
tive two-way communica

tion channel between 
Data General and the 

get your con
cerns and needs 
addressed by 
Data General
the North Ameri
can Data Gen
eral Users Group 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

USERS 
GROUP 

508/898 .. 4067 

people who use 
DG equipment. 

Be part of 
NADGUG's col
lective voice

join the users 
group today! • 
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Compusource Corp. Apr 88, pg. 70. 
ew MRP II ver ion enhance co ting meth

od . Jan 8, pg. 52. 
ew DC ma torage ub y tern an-

nounced . Apr ,pg. 70. 

Computer Technology 
ew performance offering from DC. Apr88, 

pg.70. 
Computer Technology d velop lAC for DC 

computer. Jan 88, pg. 53. 
DGoffer newCEODe ktopCompo er.Apr 

88, pg. 70. 

Concept Automation 
ew DG laptop option available. Apr 8, 

pg.72. 
Concept Automation offers Pipeline, Menu

OP, and MATE. Feb 88, pg. 63. 
DC announce erver terminal product. 

May 88, pg. 6 . 
Concept Automation announces Text Scout. DC introduce new 16-bit y tern and new 

rev of DC/ RDOS. Jul 8, pg. 76. Aug 88, pg. 67. 

Dacor 
EBASIC r v 2.00 get face-lift. Jan 88, pg. 54. 

DC offer new low-end product . Jul88, pg. 
76. 

DC / SQL relational data base enhanced. Aug 
88, pg. 67. Data Bank Associates 

Data Bank A ociate offer Xmod m/ 
Ymodem. ov 88, pg. 70. 

DC offer toolkit to int grate workstation . 
Aug 88, pg. 67. 

BBASIC rev 5.00 ready. Sep 8 , pg. 103. 
DCoffer fivenewcu tomer ervice .Oct88, 

pg.66. 

Ca e Hi tory for the legal profe ion. ov 
88, pg. 72. 

Chargeback re ource accounting oftware. 
ov 88, pg. 72. Low-end member joins MV family . Oct 

pg.66. 
Data General 

Data General expand printer line. Jan 8 , 
pg.53. 

ew terminals from DC relea ed. Oct 8 , pg. 
68. 

ew 322 MB Winche t r increa torage 
DC expand rack-mount proce or family. capacity. Oct 88, pg. 70. 

Mar 88, pg. 57. 
DG enhances AOS/ VS CEO Page Reader. 

CEO Gateway new from DC. Oct 88, pg. 70. 
Data General debut Interactive RPG II. Oct 

DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS 
DISK/T APES/PRINTERS 

6161 SIS, 147Mb .............. Call 
6160 SIS , 73Mb ................ Call 
6214 SIS, 602Mb ......... $3,000 
6061 SIS , 192Mb ......... $1 ,500 
6122 SIS , 277Mb ........ $2,800 
6329,120Mb Disk .............. Call 
6236-A, 354Mb ........... $9,000 
6236, 354Mb SIS ...... $10,000 
6237 , SIS, 1.06 Gb ... $29,500 
6239,592Mb 

(New) ................... $17,200 
6026 SIS, 800/1600 

(New & Used) ............. Call 
6125 1600 bpi (FCC) ....... $900 
4373890 LPM ............ $5,500 
4327 300 LPM ................... Call 
4364600 LPM 

(New & Used) ............. Call 
4354-N 340CPS .......... $2,000 
6363 160Mb Add-on .... $2,900 
6328 70Mb Add-on ...... $1 ,500 
6311 Cart Tape ............. $2,200 
6270-B Cart Tape ........ $1 ,500 
63001600/6250 ....... $19,500 

Circle 37 on reader service card. 
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0215 (New) .................... $550 
0211 .............................. $375 
0200 .............. " .............. $125 
0400 .............................. $375 
0410 ............. , ................ $450 
0460 .............................. $700 
ISC-2 ........................... $1 ,500 
IAC-16 ......................... $3,900 
IAC-8 ........................... $2,700 
4543 MCPI .................. $3,200 
ATI-16 ............................ $400 
AMI-8 ............................. $350 
ALM-16 w/Oaughter ....... $450 
TCB-16 ............ .. ............... Call 
TCB-8 ............................... Call 

Call for 
our low 
prices! 

88, pg. 71 . 
w Da her /3 6 y tern i compatibl with 

IBM P / AT. Oct 8 ,pg. 71. 
Data General offer Sniffer LA protocol 

analyzer. Oct 88, pg. 73. 
CEO Light available for mall office sy tem . 
ov 88, pg. 67. 
DG / lngre announced for DG /SQL. ov 

8, pg. 67. 
DG/UX rev 4.0 hipped . ov 88, pg. 68. 
Gold Hill' Goldwork for MV computer. 
ov ,pg. 69. 

ewaddition to Terminal Service. ov 8 , 
pg.70. 

Data General announce array of high-end 
product . Dec 88, pg. 76. 

Graphics Scanner for Office/ Publi her soft
ware. Dec 88, pg. 76. 

DG / Library facilitate information manage
ment. Dec 88, pg. 76. 

Datalynx 
LeSoftwareManoffer UltRoutine Library. 

May 88, pg. 72. 
Le Software Man announce rev 1.60. Jul8 , 

pg.76. 
Guardian relea ed. Sep 88, pg. 103. 

Dataram Corp. 
Dataram extend DC memory line. Apr 88, 

Finally ... 
AnAOS/VS 
Perfonnance 
Seminar lor 
Nonnal Hwnans. 
Brian Johnson is leading three-day 
seminars covering the basic 
principles of AOSIVS performance 
analysis & capacity planning. The 
rninimwn prerequisites are 6 months 
of experience as an AOSIVS 
System Manager or System 
Programmer, and access to a 
performance analysis utility such 
as :PBBI'IIIB or DG's MONI'IOR. 

Schedule: 
Feb 13-15 
Mar 15-17 
May 15-17 

San Francisco 
London 

New York City 

Call for a regIStration Iat, or for 
on-site semmar mformation. 

:SYSI1GB 
Software for System Managers 
A Division of B.I. Inc. 

tOO Mmna Sireet, Swte 215 
San FrancISCO. CA 94105 (415) 550-1454 

Ci rcle 63 on reader ervice card. 
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pg.71. 

OMS Sy tern 
DMS announce v r ion3.200fDBR. Feb , 

pg.62. 
OMS offers Sales Tracker. Sep 88, pg. 102. 
OMS Di k Optimizer and Management 

Utility relea ed. ov ,pg. 70. 

Egan Systems 
Egan intr duce 

Gandalf Data 

, pg.73. 

andalf add to data-over-voic family . Feb 
, pg.61. 

Indocomp Systems 
ew I/ O front-end for DC comput rs. May 

, pg.69. 
I -4200 I controller f r DC computer . 

ep , pg. 102. 

Intelligent Computer Integration 
I I intr duc 51 tap con troll r for 

o ktop . Jan , pg. 52. 

Intercon Associates 
Office/ Publi her now compatibl with 

Word perf ct. Feb 8, pg. 62. 

Interface Electronics 
Interface ann unce newSLIM product. Mar 
, pg.59. 
Interface EI ctronic off r new multiplexor. 
ay 8, pg. 72. 

Interscience Computer Services 
Inter cience introduce new band printer . 

Feb , pg. 63. 
Inter cience introduce two n w di k 

ub y tem . May 8, pg. 70. 

KEA Systems 
KEA Sy t m relca e 0400 emulator. Aug 
, pg.69. 

Le Software Man 
LeSoftwareManoffer UltRoutin Library. 

May 88, pg. 72. 
LeSoftwareManannounce rev1 .60. JuI8 , 

pg.76. 

Macola 
TEO-compatible oftwar relea d . Feb 8 , 

pg.60. 

Master Software Corp. 
Ma ter Software offer collector' item. Jul 

8, pg. 78. 

Megatape Corp. 
Megatap announc new back-up drive 

and ub y tem . Jun 8 , pg. 76. 

MOR Systems 
Bottom Line oftware announced. Apr 8 , 

pg.71. 
MOR Sy tem develop ftware for DEC to 

DC conyer ion. May , pg. 70. 
MOR Sy tem offer Pit top. Aug 8, pg. 68. 

FoClis 

Optical Coating Laboratory 
Clare filter cu tom made for DC Da hr . 

Dc , pg. 7 . 

Persoft 
Per oft hipping Smarterm v r ion 4.0. 0 t 
, pg.72. 

Printronix 
Printronix introduce n w P6000L rie . 

Feb 8, pg. 64. 
Printronix hip new matrix line printer. 

Mar 88, pg. 60. 

Rational Data System 
P / Mail giv P acce to CEO mail. Mar 

88, pg. 58. 
RDS link P s to MV . Jun 88, pg. 76. 
P / VS now ov ll -compatible. Aug 8, pg. 

67. 

Rhintek 
I ew DC terminal mulator for IBM micro. 

Apr , pg. 72. 
0470 t rminal emulator for P . Sep 88, pg. 

96. 

SCI 
UL listing u ed for PS. F b , pg. 65. 

SCIP 
SCiP announce add-on memory for DC 

MV /7800 proce or. Jun 8, pg. 77. 
lAC-compatible mux from SClP. Sep 8, pg. 

96. 

Strobe Data 
Strobe Data announce .s MB Falcon Co

proce or. Aug 8, pg. 6 . 

Teltone Corp. 
T-Lin -3 tran mit asynchronou data . Feb 

88, pg. 65. 

Thomas West 
EMS Data Conyer ion Sy tem available in 

orth America . Dec , pg. 78. 

Transoft 
Portability and SQL facilitie for DC BBASI . 

ov , pg. 6 . 

Vanguard Computers 
ew memory enhancem nt for MV / 6000 or 

MV /8000. Jan 8 , pg. 54. 

Western Automation 
We tern Automati n announce Acumen 

memory board . Aug 88, pg. 67. 

Zetaco 
Zetaco introduce SCSI di k controll r . Jan 
, pg.52. 
Zetaco ubsy tern rated at 4 MB/ ec. Oct 
, pg.73. 
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Now available 
in Data General 

32 bit 
Business BASIC 

DIMENSION 
THE ORIGINAL 
Business BASIC 
APPLICATION 
GENERATOR 

A fourth generation language 
for all Data General Systems 

Don't settle for a mere program gen
erator. DIMENSION is a complete, 
mature, tried and proven eight year 
old data base oriented application 
generator that works. Develop com
plete, sophisticated applications In 

weeks instead of years. 
Standard features include: 

• shorthand coding commands 
• data dictionary 
• screen builder/editor 
• full function text editor 
• intelligent spooler 
• translatorl compiler 
• support utilities 
• automotic documentation 
• progrom generators (entry, 

maintenance, and report) 
• generates Business BASIC source 

code program 
• compatible with existing Business 

BASIC programs (can be 
intermixed) 

• develops sophisticated, 
standardized, full function software 
in a fraction of the normal time 

• generated application software is 
extremely easy to modify and 
maintain 

• can be learned in approximately 
1 day 

Literally Q!!t Business BASIC applica
tion can be developed with DIMEN
SION. Available today for RDOS, 
AOS, and AOSNS. Desktops through 
MV/ 15000. 

404/799·1000 

lil li ' ,,!rrl l 

IIll~~~ ! 
COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION 

1000 South Pioneer Drive 
Smyrna (Atlanta). Georgia 30082 



COMMERCIAL PROJECTS by Killl L. Medlil1 

On target 

OG/lngres hits the 
mark as OG/SQL 
enhancement 

Bull' -eye! I got a lot of people' atten
tion with my la t article ("Turning the 
Table ," October 1988), which di cu ed 
the new tandard in data ba e manage
ment y tem , DC/SQL. Data C n ral 
cu tomer are till ome of the mo t pro
gre ive people in the data proce ing 
indu try. Intere tin DC/SQL i high. 

For tho e of you who ar n't familiar 
with DC/SQL, it i DC' relational data 
ba e management y tem. Relational data 
ba e were originally developed in the 
1960 , but the early year were plagued 
with poor performance. However, with 
th introduction of DC' powerful MV 
architectur , performance b came Ie of 
a concern, and DC introduced DC/SQL 
oon after it began hipping the MV e

rie . With it advanced functionality, DC/ 
SQL ha con equentlyovertaken the other 
DC file management y tem a the pre
ferred DBMS. 

DC/SQL i touted as a "high-perfor
mance" DBMS, a claim that matche real
ity. In formal benchmark relea d by DC, 
DC/SQL rev 4.00 outperform I FOS 
4.30 in all ca e except wh re I FOS has 
noactivefil option (differentialfil mod, 
datacompre ion,etc.). Weconducted two 
of our own I FOSver u DC/SQLbench-
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mark with imilar re ult . Rumor ha it 
that DC/SQL 4.10 will provide a signifi
cant performance increa over4.00. That 
hould put DC/SQL p rformance que -

tion to re t once and for all. 
ow that the DC/SQL ball i rolling, let 

me introduc you to a new pr duct I re
cently te ted that ha the potential to 
greatly enhance the functionality of DC/ 
SQL application. Thi product i th re-
ult of a joint development effort between 

Data C neral and Relational Technology 
Inc. (RTI). The new product, DC/lngres, 
isa marriage between Ingres, RTI' fourth
generation language, and DC/SQL (DC 
will offer full cu tomer upport for the 
product). 

Relational Technology i no ]ohnny
come-lately to the 4CLlDBMS game. 
Ingr was originally developed at the 
Univer ity of California at Berkeley in the 
1970 . RTI wa formed in 1981 to upport 
Ingre customer. RTI i now one of the 
4CL/DBMS indu try leader , with more 
than 7,000 in tallation . 

The fir t pha e of DC/Ingre was an
nounced la t Augu t. Pha eli a ub et of 
the total functionality found in RTI' tan
dard Ingre . Pha II and III will com
plete the migration of Ingre to the DC 
world. Unfortunately, no chedule Ii t
ing the relea e date of the next pha es 
have been publi hed . DC/Ingre con i ts 
of a t of 4CL tool that work in conjunc
tion with DC /SQL. Pha e I contain two 
component: Query-by-Form (QBF) and 
the Visual-Form -Editor (VI FRED). (I'd 

like to meet the guy who came up with 
that acronym.) 

Query-by-Forms 
QBF i a programmer' tool for perform

ing ad hoc add/change/delete/inquire 
function to DC/SQL table( ). You define 
to QBF what table you want to acce , 
and QBF define a default creen layout. 
It' very imple to u e. In general, DC/ 
Ingr incorporates a u er interface of 
m nuandform entry.Therearen'talotof 
cryptic command to remember and type. 
If you're familiar with SQL_IQ, QBF out
put looks imilar, but it ha more feature 
and i mor u er-friendly. 

Visual-forms-Editor 
VlFRED take interactive maintenance 

of table one tep further. You use VIFRED 
to cu tomize the form created in QBF. 
Thi Ctl tomization include an extensive 
"creenpainter"thatallow youtoformat 
the creen in the manner mo t logical for 
your application. VIFRED is al 0 the 
mechani m u ed todefine field attribute. 
Field attribute include rever e video, 
blink, bright, and even color election (for 
colorterminal ,ofcour e). Fairly complex 
field validation canal obeaccompli hed 
with VIFRED. Anothervaluable technique 
VI FRED maintain in it repertoire i the 
ability to croll table data both vertically 
and horizontally on the cr en. With 
VIFRED, you can create visually appeal
ing and u eful end-u er table-maintenance 
or data-entry function. 
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Reporting 
As you know, commercial applications 

are mo tly concerned with u er-friendly 
data input and flexible reporting capabili
tie . VIFRED goe a long way in meeting 
the data-input requirement. Phase I doesn't 
include a report writer. Therefore, Present 
provides a short-term report writer solu
tion until Phase II is available. The Ingre 
report writer is rumored to be extremely 
powerful, and hould eventually replace 
Present in applications that use DC/SQL 
exclusively. 

Architecture 
So how is it that the DC/ Ingres lan

guage (almost identical to tandard Ingres) 
is able to access a DC/SQL data ba e? It i 
accomplished with inner-ring techniques. 
The "front-ends" of DC/Ingres (QBF and 
VI FRED) interface with DC/SQL using 
the so-called "gateway." The gateway 
en ures the Ingre calls are valid tate
ments for DC/SQL. In addition to boost
ing performance, this allows the DC/ 
Ingres statements to be portable to other 
environments. Figure 1 shows how this is 
implemented with MY inner ring . 

Figure 1: Gateway interface 

DG/lngres 
Ring 7 Front-end 

DG/lngres Ring 6 
Gateway 

DG/SQl Ring 5 

CEO integration 
In keeping with Data Ceneral's office 

automation marketing strategy, DC/ 
Ingres can be tightly integrated with CEO. 
This allows the following features: 
·CEO function-key positioning (can be 
changed by user) 
. status line on top screen line 
• Interru pt key. 

Target markets 
Phase I of DC/Ingres is intended to be 

u ed for the simple tasks of application 
development. The ad hoc inquiry features 
of QBF and VIFRED allow quick genera
tion of data base inquiries when com
pared with 3CL development (COBOL). 
Cenerally speaking, the current version 
of DC/Ingres is intended either for simple 
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applications or to meet the needs of simple 
requirement in more complex applica
tions. 

Phases II and III 
Phase II will offer valuable functionality 

to enhance the current Phase I capabili
ties. Report-by-Forms (RBF) will be the 
report writer, and will replace Present in 
the DC/Ingres environment. Applica
tions-by-Forms (ABF) will provide a full 
procedural 4CL environment for erious 
application development. Visual Craph
ics (Vigraph) will provide graphics out
put, and will replace Present/Trend view 
in the DC/Ingres environment. There will 
also be a component called Menu, which 
will allow menu hierarchies to be built. 
Some integration to PC/Ingres (the PC 
version of Ingres) and remote data ba e 
access will also be included in the next 
phase. 

With the release of Phase II, DC/Ingres 
will graduate from its abilities to perform 
the simple table-maintenance function of 
an application. Building complete appli
cations with full menu structures, com
plex interactive programs, and compre
hensive reporting and graphiCS will be 
po ible. DC/Ingres will then be a tool 
that can be used by the "departmental" 
end-user and the professional program
mer to create business applications. Pha e 
III will complete the networking capabili
ties of DC/Ingres. Full di tributed data 
base access will be available between DC, 
DEC/Unix, and IBM systems. The IBM 
communications will utilize S A to ac
ce s DB2, IMS, and VSAM data bases. 

Do it now 
DC /SQL has burst upon the scene as the 

predominant DBMS of choice. Many 
INFOS users have already converted their 
applications to use DC/SQL. There has 
never been a better time to start using 
DC/SQL in your applications. And DC/ 
Ingres makes it even easier. If you're anx
ious to use Phase II features, you can use 
PC/Ingre for development and port the 
application to your MY when Phase II is 
released. One way or another, DC/Ingres 
can make a big difference in application 
development techniques and chedules. 
To paraphrase: Don't worry. Be relational. 

t1 

Kim L. Medlin is software project manager for 
the Commercial Software Development Group 
of Data General's Software Products and Ser
vices Division. He can be reached at Data 
General, 3617 Parkway Ln. , Norcross, GA 
30092; 404/448-6072 ext. 2007. 
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SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG by Brian Johnson 

Pleasant 
• surprises 

AOS/VS II , XLPT, and 
DISCO all provide 
some solutions to old 
problems 
:NEXT_MONTH 

I had intended to urpri e you this month 
with a Gentlell1an's Guide to AOS/VS Jl, but 
unfortuna tel y, the documenta tion arri ved 
a bit late-and wa missing some critical 
pieces that were undergoing a last-minute 
reprinting. 

The column will ignore the migration 
i ues and in tead focus on the opera tion
al difference between AOS/ VS II versu 
AOS/VS. The migration effort has received 
far more pres than it hould have; what 
wereallycareaboutiswhatkind of phone 
calls we are going to be getting from our 
u ers on the Monday after. 

Some part of the column are already 
put together, and I can give you a neak 
preview: a near a I can figure it, the 
operational difference are no wor ethan 
the one encountered when upgrading 
from AOS/VS 6.06 to AOS/VS 7.56. So far, 
all the urprises have been plea ant ones. 
My only major piece of advice for you 
early upgrader i to take it easy on the 

ew File System features. Go for the de
faults this time around (e.g., one LOU per 
physical disk). We'll work on what op
tions are generall y beneficial to exerci e as 
we get more operational experience with 
AOS/VS II. 

lt'sa bit early for a detailed performance 
analysi of the ew File System versus the 
Old File Sy tern, although that will cer
tainlyal 0 come early in 1989. 

:UPDATE:XLPT 
Last summer, I ran a three-month serie 

of columns on XLPT. Ba ed on the feed
back, my re earch olved a number of 
long- tanding XLPT problem for quite a 
few u ers. 

As luck would have it, AOS/VS 7.62 
featured a brand-new, completely rewrit
ten XLPT. Several user have called to 
inquire how the new XLPT affects the 
information that I provided in my eries 
on XLPT, 0 here' a cap ule ummary. 
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The information I provided on binary 
clean-up file maintenance is sti ll valid, 
except to the extent that clean-up file 
have to be modified to get around crocks 
and bugs in the new XLPT. The mo t 
common change involves adding a form 
feed to cover orne mysteriou circum
stances where the new XLPT doe not 
position to the top of a page when binary 
mode is enabled. 

There were three major flaws in the old 
XLPT /PMGR implementation that I de
scribed. The first one had to do wi th the 
in ertion by PMGR of inappropriate line
terminator characters on the la t printable 
line of the page. The second one had to do 
with a di agreement between XLPT and 
PMGR on what constituted the column 
per line and its effect on wrapping. The 
third one had to do with whether /WRP 
means "wrap at" or "wrap beyond" the 

T he migration 
effort has received 

far more press than it 
should have; what we 

really care about is what 
kinds of phone calls we 
are going to be getting 
from our users on the 

Monday after 

last physical column. 
The fir t problem appears to have been 

fixed, but the econd one is still with u . It 
appear that the people re ponsible for 
XLPT still don't understand the differ
ence between what they refer to a CPL 
and what PMGR call CPL. They think the 
two values are the arne, but they're not. 
Finally, the / WRP problem i al 0 still 
with u , but it' kind of irrelevant, ince 
turning off / WRP and pecifying a CPL 
thatdoesn' texceed the exact printer width 
avoid the problem. 

XLPT's CPL value i actually an LCPL 
(Iogical-columns-per-line) value, and 
PMGR's CPL (the one pecified by the 
CHAR command) i actually a PCPL 

(physical-columns-per-line). Unfortu
nately, the new XLPTstill insists on chang
ing the CPL and LPP associated with a 
serial printer whenever CX CPL and CX 
LPP commands are received. For printers 
with the / WRP characteristic turned on, 
thi will cau e problem at any CPL et
ting other than the actual physical line 
length of the printer. The redundant 
START / L option that was added sev
eral revs ago in an attempt to get laser 
printers to work, but without recognizing 
and solving the real problem, is aloin the 
new XLPT. This is another indication that 
the problem I described (and STRed) still 
hasn't sunk in back in development. 

Compounding all the e problem i the 
fact that the designers of the new XLPT 
violated Rule o. 1 when it comes to 
reimplementing a critical piece of ystem 
oftware: Except for bug fixes, it shollid work 

the same as the previoLis software, including 
crocks, quirks, and ClIrios. For example, the 
change in the way clean-up file are 
handled was rea onable, but not as an 
immutable standard feature. It hould 
have been an option at START time. Too 
bad the author( ) of the new XLPT didn't 
learn from the excellent job that wa done 
by the group that reimplemented EXEC 
back on AOS/VS 7.50. 

Finally, there's the is ue of performance. 
In this respect, the new XLPT is a di aster. 
In previous columns and in my seminar 
on AOS/VS performance, I've alway 
recommended that XLPTs be run at a pri
ority above group II, priority 2, for two 
rea ons: XLPTs can be depended on never 
to con ume va t quantities of CPU in a 
bur t (thereby shutting out lower priority 
u er proce e), and few thing are more 
annoying to the vi iting firemen than 
eeing a 600- or 1200-lpm printer printing 
pa modically. 
The rea on that the old XLPT could be 

depended on nevertocon umeva tquan
titie of CPU in a bur t were becau eO) it 
wa written very efficiently in as embly, 
and (2) itu ed ingle-block I/O to read the 
file to be printed . Thi la t item guaran
teed that XLPT would take a breath ev ry 
512 character, albeit at the co t of in
crea ed di k activity. In contra t, the new 
XLPf (1) is written in a high-level language, 
C, and (2) reads four blocks at a time. 
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The combination of these two things, 
along with the elimination of trailing-blank 
removal (yes, old XLPT removed trailing 
blanks, resulting in higher throughput to 
the printer and reduced PMGR CPU con
sumption) has caused the CPU consump
tion of the new XLPT to more than double. 
Printing a file consisting of 132-column 
lines with lots of trailing blanks (Le., a 
typical COBOL-program-generated print 
file) on a 1200-lpm data-channel printer 
on my MY / 4000 now consumes 52 per
cent of the CPU. It used to consume only 
around 16 to 18 percent. This means that 
more than one high-speed data-channel 
printer, or worse yet, a handful of 9600-
baud serial printers, will potentially re
sult in a high-priority XLPT completely 
taking over the machine. In fact, I 
QPRINTed PARU.32.5R to a queue 
STARTed against@NULL, and my termi
nal went dead for the duration of the print 
job. Thatdidn'thappen with the old XLPT. 

As a result, I hereby rescind my advice 
about running XLPT at a priority above 
the on-line users; it should be run at the 
same priority as on-line users (not lower, 
or you'll never see your printout). For 
shops with a heavy print load (we have a 
combined capability of 5,500 lpm on the 
MY /4000, and wedoalotofprinting), this 
change can actually force a processor 
upgrade. 

So what's the solution? Well, DC has 
promised to publish the EXEC-XLPT in
terface specification at some point in the 
future. If that happens, I imagine there 
will be no end to the highly efficient, full
featured, third-party spoolers that sud
denly hit the market. In the meantime, I'm 
praying that they re-release the old XLPT, 
along with whatever patches are required 
to the 7.62 EXEC to make it work. 0, it 
doesn't work as is; that was the first thing 
I tried. 

:FILLER:DISCO 
Rev 7 and later DISCO will display ser

vice time and response time for each disk 
unit on the "since-booted" screen only if a 
cycle time of 60 or more seconds is in 
effect. You can set a cycle time of 60 or 
more seconds either on the command line 
(XEQ DISCO /CYCLE=60), or by repea ted 
use of the" > " key while DISCO is run
ning. But why the restriction? As far as I 
can see, it's a bug, so I STRed it. The "since
booted" screen is based on totals for each 
disk unit, and the accuracy of the numbers 
shown is insensitive to the DISCO cycle 
time. Even on the per-cycle screen, 60 
seconds is a bit of overkill. We use 15 
seconds on :PERFMGR, and it seems to 
work fine at disk access rates above 1 / sec. 
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Figure 1: l arge disk performance 
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rnOPF-style with 3,600-rpm disks (73/147/102/277): 18-22ms 
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In any event, monitoring your disk unit 
service and response times has some sig
nificant benefits. Let me give you a little 
example. Certain sales types, both DC 
and third-party, are fond of making wild, 
unsupported claims for the relative speed 
of their disk and controller offerings, 
usually based on the transfer-rate figures. 
The truth of the matter is this: except for 
bizarre benchmarking situations and 
kinky data-acquisition applications, how 
fast one disk unit is with respect to an
other is determined by the ratio of their 
service times as reported by AOS/VS 
through DISCO or Monitor, or by the access 
time reported by :PERFMGR, or by what
ever other monitoring software you use. 
Think about it. I'm saying that the speed 
of a disk is generally determined by the 
time it takes to do an isolated access to the 
drive (primarily determined by your aver
age seek time and rotational latency), not 
the speed at which the data was trans
ferred to memory (the transfer rate). Makes 
more sense, doesn't it? 

Based on years of monitoring disk units 
on more than a thousand AOS and AOS/ 
VS systems, the general range of perfor
mance for large disks (147 MB or bigger) 
on AOS/VS systems subject to normal 
loads (a mixture of on-line and some batch) 
is shown in Figure 1. 

So, is it true that the new RAMS disks are 
substantially faster than Argus disks un-

der "normal load?" Yep, almost twice as 
fast. But are they faster than non-Argus 
disks? Yep, but just barely. Also, beware of 
anecdotal claims of performance gains by 
users replacing non-Argus disks with 
RAMS disks. Chances are pretty good that 
any performance improvements they 
might claim are simply due to the repack
ing effect caused by dumping their old 
disk to tape and loading it onto the new 
disk. Most of the improvement will proba
bly vaporize during the following days or 
weeks as the disk refragments. Moral: You 
might want to trade in your Argus disks 
for RAMS disks, but in most other cases, 
you will notice little difference. The two 
situations where RAMS disks shine are 
when mirroring, and during heavy single
file sequential processing (due in large 
part to the look-ahead track buffering). 

:HO_HO_HO 
Merry Christmas. 

B.J. is the president of B.J. Inc., a San Fran
cisco-based consultancy specializing in sys
tem auditing, system management, and per
formance analysis. :SYSMGR is a division of 
B.J. Inc. B.J. can be reached at 109 Minna St., 
Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 94105, 415/ 
550-1444, telex 296544. The :SYSMGR bul
letin board number is 415/391-6531 (1200 
baud) or 415/550-1454 (voice). 
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The Graphics Tool You Won't Outgrow. 

W hen you've got to 
turn those numbers 
into a presentation, 

turn to the SAS® System. The 
SAS System includes easy-to
use procedures for charts, 
plots, maps, and three-dimen
sional displays. At a glance, 
you can grasp detailed statistics, 
spot relationships among items, 
and trace emerging trends. 
And when your manager wants 
more, the SAS System lets you 
customize your graphs and 
present multiple displays on the 
same page for easy comparison. 
You can produce your graphs 
on terminals, plotters, trans
parencies, or slides. 

Tbe SAS System runs on tbese 
minicomputers; Digitel Equipment Corp. 
VAX" 8xx:x end 1117xx series under 
VMS!" end MicroVAX II'" under MicroVMS'"; 

You can even use the SAS 
System to analyze your data 
before you present them. We've 
got tools for every kind of 
analysis-from simple descrip
tive statistics to advanced 
regression, analysis of variance, 

discriminant analysis, cluster
ing, scoring, and more. 

And as your needs 
grow, the SAS System 
grows with you. All the 
tools you need for full 
screen data entry, model
ing, forecasting, "what if" 

analysis, project man
agement, optimiza

tion, and quality 
control are 

Prime Computer. Inc. Prime 50 series under PRIMOS·; end Oeta General 
Corp. ECLIPSE. MV series under AOSNS. The SAS System also runs on 
IBM 370130xx143xx end compatible machines under OS, CMS. DOSNSE. 
SSX. and ICCF; IBM XT1370 Bod AT1370 under VM/PC; end IBM PC XT 
end PC AT under PC DOS. Not all products are evaileble for all systems. 

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc" Cery. NC. USA. 
Copyright 01986 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 

available in the SAS 
System. You choose 
the products you 
need, and enjoy the 
same easy-to-use lan
guage and syntax in 
each. Whether you 
license one product 
or several, you'll enjoy 
the same high-quality 
software, training, 
documentation, and 

support we've offered for more 
than ten years. 

For details, send us your 
name and address. Or call 
a Software Sales Representa
tive today. 

The SAS System. It's 
for those who need a 
graphics package today, 
and for those who have 
an eye on tomorrow. 

1A'1 
SAS Institute Inc. 
Box 8000 0 SAS Circle 
Cary, NC 27511-8000 
(919) 467-8000 

® Fax (919) 469-3737 



DISCOVERIES by Jim Siegmnll 

13 days of Christmas 

On the first day of Christmas, 
My MY gave to me, 
A crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the second day of Christmas, 
I gave to DC, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 
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On the third day of Christmas, 
I gave to DC, 
Three user traps, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the fourth day of Christmas, 
I gave to DC, 
FourSTRs, 
Three user trap , 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the fifth day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 
Five phone callbacks 
For the four STRs, 
Three user traps, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the sixth day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 
Six remote techs, 
Five phone callbacks 
For the four STRs, 
Three user traps, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the seventh day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 
Seven FEs swapping, 
Six remote techs, 
Five phone callbacks 
For the four STRs, 
Three user trap, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the eighth day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 
Eight SEs trapping, 
Seven FEs swapping, 

Six remote techs, 
Five phone callbacks 
For the four STR , 
Three u er traps, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the ninth day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 

ine SSRs patching, 
Eight SEs trapping, 
Seven FEs swapping, 
Six remote techs, 
Five phone callbacks 
For the four STRs, 
Three user traps, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the tenth day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 
Ten developers coding, 

ine SSRs patching, 
Eight SEs trapping, 
Seven FEs swapping, 
Six remote techs, 
Five phone callbacks 
For the four STRs, 
Three user trap , 
Two memory dump , 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the eleventh day of Christmas, 
DC gave to me, 
Eleven workarounds, 
Ten developers coding, 

ine SSRs patching, 
Eight SEs trapping, 
Seven FEs wapping, 
Six remote techs, 
Five phone callbacks. 
For the four STRs, 
Three user trap , 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 
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On the twelfth day of Christmas, 
D gave to me, 
Twelve wild gu , 
Eleven workaround , 
Ten developer coding, 

ine SSR patching, 
Eight SE trapping, 
Seven FEs wapping, 
Six remote tech , 
Five phone callback 
For th four STR , 
Three u er trap, 
Two memory dumps, 
From the crash that ate my directory tree. 

On the thirteenth day of Christmas, 
ADGUG gave to me, 

Thirteen phone number of other user 
who had already olved this problem and 
had the published patch files from DG. 

4/\'.· 
Continuing in the spirit of the holiday 

ea on, I'd like to go over my Chri tmas 
wish list, restricting it of cour e only to 
item that would be of intere t to DG 
techno-junkies. In tribute to l.i1te Night 
with David Letterman, thi will be titled : 

Jim 's Top 10 List of Christmas 
Wishes That Will Never Happen 

10. For all companies to believe in train
ing the system operator. (At lea t so when 
I ay "CLI," they don't say "huh?") 

9. A user-friendly ver ion of Unix. (I re
ally do a k the impos ible.) 

8. System call ?DWIM (do what I meant). 
Requires initialization with ?IKWIS (I 
know what I said). 

7. An auto-load tape drive that does. 
(My records are 55 minutes to load a tape 
on a DG drive, 38 minute on a DEC) 

6. A data base system that leaves ome 
of the y tem re ources for the user. (Of 
cour e, it must be u eful. Picky, aren't I?) 

5. An auto-baud AOS/VS port. (lAC, 
LAC, UAC, DRT, whatever. I'm easy.) 

4. Several new clients with purcha e 
order in hand. (Four projects of three to 
ix months each would be about right.) 

3. ext year' column already done. 
(Complete with correct answers.) 

2. A benchmark suite that really means 
omething. (See B.J. if you don't under
tand thi one.) 
1. Marketing geared to make ense, not 

dollar . (Preferably from DG. I don't care 
what the other guy do.) 

FoCl/s 

OK, party time is over. Let's get back to 
some seriou busin ss. 

Three che r for three helpful hint! 
A reader came through with some help 

for our October mail bag. The fir t olu
tion concerned attaching a Centronic E-
erie printer to DG. It turn out that uch 

an interface u ed to b manufactured by 
DG Special Sy tems, model number 
5959AC 

The second an wer provid d al 0 con
cerned a Special Sy tem product. Th re 
wa once an 8-inch floppy di k drive that 
wa designed for the sole purpose of ex
changing data with an IBM Sy tem 34. 
The y tem consi ted of a floppy di k unit 
and interface, and oftwar drivers for 
the operating y tem. Thi unit is no long
er actively old, and he did not have a 
model number for it, but SpeCial Sy tem 
alway keep their de ign around, oyou 
may be able to track one down. 

The third item wa a bit of information 
concerning the TCP /IP protocol. When 
u ingTCP /IPbetween two DG machine, 
you have full terminal control, as if you 
were phy ically wired to either machin . 
However, when talking to foreign ma
chine (i.e., DG to anything el e) only a 
hardcopy (teletype) protocol i u pported. 
This of course applie to the current revi-
ion of the software, and will almost cer

tainly be enhanced om time in the fu
tur . 

If you can't beat'em ... 
evertru twhatacompanyclaim i it 

marketing strategy. For example, a trade 
journal recently announced that DEC has 
now added FS support to VAX VMS 
system and the ability for VMS to act a a 
TCP /IP node, allowing FS u ers full 
acce s to VMS data . This is interesting in 
light of the fact that only a few months ago 
the ame periodical (Digitnl Review) re
ported that DEC didn't particularly care 
for Unix and would not go out of their 
way to support it. 

MIDI mail 
Huey Squier of Bottom Line Advertis

ing and Publishing ask : "What is your 
best system for mu ic publishers?" If I 
a ume you are referring to standard of
fice functions, there are several ystem 
on the market that do a decent job of 
handling payable, receivable, inventory, 
and order proce ing, although none that 
I know of are custom tailored for mu ic 
publi her. If you are referring to per-
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formance systems utilizing the MIDI in
t rface, I know of none, but am very inter
e ted inobtainingordevelopingone. There 
are only two thing that have stopped me 
from developing MIDI oftwar for a DG 
y tem: time and money. Actually I figure 

the time inve tment won't be that bad; the 
money i the real kicker. Without a good 
MIDI keyboard with a cia equencer, it' 
not worth doing, and I don' t have on . 

How about it? Do anyone out there 
have any ideas for mu ic publisher ' oft
ware? We're looking for ome of ev ry
thing: point of ale, MIDI package, back
office accounting with a lant on the nu
ance of the mu ic indu try, and the ever
popular R&R (royaltie and re iduals). 
S nd any and all information to me c/o 
FOCl/sorto my office ( eeend of article). I' ll 
do a column on whatever come in. 

Three if by C 
Charle W. Buxton of Robert Re e and 

A ociatesa k d three que tion aboutC 
otbeinganexp rt,lcon ultedwithoth r 

u er group member who are. I offer their 
answer and my comment . 

Q. [s th re any way to create a mailer 
.PR file? Even the malle t of programs, 
performing a ingle printf, create a .PR of 
106,496 byte (in rev 3.22). 

A. Let me comment that the" malle t" 
of programs wa probably the mo t com
plex program you could have come up 
with in a ingle functional tatement. The 
rea on there are big .PR file is becau e of 
the libraries that get linked in. The printf 
routine call almo t every other routine in 
the library, either directly or indirectly. 
Con ider an even mailer program: 

MAl () 
I 
I 

This program has 11 source byte, com
piled into a 324-byte .OB file, and link d 
into a 90,112-byte .PR file. The symbol 
table was 22,538 byte with531 ymbol in 
it, even though the original ource had 
only a ingle symbol. This is ba ically the 
overhead you have with any high-level 
language on almost any system (although 
some compilers are better than others 
about it). Our results used rev 3.21 of C 

There are really only two things you can 
do to be frugal on disk. The first is to link 
many program in a ubsystem together 
with the menu all using CALLs in tead of 
RU or CHAI s. The ystem [am work-
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ing on now ha 11 COBOL pr gram that 
can all be linked and execut d either 
tandalon or a a ingle .PR file. When 

linked s parately, they use about 4 MB of 
di k. When linked tog ther, they take 
about 800 KB of di k, and the perfor
mancewh n witching from one cr n to 
the next i dra tically improv d . On 
caution though: if your .PR files get too 
big (I thin k th limit i 4 MB), the proc 
page table turn into a multilevel table. 
Thi can hav as dra tic a performance 
p nalty on CPU time a a two- or thT -
I vel index can have on a large file with a 
mall elem nt size. 
Th econd technique i to u e the run

tim hared librari . Brian John on ran 
an artic! on th ubj ct in the June 1987 
i u of Foclls (page 46). Thi allow your 
.PR files to b built with only a f w tan
dard library routine in them, the rest to 
b loaded at runtim . Although there i a 
mall price to pay in runtime ov rhead, 

the amount of di k fr d up can be very 
ignificant. Contact m if you can't g t 

that i ue. 

maximum amount f inputthat au rcan 
enter at the keyboard by using an "STMA 
4,~0,<fi Id length>" tatement or an "@(-
1 O,<fi Id I ngth»" option within the Input 
tatement. How would one be t accom

pli h this effect through the u e of Data 
G n ral' C? 

A. Use thea mblerinterfaceto ?READ, 
according to my a ociate. H d e not 
know of any way to do it within th lan
guage, and that' the way they do it. He'll 
dig through hi manual and let m know 
if ther i a way in time for next month's 
column. Anybody out th r car to give 
thi a hot? Demon trating thi technique 
would make an ideal column in FoCl/s. 

Q. Every ooft n, we receive a tape from 
Data General marked" AOS/VSCommon 
Language Library." Whatisthi ,and could 
it prove u ful when producing compil d 
code for Data General y tern ? Where 
would I find documentation for it? 

A. Notonlyi itu eful,butyoucan't link 
C, COBOL, F77, PLlI, or any of the other 
compiled languag exc pt DG/l with
out it. It i all of the runtime librarie for all 
of the compiler . Screen I/O, multitasking 

routine, and many th r are in th r . If 
you hav not b en keeping :LA G_RT (or 
quivalent) up-to-date, you are u ing old 

library routines with your current. com
piler. 

A far as the documentation, I am ure 
it' omewh reo However, I cann t r call 
eeing anything dedicated to tho e rou

tine. The variou language manual 
mention the LA G_RT library routine in 
the LI K command-line section, since they 
all rely on certain obj ct m dule and 
librarie contain d therein. 

• 
So have a good holiday season and 

celebrate a bunch. If in doubt, ay no 0 

that you may live long and pro per. /}. 

Jim Siegman i a contribllting editor to FoclI , 
chairman of the NADGUG Alldit Committee, 
and trea LireI' of the Chicago Area Data Gen
eral U ers Grollp. Send coml/lellts or qlles
tiolls to Datal/lark Corp., 3700 W. DevOll, 
SlIite £, Lincolnwood, lL 60659; 312/673-
1700. 

45DAVWARRA TV 
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Bits and bytes from 
the bulletin board 

d . Bulleti n Board 
Bu ll et1n Boar 

AOSNS rev 7.62 
From: Mike Shumway 

I am glad that you guys have tested 7.62 
for me. I'm putting my tape next to the 
biggest magnet I can find. Actually, we 
heard fromourSE, who told usnot to load 
it without waiting for "several patche for 
printer problems." Chalk another one up 
toQA. 

From: Kevin Danzig 
We found a new one with 7.62 XLPT in 

binary. We have several jobs that print on 
special-size documents, and if we put a 
form feed in the clean-up file, we are as
sured that, because it puts the file out 
before and after that, nothing ever lines 
up. What did we do? (We need binary for 
the job.) We put a CR (carriage return in 
the file), and you know what? The last line 
doesn't print at all? (Try thaton a 200-page 
report with final totals on the last page!) 
7.57, here we come (7.60 was a pig, too). 
Can I borrow your magnet? 

STARTER.SYS 
From: Kevin Danzig 

There is STARTER.SYS to worry about. 
We once went down dirty, and it proc'd 
Fixup when we came back up. Unfortu
nately, there wa ames ed up block in 
Fixup (maybe in the bitmap), and it first 
deleted itself, then our installed system, 
and then it panicked. Had we come up 
like any normal system, we would fir t 
answer "no" to "can I fix it from Fixup?" 
We would have seen the problem and run 
Fixup from tape, etc. 

Focus 

From: Doug Rady 
STARTER.SYS?Whatisit? AnMV /2000 

burden? We don't have it on our MV / 
15000. Anyway, as I aid before, we just 
gen SMI into the system and then do not 
u e any DC SMI oftware except the PID 
2 CLI eating the pipe. 

From: Kevin Danzig 
When a 2000 comes up, normally it come 

to a point where sysboot ends. On a big 
ystem, you get the option of program 

load or technical maintenance menu . 
Technical maintenance is in a gray area 
that is maybe sysboot, maybe not. ormal 
technical maintenance has 10 to 12 op
tions. On a 2000, a program called START
ER.SYS follows sysboot. It decides to run 
Fixup with its own built-in script. Its tech
nical maintenance menu has five options. 
Anyway, it's a bust! 

From: Bart Etter 
That is why I removed STARTER! Oh, I 

had lots of other beefs about SM!, but that 
was the la t straw! And I do love having 
everything but uCode on one tape, any
way. 

STARTER.5YS can al 0 make an execu
tive decision that a full format is in order. 
With 7.60 and the addition of a question as 
to whether you approve, the release notice 
points out that the format run may be 
totally unnecessary. 

Without STARTER.5YS in the picture 
and running non-SMI, Fixup runs like it 
does on the big MVs. 

AOSNS performance 
From: Doug Rady 

Rev 8.xx or AOS/VS II as it is now 
known is estimated to consume.5 MB to 1 
MB more memory than AOS/VS 7.63. 

From: Kevin Danzig 
Has anyone out there gone back from 

rev 7.60 or 7.62 to a lower rev, (7.57 may
be)? When we put up 7.60, we thought we 
were seeing poor response times but 
weren' t sure. With 7.62, we're sure! We'd 
rather switch than fight. Anyone else feel 
the same? Also, anyone giving up on rev 
4.00 F77? 

From: Tim Boyer 
According to B.J.'s benchmarks pre

sented at the conference, there is no mea-
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urable speed difference between 7.57 and 
7.60. I dunno about 7.62. 

From: Michael Meissner 
I agree that under real usage 7.60 is 

much wor ethan 7.57. My 7.60 system 
(MV /4000,8 MB, heavy software devel
opment, rev 3.00 CNA domain server) 
experiences blackouts every so often 
(everything will seem to hang, and in a 
minute or two, everything will go back to 
normal). I don' t know what the underly
ing problem is, but I was running PED one 
day and noticed some batch jobs real pri
ority (P Q) changed from 433 (swappable 
3) to 424 (swappable 2). Doing a PRIOR
ITY and PRTYPE command showed the 
commands were running at priority 2. 
Given that the new optimizer compilers 
(C 4.00, F774+, PL/I 2.50, etc.) are much 
more CPU-bound, particularly when op
timizing, I suspect something is getting 
mixed up with priority and CPU-bound 
processes (which AOS/VS and AOS have 
always had problems with). 

From: Michael Meissner 
One more thing, I noticed the exact same 

problems when I went from 7.57 to 7.58, 
and then went back to 7.57, since 7.58 was 
supposed to be for the MV / 2000-class 
machines. Sigh. 

COMPRESS 
From: Chuck Cooperman 

Several months ago, I downloaded 
COMPRESSDMP and several other good
ies from the :SYSMGR BBS for use on my 
MV7800/XP running AOS/VS 7.57. At 
first, COMPRESS worked fitfully, usually 
taking an error exit when there were more 
than a few processes running, but at least 
working well enough to un-COMPRESS 
those .DMZ files. ow, it fails immedi
ately with an Error: Illogical process ad
dre space definition. I know some things 
have changed, such as rev 2 microcode, a 
new sysgen to install an additionallAC-8 
in a new expan ion chassis, and probably 
other things I'm not immediately aware 
of. I hadn't used COMPRESS for a few 
months up until the other day when I tried 
to un-COMPRESS GLOSSARY DMZ. Any 
ideas? 

From: Kevin Danzig 
I hate to say this but get a new copy of 

COMPRESS and hope it can uncompress 
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what you hav . I picked up om thing 
from :SYSMGR BBS that was compressed, 
and it wa corrupt. It wa a text file, and I 
spent a good day and a half cleaning it up. 
If it had been binary, it would have been 
tota I trash. 

From: Michael Mei sner 
It sounds like bit rot to me. I've seen this 

in the pa t when I wa using Zebra di k 
drives (the 190 MB removable). Every so 
often, a Zebra will get a new bad block 
(actually, a marginal block that used to b 
good will degrade to unusability). If you 
run the partial formatter, it will flag the e 
new bad block . If the block was in the free 
list, everything is cool, but if the block was 
in use, the system will u e a block of null 
in tead. Unfortunately, there is no way 
that I know about to find ju t which file 
got roached . Maybe B.J., Eagle, or DBR 
have something like this. I've been bitten 
by normal files suddenly getting bad 
blocks (not fun), and by directories get
ting bad block (definitely painful-you 
10 e everything in the directory and below 
it). The time I 10 t the directorie , it wa 
ju t a pair of minor directories that no
body ever used- just :UTIL and my main 
ource directory (I recovered the ources 

by peeding the li ting files). 

From: Brian Johnson 
We do indeed have a utility for recover

ing the data in a newly found bad block. 
Plans are to introduce this as part of a 
future product package. Until then,Idon't 
know what to tell ya. 

From: Chuck Cooperman 
Getting a new copy of COMPRESS did 

the trick. It's not clear from the text of your 
letter. Are you saying that a damaged 
.DMZ file can destroy the COMPRESS.PR 
file? 

I don't think it was bit rot; the disk is a 
Fujitsu Eagle that ha been ultra reliable, 
but then again .... We just ordered DBR, so 
if it can test for bad blocks, I'll give it a try. 
Oh yes, a copy of the program in a differ
ent directory was also bad, but I'm not 
sure if the copy wa made before or after 
the damage occurred. Thanks for the 
advice. 

From: Michael Mei ner 
The Zebra stuff wa years ago, but I 

learned from the experience (once bitten, 
twice hy). My sources are all in TCS (or 
SCCS). The TCS file are in a different 
directory. Every night, I copy both the 
ources and the TCS files via DUMP_II to 

a different disk on a different controller, 
and of course, the daily /weekly / monthly 
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archive. In ca e you all think thi i ov r
kill, I have been bitten by other failure , 
uch a the tape drive bing out of pha e, 

and not being able to read the tap s when 
the drive wa fixed (or on other y tern ). 
I al 0 have b en bitten by operation 
having some problem with the dump , 
and not letting the system manager know. 
I just recently had to recover from the root 
di k going belly-up, and having to deal 
with the fact that the local operations use 
a local dump program, and my y tape 
had long ince vani hed . Sigh. 

From: Kevin Danzig 
A bad .DMZ or .Z file can't touch 

COMPRESS; however, not all download 
or freebie that I have seen and u ed are 
clean. In the docs for COMPRESS (which 
we do u e here and there), the author 
states that "Ye , a bug in a compression 
utility is pretty bad." Use caution! 

From: Brian John on 
Sounds like either (a) Fixup tra hed the 

file contents (not unheard of),or(b) you've 
got a copy of COMPRESS that wa down
loaded in ome non-binary fashion (lik 
changing Ls to CR/LFs). Other than 
that, I don't have a clue. I've never had a 
problem with COMPRESS on my MY / 
4000. 

Download problems 
From: Brian John on 

By far, the most common problem re
ported to us is that people inadvertently 
download files from our BBS u ing MS
DOS conversion (NL to CR/LF). Plea e 
make sure you are downloaded in a mode 
that leaves the data ab olutely untouched 
ondthatyoudon't have /OFC/IFC turned 
on the portthat you u e if you're u ing an 
MY to do the tran fer. 

From: Kevin Danzig 
When I downloaded from [the) 

:SYSMGR BBS, I took two things (Kermit 
docs and more Kermit docs) . I down
loaded using TEX in X- and Ymodem and 
then in a different package using Xmodem 
(all of the above with CRC). The file were 
identical. I didn't spend much time, but 
those docs have a regular hit pattern in 
them that looks like \"h something! 
Anyway, they weren't for me (I'm all 
heart). 

CEO 
From: Sam Pitt 

Would there be any intere t in a CEO
write sub-board on thi y tem? I am run
ning into some "techie" problems on the 
PC version, and a forum would be u eful. 

Thanks for any comment . 

From: Paul Patter on 
Has anyone configured a single MY / 

20000 model I with 270 or more CEO 
users? How about2000rmoreCEOuser ? 
Any tip? I'm considering doing this, 
pOSSibly pushing word processing down 
to the PC level with CEO Connection and 
CEOwrite. What may be the technical or 
management problems? Maybe I've just 
10 t my la t marble and it can't be done. 
Talk to me. 

PC integration 
From: Chuck Coop rman 

[ have been evaluating DG terminal 
emulators for PCs that include file trans
fer, and 0 far have found two that [ like: 
Pereline by Peregrine Data Systems, and 
Softerm PC by Softronic . My per onal 
favorite i Pereline, becau e it offers ev
erything I ever needed as a Procomm user 
(I didn't use very thing, of cour e) and is 
very friendly in use. It ha cript, it ha 
Dasher 211 emulation (al 0 A SI, TTY, 
YT52,IBM3101,and YIDTEX),anda really 
nice phone dialer that aves a complete 
etup for each dial entry. Softerm is more 

high-tech; it is actually a et of programs, 
all of which can be made re ident. The File 
Agent program will automatically log on 
to your DG and perform automatic file 
transfer u ingSoftran ,likea clunky PC/ 
Remote; I'm not too impres ed, but my 
ecretary like it. Th terminal emulator 

ha fu1l410emulation,a wellasabout20 
other . A a final note, I tried PC/Remote 
and I like it! The problem is getting the 
justification to the bo s for buying it. ext 
year, maybe. 

From: David Down 
I've found two terminal emulator that 

I like. My favorite i Pereline for all around 
u e, but Emu/470 i very nice when you 
need graphics. Both companies ar re-
pon ive to changing the product when 

problem are encountered. 

From: Tim Boyer 
The other advantage to Pereline i that it 

co t about $60. 

From: Chuck Cooperman 
I tried Emu/470 too, but it doe n' t meet 

my requirement of having a built-in file
tran fer protocol lIch a Xmodem. Since 
none of th program I have use color or 
graphic, the 0470 capability is pretty 
much wa ted. 1 bought the original Emu a 
few year back when I fir t needed a PC 
terminal emulator, and till u e it when 
that' alilneed,becau eit' mallandfa t. 
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• C/SCRIPT . COBOL application development 
system. 

• Screen Demon· Pop-up windows for DG 
terminals. Hot-key calculator, CLI, print screen, and 
more. Works with existing COBOL programs. 

• ICHOST . Single and multi-terminal ICOBOL 
interpreters for MS-DOS systems. Up to 33 users. 
Fastest product of its kind. 

• Scream· Fast file Transfers over ASYNC lines . 

• DG Dump/DG Load· Create and load DG
compatible dump files on your MS-DOS or Unix 
system. 

• ICOBOL to RMlCOBOL Translator· 
Translates ICOBOL source code to RMiCOBOL . 

• ICIO . Access ICOBOL data files from a 32-bit 
program. 

For more information 

(205) 821-0075 
Threshold, Inc. 

165 East Magnolia • P.O. Box 831 • Auburn, AL 36831 
ircle 6 on reader 5 rvic card. CISCRIPT i a regi tered trademark of Thre hold, Inc. 



PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

Data General 
announces array of 
high-end products 

Westboro-Data General has announced 
several new hardware and software prod
ucts, including its largest superminicom
puter to date. 

-The Eclipse MV 140000 and MV 140000 
HA (High Availability) computer sys
tems have a performance range of 14 to 50 
MIPS. The MV / 40000 is software-com
patible with the entire line of MV series 
computers, and provides an incremental 
upgrade path for current MV users. The 
MV / 40000 uses the same internal 1/0 
architecture as other MV computer . The 
MV / 40000 HA has the first external chan
nel subsystem for superminicomputers 
and supports up to four symmetric multi
processors. The MV / 40000 HA features 
instruction retry, which minimizes sy -
tern failures attributed to transient error, 
and redundant components, such as back
up power supplies, cooling units, and 
battery back-up capability that allows a 
system to continue functioning if a com
ponent fails. It also features an Indepen
dent Diagnostic Processor (lDP), which 
runs on-line diagnostics on components 
without interrupting system operations. 

Prices range from $500,000 for a single
processor MV / 40000, to $2 million or more 
for the four-processor MV / 40000 HA 
model 4. 

-The Message-based Reliable Chan
nel (MRC) subsystem offers a 400-mbps 
channel. The MRC subsystem supports 
optional redundancy of all its components, 
including controllers, cooling systems, 
power systems, and battery backup. 

The MRC subsystem i offered in two 
packages: a free-standing, 21-slot chassis 
anda lO-slot, rack-mounted version. Prices 
for the MRC channel range from $30,000 
to $80,000, depending on the configura
tion. 

-The AOSNS II operating system is an 
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enhanced version of the AOS/VS operat
ing sy tern. It upport additional fea
tures and enhanced communications per
formance capability. 

-The Data-Sharing Architecture is a 
system software framework that provides 
users with a high-performance approach 
to distributed computing for supermini
computer applications. It's designed to 
support transaction-oriented applications 
and provide a blueprint for incremental 
system resource growth in a distributed 
computing environment. 

The Data-Sharing Architecture is based 
on the client-server model. One MV sys
tem i deSignated as the data ba e "server" 
and processes all requests for access to a 
common data base. Other MV "client" 
y terns upport the u er interface to 

applications processing. The approach 
centralizes concurrency control. By desig
nating a data ba e server system, the most 
highly used portions of a data base can be 
cached in the server's main memory, re
ducing the frequency of disk accesses. 
Also, u ers don't have to modify applica
tions if they change methods of communi
cation, for example, shifting from a local 
area network to a wide area network or to 
the MRC system, because the physical 
location of the data base is transparent at 
the application level. 

The Data-Sharing Architecture encom
pa ses recent enhancements to INFOS II 
and DG /SQLdata base management soft
ware tuned for data sharing across mul
tiple systems, new connection server soft
ware for INFOS II and DG/SQLdata base 
management systems thatrunon the client 
systems, and integrated AOS/VS II ker
nel-resident communications software to 
optimize performance in a distributed 
computing environment. 

- DG/Open Network Management Sys
tem is a software package that manages 
and supports network monitoring and 
control functions in distributed comput
ing environments. The network monitor
ing and management functions have been 
developed for Ethernet LA and wide 
area networks (Xodiac/XTS), and MRC
based DG / PC*I networks, as well as user
developed applications. It enables users 
at a management terminal to monitor and 
control the communications resources of 
local and remote systems. That means a 
network manager can be located anywhere 
and still detect network problems and 
reconfigure the network resources to work 
around the problems. DG/Open is based 
on the latest draft ISO standards, so it can 
be used with systems from other vendors 
that also meet the standards. ~ 

Circle 79 on reader rvice card. 

Graphics Scanner for 
Office/Publisher 
software 

Westboro- Data General has an
nounced a Graphics Scanner interface for 
Office/Publisher, an electronic publish
ing software package that features com
plete CEO and Wordperfect integration. 
The new interface option enables users to 
incorporate photos, line art, and graphics 
directly into newsletters, proposals, and 
other documents. 

Scanned images can be enlarged or re
d uced to the size needed. They can also be 
scanned at the exact resolution necessary 
for specific printer requirements. 

The Graphics Scanner interfaces the 
Hewlett-Packard Scanjet Desktop Scan
ner, which is PC-compatible, to the Data 
General Eclipse MV series environment. 

The Graphics Scanner ranges in price 
from $250 to $2,550, depending on the 
processor. Delivery is 45 days after receipt 
of order. ~ 

Circle 80 on reader service card. 

DG/Library facilitates 
information 
management 

Westboro-Data General has announced 
DG/Library text-retrieval software that 
finds and retrieves documents from large 
text data bases. DG/Library is fully inte
grated with CEO and CEOwrite software, 
and runs on Eclipse MV series systems 
under AOS/VS. 

DG/Library is syntax-free and searches 
for information according to user specifi
cations. As a result, users can find the 
information they need without knowing 
its exact location. DG/Library can search 
for documents that contain specific words, 
phrases, orcombinations; itcan also search 
for words in a particular entence or range, 
and use Boolean expressions such as 
"and/' "or/' and "not." Users can also 
choose to find documents crea ted on a 
certain date or by a certain author. Searches 
can be repeated numerous times and the 
results saved for future use. 

DG/ Library is integrated with CEO's 
word processing, mail, print capabilities, 
and function keys. DG /Library keeps track 
of the CEO filing system and automati
cally recognizes new and modified docu
ments that have been added to a CEO 
drawer and folder. 

Prices for DG/Library range from $3,000 
for an MV / 1400 DC to $23,200 for an 
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Come to Marlboro country 
for all your DG needs. 
I f you think Data General is the 

only lace you can So for com
plete bG sales, serVIce and sup

port, think again. Think Hanson. 
Hanson Data Systems provides 
you with everything you can get 
from Data General, plus a few 
things you can't. LiI<e equipment 
prices that are commonly 50-60% 
of what DG charges. And high
performance, price-leading com
patibles that Oata General doesn't 
carry. And field service and depot 

OAT A S Y S T EMS . 

repair for about 40% less than DG. 

So if you want to improve your 
existing Data General installation, 
call us Tor prices. We carry every
thing-processors, peripherals, 
memory, communications, con
trollers. And we carry it in a 
broad range of capabilities from 
Data General and compatible 
makers such as CDC, NEC, 
Fujitsu, C. Itoh, Dataproducts 
and Kennedy. 

Are you tired of paying astronom
ical monthly service charges? Call 
Hanson for some pleasant sur
prises. Then come to Marlboro 
country. For the best sales and 
service this side of Westboro. 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 
60 Brigham St., Marlboro, MA 
01752. (617) 481-3901. Outside 
Mass: (800) 225-9215. 

Data General's Only 
Single-Source Second Source. 

INC. 

ircle 35 on read r ervicc card. 



Our DP stoff pulled it off 

If you want a backup service 
that will make you look good, 

I recommend 

DataSafe 
Corporation 

Call or send for free information 

describing how DataSafe will benefit 

you and your company. 

Suite 206, 
2138 Ashley Phosphate Rood, 

Charleston. S.C. 29418 

(803)553-5847 

Circle 26 on reader ervi e card. 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

Eclipse MY / 40000. Delivery is 60 days 
after receipt of order. 8 

Circle 81 on reader service card . 

Glare filter custom 
made for DG Dashers 

Santa Rosa, CA-Optical Coating Labo
ratory, Inc. (OCLI) now manufactures an 
anti-glare filter for Data General Dasher 
monitors. The Glare/Guard Profile filter, 
no. C-4, is customized to look like part of 
the Data General monitor. The optically 
coated Profile filter improves CRT read
ability by removing reflected glare, elimi
nating screen flicker, and enhancing con
trast and character resolution. 

Made of tempered glass, the Profile fil
ter is mounted in a lightweight but sturdy 
plastic frame that matches the contour of 
the front of the DG monitor. The filter fits 
on the front of the monitor. 

Two models are available: the Glare/ 
Guard Vantage Profile, which reduces 
glare by95 percent, costs $69.95; the Glare/ 
Guard Professional Profile, which reduces 
glare by 99 percent, filters out 98 percent 
of the VLF (very low frequency) radiation, 
and eliminates static shock and dust 
buildup, costs $109.95. 
Optical Coating LAboratory, Inc., 2789 North
point Pkwy., Santa Rosa, CA95407; 707/545-
6440. 8 

Circle 82 on reader service card . 

Autodial announced 
for unattended file 
transfers 

Alamogordo, NM-Applied Computer 
Solutions has introduced Autodial for Data 
General computers using the AOS and 
AOS/VS operating systems. Autodial is a 
batch control that works with everyday 
jobs as well as communications programs. 
Autodial uses a script language, so chang
ing situations can be parameterized. 

Log-on sequences and file transfers are 
the primary applications of Autodial. Only 
parameter changes for phone number, 
password, filenames, etc., are needed to 
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exchange files with similar satellite loca
tions using the same script. 

Autodial can be used instead of hiring 
extra help at night or on the weekend. For 
example, long-running batch programs 
that begin with interactive input may be 
started with Autodial instead of an opera
tor. 

Autodial works with Applied Computer 
Solutions' other Breakthrough products, 
BT-COM for Data General data communi
cations, and MEX-PC for personal com
putercommunications for networking and 
file-transfer problems. 

Autodial is available with Breakthrough, 
or as a standalone product for $200. Site 
licensing is available. 
Applied Computer Solutions, 2336 Union 
Ave., Alamogordo,NM8831O;505/434-0206. 

d 
Circle 83 on reader ervice card. 

EMS Data Conversion 
System available in 
North America 

ew York-The EMS Data Conversion 
System is now available in North America 
exclusively through Thomas West, Inc. 
The system transcribes data from source 
media in one physical format and operat
ing system to target media in another 
physical format and operating system. It 
converts data from virtually any physical 
media to any other, and between different 
operating systems and recording forma ts. 
The system currently converts data be
tween more than 1,000 different computer 
systems, including laptops, desktop mi
cros, minicomputers, and mainframes. 

Simultaneously as it transcribes data 
from source to target media, the system 
can also change ASCII to EBCDIC or vice 
versa; uppercase to lowercase or vice versa; 
strip off the eighth bit; merge, split, reor
der, or rename files; convert characters or 
strings of characters so they become other 
characters or strings selected by the user; 
and perform a variety of other functions . 

The product includes both hard ware and 
software. The hardware consists of disk 
drives or other storage devices connected 
to one another and to a 386 CPU through 
a Small Computer Standard Interface 
(SCSI) adaptor. Software resides on the 
fixed disk of the computer. 

The price varies with the number and 
type of storage devices purchased. A basic 
configuration usually costs less than 
$40,000. 
Thomas West, Inc. , 249 E. 32nd St. , New 
York, NY 10016; 212/684-4102 . 8 

Circle 84 on reader service card. 
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"Liberty once again 
proved to meet the 
technical, quality, and 
price/performance 
characteristics we 
deemed to be of benefit 
to TEe America and 
our customers." 

When TEC Am rica w nt 
looking for a CRT terminal to 
integrate into their ophi ti ated 
pOint-of- al y t m, they knew 
exactly what they want d. 

It had to have an imp ccable 
record for r liability. It had to 
com from a company with a 
proven track r cord that wa a y 
to deal with, and who could 
commit to TEe's rigid ch dul . 

Aft r r vi wing virtually 
ev ry terminal manufacturer 

availabl , it came a 
no urpri that the 
Fr dom® 0 E Family 

of t rminal from 
Liberty El ctronic wa 

th right choic . 

uberty's Fn."i .. '{/om ONE Fami/yojlermfnals 
Frre<iom ON£. Fra~/om ONEANSI,Frre<iom ONE Plus, and Frre<iom ONE Tllrbo -
can S</Ilsfyall o/),ollrASCII, ANSI and PC lem,/na/ ""wls 

Call today for more informa
ti n and find out what TEC and 
hundr d of oth r major corpora
tion worldwide have di cov r d . 
When it com to high-quality, 
low-co t t rminal , it pay to 
om to Liberty. 

The Freedom to choose. 
The terminals to succeed. 

[[!Liberty ince 1982 

Llocrty EleclroOlc", 332 Ilaroor Way, 
Soulh San Franci'oCO, CA 91080, Tel.: (115) 7 i2-7000, 
Telex: 6771322 !JEL ,Fax' ( IS) 952-9588. 
East: (508) 660-1938. Central: (312) 307-8885. 
West! (415)7 2-7000or(714l476-3113 

Freedom IS a ,,,,demark of uberty ElectronICS 
O I988l11"",y Electronics 



(Collti lllied from pn e 14) 
di agr ment within DC ab ut th new 
policy and how to impl m nt it. Specifi
cally, a couple of polici w r ann unc d 
along with the MV /40000, uch a the 
bundling of language runtim licen e 
with the operating system, but then were 
re cinded. How olid i th policy at thi 
pint? 
Kenney: I'm not ur what you mean by 
olid, but they certainly ar finaliz d. Thi 

i what we will implement. The rea on for 
the change in the inclu ion of the runtim 
licen e go back to th co t situation. 
Th re' a co t a ciated with including 
the runtime lic nse ,and that tran lat t 
a pric increa e to our cu tomer . The 
b n fit would hav applied primarily to 
y t m dev lop rand VAR . W want to 

do something to help the VARs, but we 
don't want that oluti n to r ult in a co t 
to end-u er or to tho e who don't have 
th problem. 

Focus: Some u r ar aying they don't 
intend to pay for Support Plu on AOS/ 
VS, but will ju t wait a year or 0, ave 
th ir money, and th n buy the n w v r
ion wh nth y finally need it. How would 

you an w r that kind of trategy? 
Kenney: It' th irchoice. I'm not ur h w 
practical it is, given the realiti of the 
computer indu try. It' our intention to 
provide the be t value and service we can 
for those who ub cribc. Wheth r they 
ub crib or not i up to th m- th y have 

to measure the value again t the ervice 
we provide. 

Focus: What proportion of the cu tom r 
ba do you xp ct t tay with the ld r 
ver ion of oftware? If ignificant num
ber ch to tay put, won't that tretch 
th r urce 0 ha available for up
porting multiple v rsion ? 
Kenney: In t rm of a numb r, I don' t 
know ... thi is th fir t time w 'v real
ly given th m a choice in thi area. In 
term ofthe maint nanc r ource, that' 
xactly why w 'v i olated the mainte

nance for the older version . We have a 
parate gr up d dicat d to maintaining 

them. 

Focus: What type of change will that 
group b making to the older ver ion of 
AOS/ VS? 
Kenney: Cl ariy, bug fixe, and where 

practical, upport of new peripherals. I 
would de crib it a a mature product 
aft r eight years. 

Focus: The old AOS/VS and OC/UX will 
now b cover d by Support Plu rather 
than SSS. What differences will that mak 
for u er ? 
Kenney: The old updat ervice wa the 
am charge no matter what cia of ys

tern you had. What we've d ne i make 
SSS proportional, and of cour e, Support 
Plu already wa proporti nal. ow what 
do cu tomer get for that? Th y g t t le
ph n upport- that' th Atlanta Cen
ter. They get the on- ite assi tance and 
dispatch. They g t r mote oftwar up
p rt, th On-lin Information Sy tern, and 
microcode sub cription. Wh n ver the 
xi tingagr m nt xpir ,cu tomer can 

ren w Support Plu at the di count I 
mentioned earli r. Take theexampleof th 
MV /20000 mod I I. Prior to the change, 
the old SSS would have been $1,600, and 
the di counted price for Support Plus 
would probably be in th range of $3,500. 
Foran MV /2000 or MV /1400, it would b 
about $2,220. t!, 

"YOU NEED DATA GENERAL 
EQUIPMENT. YOU NEED IT NOW. YOU 
NEED IT PRICED RIGHT. AND IT HAS 
TO MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS." 
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Whether you want to upgrade or 
expand your Data General system. 
Security Computer Sale is "The 
Solution". We are recognized as one of 
the largest \'Olume dealers in new and 
used Data General systems and 
components. That's why we can 
custom-configure the exact system you 
need. to YOUR speCifications. And 
whether you need a complete system or 
Just a cable. we make every effort to 
assure your equipment is delivered 
when you need it. 

Just tell us what you need. Complete 
systems. CPU·s. Controllers. Printer . 
Drives. Terminals. Memo!,): and 
Communications. ~1 ·s. . 2 O's. 

O\'a's and Desktops. We have them 
all. And when you order from us. your 
system comes complete - down to the 
last nut. bolt and cable! What is more. 
before }'Ou get it. we completely clean, 
fully test and if necessary. totally 
recondit ion - every item we sell. 

Security Computer Sales IS known for 
its great deals. You just can't get better 
price performance. Our prices are all 
negotiable and open to bids too. And, 
we give you an additional discount on 
all cash purchases. We're buying too. 
and we pay top dollar. When it comes 
to the best prices. we are "The 
Solution". 

We guarantee every piece of equipment 
we deli\'er to be complete. fully 
operational, and eligible for servicing 
by the maintenance company of your 
choice. And. we offer depot repair. on
site field service maintenance. and 
guaranteed uptime maintenance on 
remote sites - all for far Ie than 
standard DC price ! 

Security Computer Sales, Inc., 622 Rossmor Building 
500 North Robert Street, Sl Paul, MN 55101 

PHONE: (612) 227-5683 or FAX: (612) 223-5524 
ircle 60 on reader ervice card. 

We Are "The Solution" For All Of 
Your Data General Equipment 
Needs 

We offer the best deals and the best 
pnce / performance in new and used 
Data General systems and equipment. 
Why wait any longer) Call "The 
Solution" today. Discover the curity 
Computer Sales difference for yourself! 

"THE SOLUTION" 
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DG VALUE ADDED RESELLERS 

The Value Added Resellers whose products are advertised on these pages are all Data General VARs and have been 
recognized in the marketplace as leaders. This section of Focus provides a sampling of the products that are available 
through DG VARs. If your company is a DG VAR that would like to be included, or if you know of other DG VARs that 
may be interested, please contact the Focus Associate Publisher at 512/345-5316. 

Let LOGICS put solutions 
where your problems are. DG VAR? 

I. 
LOGICS offers an extensive library of 
local government financial and infonnation 
software and the prompt, friendly support 
services you need. To get your operations 
running smoothly and efficiently, write or 
call today: LOGICS, P.O. Box 10709, 
Goldsboro, NC27532-0709; 

You could be here! Put your company in 
front of the most active Data General users 
available ee call and place your VAR ad today! 

logics (919) 751-1086. 

Circle 44 on read r ervice card. 

WE BUY, SEll & TRADE 
THE COMPlETE LINE OF 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

FOCIIS 

All Equipment Guaranteed 
For Data General Maintenance 

3220 Beta Ave., Burnaby, B.C. 
Canada Y5G 4K4 

604-291 -2360 Fax# 604-291-9162 

Circle 69 on reader ervice card. 

512/345-5316 

CALLING ALL UK USERS 

For software products from around 
the world that provide the most cost
effective and re liable software solu
tions to Data General computer users. 

Software solutions include 
data management, utilities, languages, 
performance monitors , communica
tions, office automation and other 
application software. 

Give us a call ! 

Synergistic 

Software 

Company Ltd . 

Hughenden House 
MainS!. 
Colling ham 
West Yorkshire 
LS22 SAY 

Phone 093774637 
(24hr) 0937 73446 
Fax 0937 66903 

Circle 61 on reader ervice card. 

• How much memory 
do 'need? 

• How many disc drives 
do 'need? 

• How many users 
can' support? 

• What's my response 
time? 
:PERFMGR can help you find 
the answers to these and other 
questions about your 
configuration. 

Includes a tutorial on AOS & 
AOS/ VS system performance 
measurement and analysis. 

.lOS/VB :PBBI'IIGR $499 
10 DAY TBUL COPt I'BDI 

:SI .. GB 
Software for System Managers 
A Division 01 B.l. Inc. 

109 Mmna Street Suite 215 
San F'ranc1SCO, CA 94105 (415) 550-1454 

Circle 64 on reader ervice card. 
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Company 
Ames ScIences, Inc. 
Base 2 
BL AssoCIates Inc. 
Catalna CoQIputers, Inc. 
Claflin a Clayton, Inc. 
Cognos CorporatIon 
Commerdal Data Systems Corporation 
Commeraal Data Systems Corporation 
Computek Ltd. 
Computer Arts, Ltd. 
Computer Engineering Associates, Inc. 
Computer Systems Remarketlng Corp. 
Computer Systems Remarketlng Corp. 
Computer Technology Inc. 
Computer Wholesalers 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Cybeltek Software Inc. 
Data Aaaurance Corp. 
Data Ba1k Associates, Inc. 
Data GeReraI'OonIInuing Products Division 
Data GtnerII Corporation 
Data Gen8rat DIrect 
Data Inveetcn Corporation 
DataLynx 
DataLynIt 
Dataram CcIIpCnIion 
DataSaIe Corporation 
DelphI Data 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Essex ~ Service, Inc. 
Fast Track Systems 
Fast Track Systems 
Grumman $)iatems Support Corporation 
Hanson Ocilla Systems, Inc. 
Infadex 
I~~ 
InterleIIIDnGIoIlnc. 
....... & AuocIMBB,Inc. 

POI 
51 
6 

57 
13 
20 
C4 
34 
63 
58 
42 
8 

83 
83 
65 
50 
40 
41 
42 
C2 
27 
6 
9 

23 
29 
65 
28 
3G 
OS 
78 
59 
14 
4 

53 
58 
52 
45 
83 
83 
77 
eo 
62 
37 
47 
4l 
18 
43 
79 
81 
19 
10 

AU 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

Company 
Mcintyre's MinI-Computer Sales Group, Inc. 
MagaTape Corporation 
Microtek Systems IntemationaJ Inc 
Minltab Statistical ~ 
NADGUG 
NADGUG 
NADGUG 
Nemonix, Inc. 
NPA Systems Inc. 
ProductIvity Systems Development Corp. 
Qualstar 
RatIonal Data Bull8lin Board 
RatIonal Data Systems 
RAVE Computer Aasociation,Inc. 
Rhintek, Inc 
RIGISIG Commltlee 
Robson & Deakin ltd 
$AS Institute Inc. 
SCIP 
SecurIty Computer Sales, Inc. 
Syn.ergistic Software Company L1Il. 
Sysgen bata ltd. 
:&YSitGR 8uII8tIn Board 
$Y8MGR, a dIvisiGn of B..t Inc. 
S.V~ a CIviIion of B.J Inc. 

THE SIERRA GROUP. 
3CI 
Thr8ahoId. Inc. 
TInBhoId, Inc. 
TRl-DATA Services Inc. 
Vanguard 1ntemaIionaI ............ ~._ 

Vantage SaIlware, Inc 
Verdugo Computers. Inc. 
We8twDod ~Group Inc. 
~CorporaIIon 
Z8Iaco 
Z8IIQo 
ZeIIlci) 
ZaIaco 

AU 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 
54 

65 
56 
57 

58 
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___________________ CLASSIFIED ADS 

Make the Connection! 
-AOSNS 
- Business BASIC 
- Educators 
- Federal 
-INFOS II 
-ICOBOl 
- law Enforcement 

-lions Gate 
- OASIS (Office Automation) 
- :SIGPERF (performance and 
capacity planning) 
- SIG/UX (unix) 
-SMBASIC 
- TEO 30 

Let the North Americon Doto General Users Group (NADGUG) connect you with other Doto Generol 
users who hove 0 similor speciol interest ond who wont to shore informotion, ideos, problems, 
ond solutions. No motter whot the speciol interest is behind the group - equipment, systems 
or opplicotion softwore, mojor longuoge, operating system, industry type - the reoson is the 
some: to work together to exchonge ideos on how to get the best performonce out of your DG 
system. 

Listed above ore NADGUG's current speciol interest groups. If you ore interested in moking the 
connection with one of these groups, or if you hove on interest thot needs 0 group, pleose contoct 
NADGUG's RIG/SIG coordinotor, Cothlene Gentry, ot 512/345-5316 for further informotion. 

FOCLlS 

CSR Corp. 

Computer Systems 
Remsrketing Corp. 

860 r Sanford Dove 
Richmond. Vlrglnl8 23228 

The Mark Of Excellence In _ . . 
DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

CALL US FIRST AT : 

(804) 262-3555 

FIILD SIRVICI INGINIIRS 
Grumman Systems SUpport Corporation, on og. 
gressive Nationwide, Third Party Computer 
Maintenance OrgarYzation is looking to fill Field 
and Depot positions within our organization. 
Dote General MV. Eclipse and DEC experience 
desired. 
Please send your resume along with salary re
quirements 10: Grumman Systems Support Cor
poration. Personnel Deportment A01 , 90 
Crossways Pori< Drive, Woodbury, N.V. 11797. 

GRUMMAN' 
,~ 

A registered trodemork 01 Grummon COfPOIotlon 
Proal 01 identity & US C"~ensNp may be required 

SllVlCU 

TIMESHARING SERVICES 
ON MV/ 10000 CPU S 

• Remote Processing Thru Dial-Up 
Access 

• 1600 & 6250 BPI Tape Drives 
• Local or Remote Printing 
• Complete Data Security 
• Modems & Multiplexors 
• 24 Hour, 7 Days a Week -

Full Operator Service 

FAST TRACK SYSTEMS 
61 Broadway, New York, NY 10006 

(212) 422-9880 

:SYSMGR BBS specializes in file trans
fer of RDOS and AOS[/YS] DUMP files 
- no messaging facilities. XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT supported. 
415/391-6531(one line), 1200 boud 
(Yadic 3447),8 data bits, 1 start/stop 
bit or 415/550-1454 (voice). Systems is 
MY 14000, terminal mode is CHARI 
605X. 

Use the NADGUG BBS! 
o Charge-Simple, on-line registration. 
Supported by your membership dues. 

300, 1200,2400, 9600 baud 
24 Ius/ day, 7 days/ week 

415/924-3652 
ow with multiple lines and,<iownloads! 

Operated by Rational Data Systems, Inc. 

Don't go it alone -
join NADGUG today! 

(508) 898-4067 
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PRISM _____________________ _ 

DG recently fine-tuned the details of 
itsre tructured oftwarelicen ingandsup
port policies. Following several months of 
uncertainty, the policy wa announced at 
the same time a the MV /40000. How
ever, ome detail were till being worked 
out as late as the end of October. The new 
policy has several components: 

- DC has unbundled AOS/VS II from its 
MV /40000 hardware, while reducing the 
hardware purchase price somewhat, 0 
the total cost for computer plus operating 
ystem remains about what it would have 

been. When originally announced, the 
unbundling was to apply to all MV sys
tems, but now it ha been restricted only 
to the MV /40000 eries. 

- When oftware products g t major en
hancements, they will be treated as new 
versions, and eparate licenses will be 
old. The first products in thi "ver ion

ing" program are the AOS/VS II operat
ing system and XTS II networking prod
ucts. Customers who pay for the Software 
Sub cription Service will not automati
cally get the new versions. However, cus
tomer who want to "trade in" their exi t
ing AOS/VS licenses for AOS/VS II will 
receive a 70 percent di count on the Ii
cen e co t for the new version. 

- The original policy change announce
ment said runtime licenses for languages 
were going to be included with the co t of 
the operating system, but DC ha decided 
to return to its earlier policy. Customer 
will continue to buy eparate license fee 
for each language runtime. 

- Software support for 32-bit oftware 
products will be extended from 90 day to 
one year, at no additional charge. 

- DC will price Software Sub cription 
Services in proportion to the CPU model, 
rather than the earlier flat charge regard
less of CPU size or number of units. If 
additional processors are u ing the media 
provided under SSS, a right-to-copy op
tion must be purcha ed. 

- AOS/VS and DC/UX Software Sub
scription Service will be discontinued and 
placed under the Support Plus program. 

Because of the magnitude of the e pol
icy changes, FoClls has interviewed Frank 
Kenney, the manager who i responSible 
for administering them, to assess their 
impact on the DC user community. See 
page 12 for details. 

• 
Having signed major agreements with 

two large banks, Data Ceneral is empha
sizing its role in the branch automation 
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niche of th banking industry. Combining 
DC's CEO office automation products with 
Broadway & Seymour's UItrastar and 
Diversified Computer Product ' Compre
hensive Banking Office (eBO) oftware 
package, DC i selling the ability to 
addres teller and platform function along 
with office automation need . 

• 
Orders for more than 50 of the newly 

ann04nced MV /40000 worth upward of 
$30 million wer on the book even before 
the pres conference at which the prod
uct were introduced . A $20 million order 
was placed by the Technical S rvice group 
of th Fr nch Air Traffic ontrol agency, 
Service Techniqu de la avigation 
(ST A) . The ST A comput r will be 
used in a national air traffic control sys
tem. Thi order i part of a previou ly 
announced five-year,$35 million contract. 

[n addition, World Computer Corpora
tion of Michigan, a DC VAR, purcha ed 
four MV /40000 computer to b u ed in 
credit union throughout orth Am rica. 
Another Data Cen ral VAR, HBO & 
Company, ha al o ordered 10 MV /40000 
ystems to be in tailed in ho pital 

throughout the country. 
Additional orders have come from 

Airtour of the U.K. and Profe ional 
Healthcare Sy tems of Lo Angeles. 

• 
Digital Equipment hid a recent price 

increa e by eliminating it vaunted one
year warranty program on new equip
ment, and beginning to charge for equiva
lent ervic coverage. When IBM rai ed 
prices by 3 P rcent to 5 percent la t July, 
many ob ervers predicted Digital would 
follow suit. When the announcement fi
nally came (on the Columbus Day holi
day, pre umably to avoid publicity), it 
was under the gui e of giving cu tomer a 
choice 0 they could pick the maintenance 
level best suited to their need . How ver, 
DEC concedes that it will advise cu tom
ers to opt for th standard warranty cover
age, which co ts about 6 percent to 9 per
cent of the purchase price for a year' 
coverage. DEC will also raise price on 
oftware and add-on hardware by about 

2 percent. 

• 
Data General has completed another 

round of cost cutting, resulting in theclos-

ing oftwo plant and th los of about 800 
job . At the ame time, the company will 
continue to hir personnel for Sales, Sys
tems Engineering, and Re earch and 
Development. 

Plan for consolidation in manufactur
ing, repair, distribution, and other func
tions hav b en made in order to pare an 

timated $50 million off the annual 
budget. To implem nt the e change, DC 
ha "takena charg "of$45 million against 
operation in it recently lap ed fourth 
quarter. 

Th manufacturing of high-end mini
comput r will b moved by next spring 
from a Port mouth, ew Hamp hire, 
facility, to newer plant in Durham, ew 
Hamp hire, and Ap x, orth Carolina. 
Product repair ervice will be moved from 
it pre ent ite in Fountain, Colorado, to 
the Southboro location and other appro
priate manufacturing plant. Part di tri
bution will be moved from Colorado to 
S uthbor al o. Both the Fountain and 
Port mouth facilitie will be old. 

• 
Data General Educational Services 

offer two new computer-ba ed training 
cour e for AOS/ VS y tem manager , 
and training eminar for three new DC 
AE products. The eminarcour e cover 
TEO /30 , a computer-aided de ign graph
ic oftware; DC / Aro e, a civil ite engi
neering de ign package; and DC /Ceo, a 
new Ceographic Information System 
(CIS)/Mapping application product. 

Th newCBTcour e offeredar "AOS/ 
VSSy tem ManagementTechniques" and 
"AOS/ VS Operator Using SMI (System 
Managem nt Interface)." 

• 
George R. Bowden was the winner of 

th drawing for a $500 United Airline gift 
certificate given away by Liberty Elec
tronic at Conference 88. Bowden wa 
elected from a pool of ADCUC entrie . 

• 
Data General has signed a VAR con

tract with Healthcare Affiliated Service, 
Inc. (HAS)of Pitt burgh. HASisasub idi
aryofBlueCro of We tern Penn ylvania 
that offer information and management 
packages for the mid-tier ho pital market
place. The three-year contract for DC low
end and mid-range sy tem include the 
MV / 1400, MV /2000 DC, and the MV / 
7800 XP. I:!>. 
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Gilt - ge Security: 
Memoryfrom 
Datamm 
Dataram's MV Upgrade Plan Can h 

Save Enough to Buy Your Next ~ 
esso 

Boost MV /15000 and MV /20000 
perfonnance with quality memory, 
solid support, at lower cost. 
The new DR-1520 Gilt-Edge memory 
boards offer the reliability and perfor
mance you expect from Dataram, the 
DO memory leader right from the 
start. Yet an investment in these 
boards could save enough to pay for 
your next Data General processor! 

Enhanced perfonnance, assured 
growth 
Add users, speed, applications 
today - just plug in fast Dataram 
memory to improve performance. 
As your needs grow, upgrade again. 
Thade in your DR-1520-or your 
original DO board - for credit on a 
higher-capacity DR-1520. Grow from 
8 to 16 or even 32 MB. The added 
capacity won't take up another pro
cessor slot. Your investment in 
memory and processor is protected. 

No-risk security: support and service 
A lifetime warranty assures you of 
memory reliability. We back that war
ranty with an Express Spares Program. 
Since Dataram boards conform to the 
high quality standards of DO com
puters, their use won't affect your DO 
service contract. And you can contract 
for third-party service. But don't 
expect to need it. 

Multi-board dividend 
Buy memory boards for any MV 
processor and earn quantity discounts, 
good for three years. The more power 

you add, the greater 
the savings. If you've 
invested in a Dataram 
DO board in the last 
twelve months, you've 
already earned the discount. 

Options and futures 
Dataram Gilt-Edge memory 
boards are available for the whole 
family of Data General MY -series 
processors. We plan to support new 
processors as they appear, to the 
MY /99000 and beyond. 

For information on any of our DO 
products, write or call today. Or circle 
the reader service number for full 
details on the DR-1520 line. 

Dataram Corporation 
p. O. Box 7528 
Princeton, NJ 08543-7528 
800-822-0071 • NJ 609-799-0071 
TWX 510-685-2542 

Dataram (Europe) 
Dolly's Cottage 
Dedmere Road 
Marlow, Bucks, England SL71PD 
Tel: (06284) 74815. TLX: 846272 

Circle 25 on reader ervicc card. 



D 

Closer to Genius 
Introducing PowerHouse PC': 
the most powerful 4GL for 
serious application development 
on a personal computer. 
PowerHouse PC delivers more power than any other 
PC application development product. It gives you 
OS/ 2TM performance and integrated communications. 
And it gives you all of this - today. 

PowerHouse now lets you prototype and build serious 
business applications on your PCin addition to HP, 
Digital and DG mid-range computers. The simplicity 
of one language across architectures gives you the 
flexibility of choosing the production environment 
that best suits your needs. 

Use PowerHouse PC as a development workstation 
to develop applications for your mini, as a host 
extension to offload processing, or for stand-alone 
applications. Complete with a communications facility, 
PowerHouse PC makes the most of your resources by 
allowing you to share applications and data between 
architectures. What makes PowerHouse PC even 
smarter is that it runs under both D05 and OS/ 2. 

When you're ready for serious application development 
on a pe.rsonal computer, you're ready for PowerHouse 
Pc. 
Call Cog nos Direct, 1-800-426-4667 
In Canada, 1-800-267-2777 
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Cognos Corporation. 2 Corporate Placo. 1·95. Peabody. MA. USA 
01960. (80014·COGNOS. Cognos Incorporated. 3755 Rivenide Drive. 
P.O. Box 9707. Ottawa. Ontario. Canada. KIG 3Z4. (613) 738-1440. 
Tele" 053·3&36. Cognos Limited. Westerly Point. Market Street. 
Bracknell. Berkshire RG12 lQB. United Kingdom. National (0344) 
486668. International +44344486668. Tel .. , &46337 Cognos G. 
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